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energy pool is lower than that required for mOving at
the Enterprise will be moved as far as the remainlrig
energy will allow
the quantity of energy which wouJd have been normally
used to travel the entire distance is still removed from the energy pool and.
jXobably. causes some stress on the dilithium crystals which supply the power
fot the entire ship. If thert is no energy for either the warp or impulse
engines, the Enterprise will not move and no stress will be placed on the
aystals. The maximum warp speed is 9.
The table below indicates the bearings and their corresponding heading
numbers. The bearings given by Computer Function 3 are the same as these
headings.

is dependent upon the amount of energy allocated divided by the distance
between the object and the Enterprise ra~d to some power. Therefore, the
more energy allocated or the closer the Enterprise is to the Object in Ihe
beam. the faster the object moves toward the Enterprise. Docking with Starbases is possible in this way.
If anything comes between Ihe Enterprise and the tractor·beamed objecl,
the beam is disrupted and the tractor generator is shut down, redirecting its
energy allocation to the energy pool.
If the Enterprise moves in the quadrant, the tractor·beamed object
remains in its location but the direction ot attraction is changed to account
for any change in bearing. If the Enterprise leaves the quadrant at impulse
speed, the object breaks free and remains beJund. If the Enterprise leaves
2
1
3
a quad at warp speed, the object is catried along and the amount of energy
\
I
required to move is double if the object is a Klingon or Romulan, quadruple
I
\
for a Starbase, and anywhere between I.S and 6 times for a random object.
,:;
Starbases cannot be brought into a quadrant already conWning another Star·
base; a Klingon/Romulan ship cannot be brought into a quadrant containing
4 X1ingons/Romulans, nor into Romuian/Federation space. Nothing can be
1:\
also, ·7 - 1
pulled across the Galactic Barrier.
/ : \
";-2
Command 7-Energy Distributor
etc•. .
\
I
Allows you to allocate the Enterprise's energy from the matter-anlimatter
-3 -2 -1
pods directly to the shields, torpedo launch, tractor generator, impulse engines,
or indirectly to all other devices by underaUocating the ayailable energy and
permitting the excess to be directed to the energy pool. Energy caMOt be
8earinp
and
Headings
may
be
any
positive
or
neotive
value
Note:
drained from a given device or reserve unless the dilithium crystals are shalwithin +8 and -8, where (see diagram) ·7 corr~ponds to +1.
tered-then you are effectively on battery power and the energy allocated is
If the Heading typed in is out of these bounds, you will be
then directly drained from supplies and not on the timed units-per-stardate
returned to Command mode.
arrangement as when the dilithium crystals are in working order.
If the enerl)' allocated to a given device causes the reserve storage for
that device to become greater than its capacity, the excess energy is chan·
Table o~ Ensine Energy Consumption
nelled to a secondary device to prevent an overload. Thus, if you were to
allocate lOOCl units/stardate (the maximum poss.ible) to the shields, once the
8
9
shields reached lSOO units the excess energy would be shunted to the impulse
5
6
7
3
2
.Jarp Factor 1
reserves, and then to the torpedo launch if the impu.lse reserve was also tilled
89 167 319 625 1242
20 30 50
EneT'!i~ Used 18
If a dilithiwn crystal fractures, each allocation is reduced by a factor of
the number of cry stab fractured divided by the number of crystals existing
before the fracture .
.Ammand 4-P'haser Control
Command 8- Library Computer
This command enables you to fire an amount of phaser energy that you
The Library Computer of the Enterprise has four specific capabilities
specify at a target of your own choosing. If the computer is functional and
available to the user, in addition to assisting in the direction of phucr fire.
there are enemy cruisen in your quadrant, the computer does the aiming. If
In command order,
he computer is damaged or there aren't any cruisen in the quadrant, then
IOU manually aim the phasers. Computer directed phaser fire hits the target(s)
I) Ship Status Report. This gives information as to the present
\\lith 90 to 99 percent of the energy tired, reducing an enemy's shield strength
levels of energy. Le., number of torpedoes left, amount of impulse
by that amount. If there is more than one enemy cruiser in the quadrant
energy available, an4 the level of the energy pool. In addition, values
lOur fire power is divided equally among the cruisen. When firing, each
for the number of X1ingons and Starbases left and the present and
!nemy cruiser fires upon the Enterprise before your phasers fire unless you
final Stardates are printed, as well as the status of aU damaged
are manually firing them. Manual firing results in a S to 99 percent energy
devices. This option consumes no energy from the energy pool.
hil, assuming you aim correctly. The percentage hit in both automatic (com2) Map of the Galaxy, or Record of Long-Range Sensor Scans. Presents
uter directed) and manual firing mode is determined by distance to the tara much compressed map of the galaxy in the same format as the
•
Itt and a random factor. Manual phaser firing allows you to aim at any
Long-Range Sensor Scan, except the format is a lOx 10 quadrant
Object in the quadrant and, depending on what the object is you hit, either
grid rather than a 3 x 3 square. Also, the position of the Enterprise,
Ule phaser beam will affect or be affected by the object in some way.
if located inside the galaxy, is indicated by a hyphen preceding the
normal 3-digit number for that quad.
hmmand 5-Photon Torpedo Launch
If the Enterprise should have the misfortune of encountering a magThis command allows you to disable enemy battle cruisers by firing
netic storm, the computer becomes damaged and the Map of the
photon torpedoes at them. Computer function 3, when the computer is
Galaxy is replaced by the Record of Long-Range Sensor Scans where
operational, can compute torpedO trajectories for you or you can figure out
each 3-digit number is changed to zero until a Long-Range Sensor
our own bearings. Each torpedo is the equivalent of a S7S unit phaser hit.
Scan is taken in that area. The grid is then updated only when the
lorpedoes can be created through the energy distributer; however, this takes
scans are taken. Howeyer. if the Enterprise docks at a Starbase, the
1 long time as it takes 700 units of energy for each torpedo. The best source
Map is restored and all computer functions return to normal. This
of photon torpedoes is a starbase-just dock and you are replenished with 5
computer option uses 10 units of energy.
pedoes.
3) Bearings. Computes bearings to each artificial object in the quadrant
If there is an object in the path of the torpedo it will react with it
in which the Enterprise is situated_ This option uses 5 units of
n one of many possible ways and, usually, end the torpedo's journey there.
fIowcyer, if the object happens to be a star, there is a 30% chance that it
energy.
4) Self-destruct. Allows you to destroy the Enterprise in order to pre11 nova the star lind a 6% chance that it will supernova the star. II there
jle stars neat the noyaed star it may cause a chain reaction of novae. A
vent its capture by the enemy; also permits you to end the game if
you run out of energy, are damaged too severely to continue, or you
photon torpedo will usually but not always disable an enemy cruiser, dependare hopelessly lost outside the Galaxy. To self-destruct, you must
109 upon the shield strength of the cruiser. When firing torpedoes you get
type in the self-destruct number given to you at the start of the
om one to several launches before the enemy starts returning fire.
game-any other response returns you to 'Computer iunction :' . If
TIlis command can be terminated by inputting a bearing greater than 8
you decide to abort the self-destruct sequence after you have tyrd
~ less than -8, and by using up all ayailable torpedoes.
in the number, type either a carriage-return. rubout, or aitmode
Command 6-Tractor Control
escape key and the countdown will abort and return you to command
TIle tractor
allows the
any artificial
mode. This option, if aborted. uses no energy.
e!!:::.~t~h'.
is located
The
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Command
This c.~~~~~.~~:
when responded to with 'YES,' allows the user to end
the pme and get the final statistics of Ihe player's performance. This com·
mand can be aborted with any response other than YES.'
Random Objects
The program currently has 4 classes of random objects: unidentified
objects. monoliths. comets and cargo ships. Three of these ObjeclS-cargo
ships, monoHths and unidentified objects- are attected by phasen, tractor
beans and supernovae. All are affected by torpedo fire. When fired
upon, unidentified objects and monoliths may return fire, vanish or pursue
some other course of action. Cargo ships are destroyed or they can transmit
distress signals to Starneet Command (if in Federation territory) or to the
Romulan fleet (if in RomuJan space). Monoliths have an additional feature:
if the Enterprise moves under impulse power on a collision course with a
monolith. the ship's location will chan. from the quadrant it was in to a
random location in some other quadrant upon entering the monolith. This
effect is desiped to simulate 'holes' in space or 'star gates' with a touch
of '2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY.' Camels are just part of the scenery.
Papertape versions of the program will be offered for sale at effective
cost. Interested users should contact:
Michael Lampi
2729 No. Farwell Ave.
Milwaukee, WI 53211
Write·ups of the program, papertapes, listings, and DECtape copies are
also available. Updated versions will also be prOvided at slight extra cost as
they become debugged.
Prices: Papertapes- S4. Ustings--53. DEClapes (using your OECtape)·
54. OECtapes (uling our new DECtape)· 520. Cards $20. In addition, there
is a SS charge for each order for service and handling. Each paper1ape and
OECtape is guaranteed to be enor·free at our installation.

like). About 20 sealS were arranpd before lhcse screens in Ian rormalion.
The area behind the CRTs was a mess of wires that would have made Medusa
envious.
The first contest began on Stturday morning at about 9:00 AM. One
player was vaporized by Klingons almost immediately. The other went on to
the semifinals. Later in the day, reporters from a local TV mtion showed up.
The: conlest got five minute5 on the news that nighl. All In aU, about SO
people aHended, either to watch or to play.
Firsl and second place winners \\'ere 10 receive a gold model of the
Enterprise encrusted with diamonds and a ulver model of the Lexington with
rubies, respectively. However, the great weight of these models made them
rather unwieldy and they were dropped in favor of gold and silver painted
plastic starships.
Of the 16 players who participated in this event. all but one were non·
programmers. Most had never had any previous experience with a computer
whatsoever. Most of the audience were similarly introduced through this
pme to such amusing uses of otherwise intimidating machines. Games such
as this have been used at U.W.M. 10 bring the University and its surrounding
commuruty together, as well as to gain publicity for the University and its
functions.
A second STARTREKARNlVAL is being prepared to be run later this
year, perhaps durinS the end of the spring ~mester. It is our hope that it
will be II successful as the first one and Ihat no mob of Trekkies wanders in
to chaRie the contest into some sort of a $lies exhibit.

ANOTHER TINY TREK

Ron Williams at the Community Computer Center (1919 Menalto, Menlo
Park CA 94025) has a SR-R TR-K in MITS BASIC. It fealwes: 20 com·
mands •.easily m~ifUl.ble for smaD systems. comes complete with Battle Man·
ual. It IS a modificatJon of a FORTRAN program from the University of
Texas and is avai.lable for the cost of reproduction (54-55).

A STAR TREK CONTEST AT THE UNIVERSITY OF
WISCONSIN MILWAUKEE
ST'R TR' K P1!EQBACK

by David levine

Dea.- fCC.
This is a report on a STAR TREK computer contest which was held on
First, about Bill Crow's letter:
February 28 and 29. 1976. at the EnJlneering and Mathematical Science
His major argument against the Stu Trek pme devised by Mssn. Harris
Building al the University of W'1SCORSin- Milwaukee. The project was sponsored
and Campbell is that it doesn't conform wtth whit he considers 10 be the
by the Electrical Department of the University and was a huge~. The
guidelines tet down by Mr. Roddenberry. First. were such guideline! ever sel
whole thing started with a giant STAR TREK pme programmed in BASIC by
down~ If so, how can I obtain a copy'?
Mike Lampi and ~ke Fischer. sludenu at t~ University ma~oring in computer
Then, he continues to berate a number of'programmers as a whole for
science. this maSSIve set of prognllms contamed over 3500 hnes and reqwred
the "abortions" they have committed upon '"his (Roddenberry's or Crow's'?)
14 BASIC prop-ams chained together. It was so large it could not be run
universe. In my opinion, one of the major messages lhIt "Star Trek" (the
during normal hours as It took up too much computer time and disc space.
1V show) brought across is the sheer magnarnity of the Universe. which can
The proanm contained dozens of functions not found in the standard pme
be exemplified in the show's opening lines. Now. a universe- any universe, be
such as tractOl beams. neutron stars, U.F.O.s and black Monoliths as well as
it "Roddenberry's" or the "natural" one-is. by deflRltion a system which
very elusive Klingons and Romulans. Once the pme has caught on at the
contains not only itsell (which is no mean feat in itself), but aU possible
University, it seemed only natural to play it competitively.
changes to it. Now, just because some people have incorporated chanacs or
Each Inol of the tournament was more difficult to get a good score in
modifK:ations that were not in the "original," albeit limited universe, Mr. Crow
as the p1axieI were created apeciaUy for each game by Mike Lampi. Each
insists on calling them "gross bastardizations"!! What the real KrOSS thing is
pair of competinl players had identical plaxtes al the start of the game, and
is Crows attempt to try to Itmit Star Trek programmers to what (small) infor'
were handed ICIIed envelopes containing a printout of their lrutial plaxy.
mation can be gleaned from re-runs of the TV series.
The winner of a round was the player who destroyed the most Klingons
Okay, I agree with point 3: To call any development, not on1y • pr~
before either time 01 his luck ran oul.
pun as Mr. Crow says. "fmal," is premature. As proof, in the late 1800's
On Slturday momina. the terminals and CRTs were set up at a
die patent office said that Anything that can be invented already was!
fairly IarJe lectw-e-llboratory room on the second Door of the computer in·
Now, as for his ..boast": If Mr. Crow has indeed accomptilhed all
struction Uta. In this tp8CC there were sneral diaI-iD termin:Ils. This room
he SlY' he has-or is in the process or dobts It-more power to him.
was selected because it had enough telephones to dial in aU the terminals we
However, it is aU too easy for those with more equipment and betler IanauI8e
MI't UIin& to the computer. I ott PDP-8e TSS-8 located on the seventh
~rs to look down and sneer at those of us who have to make do with
floor of the building. Due to the high drain on the CPU by the progams,
(pJp!) In old ASR33, maybe a rnuwtorqe device, and "6JI limited 110,...
the system, normaUy open to the public, was cloled out for the weekend.
Come on, man, Shape up!
The bask: format of the room was this: two hard copy tenninals
Drunase control. In my oplnioa, this is one of die most tackin& puts
(DECWRITERs) faced each other on a raised diu at the fronl of the room.
or the pme. Either somethiDa works or it don't. Has anyooe coded lOme-These terminals were UICd .t the Input stations for the players, who were
thina that hal a ciamaged-but..)'OU"CID-lry-it...though.the-resuttwr.uapredlct·
each pllying a separate pme. Beneath these and facias the ~. of the
Abo. every time you SO somewhere, dlere's a cbmce tlw: lOmeroom Mre three CRT... Two were hardwired to the DECWRITE~fu~Rs.!~r·tI~_
.
fixed-at
leut partiIIIy-or clamqcd. If the warp . . . . arc
the audience. view of whit the! pllyen were doinJ. This~,
can ItiII JO warpinl .bout It speeds abow .2'!
problem of people tookina OYer the playen' Ihoulden. The
:;;;"KH~'~;;
always _, to shoot first? tfow about It Ieut •
locIted between. the other two
was
in the l)'1ten'l ,
ciW".?
IDmIIwhere, why doesn't your warp raor
whld1
lhe out
"'1111
...rrii;~u;i'i.~
or 01

-:;;;!"ab,';, -.
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IDftlCOnc uk
thai he
already know? Why not take
that junk out
range scan, and put it down in the report. where it really belonp?
Also, why do you Ft • scan evetytime you move? This is fmc for
those of us with CRTs and time. but lousy for those of us who have 10
squeeze in time in bill and draba.
To min the same more "realistic" (realistic??) why nOI inJert some
thinp which cause each command to use both time and ertCfIY. This forces
you to think • little more -before you do anything.
That', enoush for now, I spose. Peopie! If you've got QIIy Star Trek
programs. ideu, or whalever. please write! Whoever you IIC,
lUre there',
a 101 we can teach each other.
Richard Salz
Phantom Unlimited
8 Glenby Lane
Brookville, NY II S45
l Editor. Ricbard Salz: aI:Io .... .....y ideal OIl how to better baplremmt
_ _ .... in BASIC.)

rm

o.u PCC.

those
shown
!hey '!'o,
..' is
such..and-such a way
rather than a speaes. I refUJe to
mYY:,;i~~~~i~
author of the ahove--mentioned Jetter had .~
to
planning to write. For example, he insists that
EminianS
for 500 years, and the KlingOOl can't battle due to the Organian
Who says that your pme mUit take place at the same lime thlt the
.
Why nol 500 years before? How about one episode before the peace trealy
was siCned? Speaking of close-minded!
I do agree with him, though, about CampbeU's misuse of the Horta.
Artistic license Is not a licenae to butcher and maim!
On the subject of his game, I have found that is is difficult enough for
two people to set free time 10 play 2·peraon pmes for a few hours, much less
24 people as he plans! And what's this about needing training 10 play his
game? His input sessioru must be pretty convoluted if you need to read a book
to understand them.
On a different subject, Jonathan W"tlliams, a friend, hu asked me to send
along the instructions 10 his. p.me 'STRTRK'. It has inteJliaenI enemies (both
KJingons AND Romulans), 3 planeu (Earth, Klingon and Romulan), Traders
for the economically inclined, and real·time battles. TIle user speciftes his own
ship symbol. The game is run OR an HP2000 ACCESS system, and is programmed for a particular terminal but can easiJy be adapted 10 any kind of CRT.
11lere is far more strategy lhan in a proe like TREK13, and If you run out of
time, you can save your pme and come bacIt liter. It doesn't work perfectly
yel (still a few bup). If you want a copy, write to him:
Jonathan WUlianu
342 Lexington Ave.
Iowa City, IA 52240
WeU, thai's aU I have on my mind for now. You have my permisaOll 10
do anything you Uke with this letter- fold, spindJe, mutilate, bum or enshrine it.
Even print it .
R. R. I
Joe A1tmaier
Riverside, IA S2321

Havina just seen Vol. 4, No. S, I would like to make a few comments.
although they may be a bit late. I u:ree wholeheart~ with Bill Crow.
I crinae wheito¥er someone claims to have the "ultimate Stu Trek proe,
usuaDy replere with leatures thaI Gene Roddenberry would shake his head
in puzzlement at. While you did publIsh one &rUde of this type,
"Interface" hu been averaafnl, 2 or 3 per lSBue, one reason why 1 really do
not like that rnapzine.
I think it milht be helpful to draw a distinction between Star Trek
pmes and Space War pmeI. By lnsistinl upon usina the name "Star Trek,"
many people find themselves locked into. univerae too limited for their
OWII 10'1' .... The usual mponse to this is to just start adding features,
.... thout wonytac aboIIt bow 1M)' fit ill with the real (?) Star Trek world.
If you can'l brin. younelf' to Ibalt )'OUr pane to Stu Trek " BiD lUI'
Jt!~ts, them perhaps the Star Trek . . . . . . . . . be dropped altopther. By
w.,mg SO you PIn a areal amount of rrocdom or ........... do Ioee the
"SI. Trek mystique" whidr plays a biB rote Dr allractma mhy ne .........
To Bill Crow, systems and graphics analyst, Univ. of Vermont,
to lids type of pminl- Ir you must include some Star Trek, 1 tlunk It
This b I commentary on your recent article in PCC (Vol. 4, No.6) about
would be sort of a "tip of the hat" to Gene to include KlingonJ. Of coune,
a new 'STAR TItEK' prosmn soon to be completed al Vennonl. I fell that an
in salute to others you couJd include Kzinti, Osnomians, Pat, and other of
article It.tlng U mID)'
as yours deserves al least this much:
the godless hordes of space.
I) Baltle with the KlinSon £mphe II not impossible; aU out war since the
On sources of information for Stu Trek; Bio Trimbk is in the process of
Orpnian peace treaty is.
reviIlng Ind improving the St. fuA: Concon:lllnce for Ballanlioe Books. Because
2) Dilithium is maned in the crystalline state, suppoxdly one of the hardest
of thjl, the original Com:onlllnce has become IOmething of • collector's item and
substances known to man-dcfmitely not mined in the slate of °ore.'
is hard to find. John aDd Bjo still had a few copies to sell al Weslercon (JuJy
3) PrOltctioB installations from ,1l1Ck and following enemy cruilen and des·
4), so you may still be able to sel :r .. tlpy from them. The latest date I heard
troying them and their installations is not 'chue the enemy and blow them
fot the BaIantine edition was Septembel This should be availabie just about
up'11
everywhere when it does come out, sam.: as the Ballantine version of the Enter·
4) Attack patterns in the 1V show STAR TREK Mre manuaDy controlledprise Blueprints.
not computer controlled, with the only excpetion of the episode with M·S.
Blueprints of a Star Fleet freighter have become available recently. These
Computers merely 'locked' weapons onto target.
were produced by IntersteUer Aaociates and are availabk from T·K GraphiC$
S) Photon torpedoes, which suppoKdly have their source of enel'l)' in matter·
(p.O. Box 19SI. Baltimore, MD 21203) for 53.25. T·K also stocks the Enter·
anti-mailer reactions, could conceivably nO\'l and possibly supernova stan
prise and Klingon battte cruller blueprints, along with lots Qf other Star Trek
provided, of course, the stars were unstable to begin with-a situation not
material. They also carry a huge selection of . . . . . science rlCtion and fan·
too uncommon in our plaxy. 1lIe remains of these novae and supernovae
tasy books. They even pay postage on all books. Be sure to get their catalog.
can range from empty spice (or dust clouds) to black holes and neutron
EnoupJa advertisements for one day.
stus to white dWirfs as weU u 'normal' stan.. So, the idea of torpedoes
Sincerely,
causing such stellar disruption is not out of the question.
Robert Currier
P.O. Box 2174
6) A program which generates 'very nice sow systems, not unIib those which
Newport Beach, CA 92663
have been obserled in space' must indeed be a software marvel considering
that our solar system is the only one within telescopic ranac other than the
I or 2 nearby stan which indicate the presence of super-super-pant planets
lear PCC:
(or sUMtan) S to 10 times the size of Jupiter. Get a good book on astron·
omy!
In the July 1976 issue (Vol. 4, No.6) you printed two leners that com·
7) Your game appears to be a slightly more sophisticated rock~m-iOCk~m·
p1ained about Bill Campbell's and another guy's STAR TREK game. They both
robot pme with each battle situation a dry statistic controlled by the com·
J...",::,!re particularly upset at Mr. CampbeU for calling his game the 'lntlmate' STAR
puter- not II aU in the form of an interactive proe requiring split-second
determination as a good multi.keyboard game can be.
rtu:.K. The authors seemed to think he was commiting lOme horrible crime.
~y, he was just being enthusiastic! When I write a game, it's alwaYl the besr
8) In remaining true to Gene Roddenberry's creation, the Federation did not
ere is (until I wrile another one).
make a practice of disrupting the RomuJan Empire either by breaking supply
One of the leller writers specifically stated that calling ooes own game
nor by battling with every Romulan you come in contact with.
e only game of ils caliber' was 'nor only premature, but very close·minded
9) With aU the involvement of the computer in controlling complex attack
situations one would think that the same computer would be quite capable
nd quite infanlile.' lie went on to say that his own game ARMAGEDOON
II be 'generations beyond the current rash of STAR TREK games.' Now
of plotting course5 between stu systems and devise the most efficienl
10'S being infantile~ He did go overboard in his strict adherence to the show
frieght., routes. in addition, I fail to recall any episode whore any person·
~pt5. Gene Roddenberry created, not just a show about the exploits of the
nel aboard an)' starship used star charts to plol ship counes-they alwaY'
).ptain and crew of a
. but a look II a universe of the future. The
used the ship's computer to 'lay in a course.'
nows had no end of
. new
and places, and to pretend that
10) Armaseddon, in all its supposed complexities, is not by any means 'genera-
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tionshas several the
current
Trek which,
games. while not
~;i~.~~\yk~:b::~i~~:~:i~;~~I~:t
kee
Trek
programs
among the most complex programs on campus with regards to both programming and content. Several students have been able to use the£e programs
as senior theses in return for as much as four years' effort.
As you can see, Mr. Crow, yours is not quite the program you described it to
be. If one must make c1a~ms about one's program being better than another's,
one must be ready and able to back it up.
Cordially,
Michael Lampi
2729 N. Farwell Ave.
Senior Programmer and Analyst
Milwaukee, WI 53211
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

I next five might not spark any programs, but contain so many
that they oughta be red (opps!) anyway.
Oil Zol/Zibor.
life in the 21st Century. It's a fantastic novel.
Unbelievable-or rather, too believable! It paints a very real and very spooky
piCture of a possible direction our society will take.
DUlle. A classic. I can't explain it in a few lines, and you probably know
of it already. Also. 10 a lesser extent there's Childre1l of DUlle, and D1Ine Messiah.
Tile Slleep Look Up. What could happen to us very soon (it'~ set in the
1980's) if we don', stop polluting our own next. Frightening. It might be possible to base an ecological program on it, but I've got not idea of where to
starl. Any suggestions?
For those who would be interested in something of social interactions
(along the lines of Huntjngton U's POLICY?) there's the classics Brolle New
SCIENCE FICTION GAMES
World and 1984.
Okay, back to the scenarios/suggestions.
There's a booklet by Harvard Mclean and Michael Raymond called
Harlan Ellison's "I Have No Mouth and I Must Scream." One person plays
"Design Your Own Game" and it supposedly contains a "wealth of pragmatic
a man (or woman, I'm not picky) who's trapped in the bowels (literally) of a
(or?) information" along with examples. It costs $1.75, and you can get it
world·wide computer who's trying to escape. The computer can do just about
from (a dirty glass? Ouch!) The Simulation and Gaming Association, R.R.
anything 10 him (i.e., sensory distortion, etc.) and to the environment (blizzards
No.2, Greentree Road, Lebanon, OH 45036. I'll let yon know more when
in 100-degree weather, etc.) to try to get him to kill himself/go crazy (how
my copy arrives.
would you program that?)!give up/get ki11t'd in an accident. But, the computer
Computer games in general. By these. I mean the more advanced
can't kill the man outright. A little "balancing" would have to be done, since
games; the ones that tend to fall into the simulatioMYpe category. I think
it seems that the computer has all the advantages.
it was in one of your previous issues that someone pointed out that very few
Satans World by Poul Anderson has some possibility, too. You try to set
computer/simulation games that are in circulation were really designed for com~p a working mining installation on a rogue planet which is following a cometputers in the first place. Almost always, they're just transposed from a playing
like course towards a sun, and is just starting to thaw, making the minerals, ores,
board. Also, all the games I'm acquainted with-with the possible exception of
etc. mor~ acessible .. You can make a lot of money, but the dangers are greal,
a couple-have one flaw in common: they don't take place in real time.
too. (Bramscrubs, ahens, earthquakes, and ... (gasp!) your competitors).
Everything is nice, orderly, and j'l turns: you go, I go, the Klingens fire,
Enough for now, I'm running out of ideas. (How about a few more
prore (oops!), etc. In real tife (sic!), it just don't work that way!! Unfortugeneral things?) Thought you'd never ask.
nately, real-time programming is hard-if not downright impossible-for some
Okay, so you've got an idea of galactic scope, but no galaxy to put it in?
users. This means having a dedicated computer-probably a mini-and not being
"4000 A.D." by John Waddington, Ltd. is a unique bored-er, board game. It's
able to program in a high·level language, since none of the common ones can
got a lot of info to help you set up your own playing area. (See the xerox of
handle two or more teletypes on an interrupt basis. The only way to do this
the rules and the strategy booklet.) I'U be more'n happy to send a copy to
would be to program in machine language or assembly language, using an interanyone who'd like one (a copy, I mean) for the price of a stamp and the xerox
rupt, TIY: I/O nags, switches, etc . . . . HELP!!
fees. You have your choice of English or French.
Another alternative would be to write your own high-level language. The
Another thing on the back burner is a real-time dogfight between two
initial difficulty would be great, but future programs of this type would be a
spaceships
without USing TV screens. If you like, I'U send some details later.
lot easier. I've included a copy of some of mv scribbles on tlll1t idea.
Also, have you noticed that all sensors tell you precisely what object is
Foundation Trilogy. I don't think so. The good Doctor's masterpiece
where? Wouldn't it be more realistic (realistic?) to have masso, size" and radiant
I must admit, left me a little underwhelmed. The only thing J can think of is
energy-detectors?
Then you figure oul what it is. This'd also have little things
possibly something based on Selson's history-prediction math/science, but what
like background radiation, solar interference, etc, and the enemy could "hide"
kind of shape that would take, I've know (opps!) idea. When/if I get any idea
behind a planet, or cut down his energy consumption.
of where to start I'll let you know.
Also, (what? Another also?) why do SF and computers seem to go
Colossus could be interesting. One person takes the role of the U.S.'s
together? Does one lead you into the other? Maybe it's a phase-locked loop
Colossus, the other would play the part of the U.S.S.R.'s Guardian. They'd
kind of thing. You get shunted back and forth between the two faster and
bailie, plead, bargain, and bluff for the control of whatever's left of the world.
faster, with no chance of escaping ... HELP! Maybe it's a commie plot!
A third person could play Forbin although what his role would be 1 don't know.
Once we're distracted with computers and SF they'll come in AND TAKE
PoSSibly a mediator/pacifier? 171e Fall of the Colossus (which isn't nearly as
OVER!!!
good) could be used as a basis for adding in another party: The Fellowship (an
Richard Salz
Phantom Unlimited
underground anti-Colossus group) and the Martians (they have the same goal, so
Spokesman
8 Glenby Lane
they'd work as one). Another party, albeit a muth more minor one, is the Sect
Brookville L.I., NY 11545
(Colossus-worshippers), although I don't know what role they'd play. Spies?
Traitors? Saboteurs? Hmmmm. _ . _
Coge a Man. by F' M' Busby is another possibility. 11 would be a very
lliOUGHTS ON ST*R TR*KKING AND SPACE GAMING
glorified hide-and-seek. One man is trapped on a planet of lobster·like crea·
tures called the Demu (honest!) who to-for humanitarian (sick! (Oops, did it
again!) reasons-turn him into a replica of them. (A pseudo-Demu?)
from the Mellow Flash
The Lensmen Series by E. E. "Doc" Smith. This neo-classic s~ce opera
should provide some ideas. A Contest of good (Arisia) against evil (Eddore),
I believe that it is time to draw the ST·R TR·K gaming controversy that
with the lesser races (humans, Rigelians, etc.) used sort of as tools, and pawns.
has ai'peared in the pages of PCC to an end. Using the label "STAR TREK"
has primarily served as a marketing device that mooches on the glamour of the
There's a. wealth of information here (seven paperbacks of ISO-plus pages each!),
including such things as blasters, hypnosis, thought screens, drugs, nuclear vorreal thing. Watching the show recently, it appears that a great deal is left out
tices, the "Guardians of Civilization," anti·matter planets, and lenses (I can't exof the computer games; the basic pre.ruse of encountering the unknown, helping
civilizations survive, communication problems with aliens, the problem of nonplain the last, you'll just have to read one of the books).
destructive intervention in alien cultures, the on-going tension between the sharp
aries in Flight by James Blish is a collection and repackaging of four of
and cold intellect of the left·hemisphere dominated Dr. Spock and the soft and
his earlier novels, in an opus of about 600. pages. The novels tell of the hisfeeling intuition of the right-hemisphere dominated Dr. McCoy. Why don't we
tory of the Earthmanist culture, from the near future to the.end of the unilet the TV show be itself and get on with the business of creating more openverse (4004). The two "biggies" which form the basis of the book, as it were,
ended gaming ventures that provide a medium for our needs to make manifest
are the development of anti-agathic drugs which stretch Iifespans into the lCen·
OUt own fantasy worlds. If this activity must be labelled , call it simply Space
turies, and "spindizzies"-gravity neutralizers wltich enable whole cities to leave
the Earth, from whence comes the title. Oh, yes, and these things happen in a
Gaming (watch for the Don Quixote Starship ... see page 8)
The following are some thoughts on designing the interactive dialogue of
society where the Scientific Method no longer works (Hoo ha!), that's 1994
games and command languages:
(uh oh!). I've enclosed a z-stones (z-rocks . .. xerox ... ouch!) of the afterward, which you might find interesting.. This makes the book. sound silly. but
I) No calking down! Avoid a tendency to convey information about the game
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Do you people know what hdlJlJelu:::u Orl April 18. in the year 1906?

Well, for those who don't (you people

who do know, don't tell them yeti) that was the worst day in California's history, It was the day of the San Francisco Earthquake. r bet that most of yOu readers don't know what time it happened. Well. it happened at 5: 13 a.m.
There were 600 dead; 300,000 homeless. and property damage was above $400 million.
Now, people. would we want this to happen again? No, of course not! So what do you say we get together
and staple the San Andreas Fault together?
What I want you to do for now is pick up your pen and a piece of paper and write to me, telling me things
like what the staples should look like, how they should be put in the ground, and where they should be placed. Oh,
yeah, don't forget to tell me what you think of the idea!.
• ; ~ , i..
...

1,..A.t: tJ' ..... •••
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of the

PaUles

------------------------------------

More will appear in the next issue of PCC about this impossible game.
Roughly. it is a game that may take thousands to design, many more thousands
to play, decades to run, may require vast networks to be formed for information exchange, networks of hobbyist micros, communication links by Hams,
eBen, and pony express, and an alternative education system. A vast fantasy
to seed the stats!

CETI Studies

Co-Ellolulion Quarterly

£ortll/Space News(letter)
Earth/Space Inc. run by Paul Siegler puts out the News and a Newsleller
that promote economical free enterprise in space. Recent articles discuss space
law, Migma fusion, and space colonies among other subjects. This organization
is located at 4)51 Middlefield, Palo Alto, CA 94303.

Two recent issues of CQ have given a lot of attention to the space
colonization concept (both for and against); see the Fall '75 and Spring '76
quarterlies. This always engaging and serendipitous journal can be found at
"organic" bookstores or P.O. Box 428, Sausalito, CA 94965.
L5 Nnvs
This is an ongoing and technically up-date medium on the serious efforts
towards space colonization. Membership is S20/yr. from 1..-5 Society, 1620 N.
Park. Tucson, AZ 85719.

Carl Sagan has written several pieces on Communications with Extraterrestrial Intelligence (CETI). A recent paperback by MIT Press and edited by
him is the proceedings of a joint U.S.-Russia Conference on the subject and
contains many technical studies.

Slarweb

Starweb is a multi.player, hidden movement. play by mail, strategic space
game. For folks interested in Ihis type of game which may be akin to DQ
SfARSJ-IlP, contact Aying Buffalo Inc. who run many of these game~ in
various science fiction and fanlasy s.cenarios, al P.O. Box 1467, Scottsdale,
AZ 85252. To start the game righl away send SID.

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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SPACE GAMES MARATHON
by Dean Deily, Community Computer Center

Amid the clattering of teletyPM. a War 01 the World$
ensued al the Community Computer Center at 1919 Menallo
Dr,ve In Menlo Park late IHt August as Star trek q>aee ship
commander'S fought 10 the death _Ih enemy forces for 24
hours at the Center', fiflt Space Games Marathon.
When the smoke cleared on the evening on August the
21 U, the Center emerged H Ihe winner, IIIIlning 45 new
friends and about 100 dollars from the a .... nl. Mon 01 the
Center's stall saw sorne action, especially Ma,k F,ftdman
8I'Id Ooull Faurlt, who accompanied the troops for the ~ti~:;.
24 hours.
Two llllmes, "51\11" tdescribed on Ihe Januery 1976
edition 01 pce), and "Trek73," a more elaboratl Star Trek
gIIrrlI!, were the favorites 01 Ihe players, who II'Icluded the
bltlle-hardened David Aosens_ig and David Kirsh, who
spent 18 hours at o. !liar thll'll lerminal pons. Many of the
Marllthon p&rlicipants won a free hour 01 time at one of
the Center's terminal •.
The onlV cloud 0Yef the Center', "victory" IS Pacific
Telephon,'s new bu"ne" late wtuch CMlges about 60 cents
81'1 hour on local caliS-including the ones the Centl'f makH
to its remOle tomesherong computer.
Providing the ammunition and support Ihat anured
the success 01 the Marathon were the RA IR timesharing
company of Mountain View, which hH continuously provided computmg faclht,e5 101' Ihe Center, Bob Moody.
General Mln.g." of the Byte ShOp in Palo AltO, donIted
several book. to be a_rded as door puzes to Marathon
comba tants. and also lent an tMSA I comput&r whicl1 played
a Star Trek gllme. Exidy Games 01 Mountain V,ew lent
• VideO bumper car game and Lynn Smith al50 brought a
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Computer Gemes in the Cle&&roam

- By .Joanne Koltnow Verplenk

We all know that p,mes are fun, and moU of us h3vo pillyed
computer games to find them fascinating too. The computer
IS the perfect patient partner, the impeccable scorekeeper, the lightning
calculator, and perhaps the sufficient challenge. Kids, also, have disoovered computers, and have played games on them whenever they
have h~d the chance. These computer games can be more than pure
entertalnment however; they can also be used for educational purposes. Over he past several years, we at the Community Computer
Center have been playing computer games with kids and introducing
their teachers to the benefits of using these games in school.
Although computers 3fC aA aspect of modern technology not
usually found in schools, they are inherently enticing to kids, and
computer games can flU some of the needs in the classroom. Child.
ren are motivated to read because they are anxious to flnd out what
the computer is "saying" to them. Once they can read "too big"
and "too small" the world of the computer game is open to them.
As children progress through the games, they come upon more words
they n~ed to read. When new games are orrered judiCiously, not
frustratmg the player with too many unfamiliar words, they continue
to motivate reading.
Skills can be taught using computer games. Some of the most
simple games we play orrer a wide range of skills for the player to
learn and practice. In "Number," for example, the computer picks
a number, asks for guesses, and responds with clues.
GAME NO.?1
··NUMBER
YOUR GUESS?67
TOO SMALL
YOUR GUFSS?7S
TOO SMALL
YOUR GUESS?95

.
"Animal" is another ravorite game that is educational on many
dirrerent levels. This time, the p/Qyer thinks of an animal and the computer tries to guess it.
WOULD YOU UKE TO PLAY 'GUESS THE ANIMAL' WITH
THE PDP-S? ·Y
PLEASE THINK OF AN ANIMAL.
HAVE YOU THOUGHT OF ONE YET? ·Y
HAS IT GOT A TAIL ·Y
HAS IT GOT JUST TWO LEGS ·N
IS IT A HORSE ·N
OH DEAR! I DIDN'T GET THAT ONE_
WOULD YOU PLEASE TYPE IN THE ANSWER:
·UON
PLEASE GIVE ME A QUESTION THAT WOULD DISTINGUISH
IT FROM A HORSE
• DOES IT ROAR
AND WHAT WOUlD BE THE ANSWER IN THE CASE OF A
HORSE ·N
THANK YOU VERY MUCH - I WILL REMEMBER THAT.
PLEASE THINK OF AN ANIMAL.
HAVE YOU THOUGHT OF ONE YET?
The game motivates reading, learning about animals, and learning to use
reference books. The players have to follow directions:
PLEASE THINK OF AN ANIMAL'
HAVE YOU THOUGHT OF ONE YET?
·SKUNK
PLEASE SAY YES OR NO.

~nough

l

TOO SMALL
YOUR GUESS?97

'Y

\

TOO SMALL

YOUR GUESS?99
TOO BIG
YOUR GUESS?9S
YOU GOT IT IN 6 TURNS!!!
The child practices reading words and numbers, following directions,
maldng judgments, formulating guesses, and constructing and typing
numbers. The child knows, or learns, 10 make successive guesses
within the boundaries set in previous turns. If 31 was "too big,"
for instance, a guess of 49 wowd be inappropriate. Inappropriate
guesses usually indicate that the child was playing with a range of
numbers beyond his or her comprehension. When the teacher has
successfully matched the range of numbers to the child's ability,
the child will play with understanding. The time before winning
will not be too long, and all the behaviors just completed will be
reinforced. As much as possible, the game's level of difnculty
should be matched to the player's ability. There is little point in
playing a game that is so far beyond one's understanding that the
computer's responses are ignored.
Concepts as well as skills can be introduced via the games.
"Number" and its alphabetical counterpart "Letter" can be used
at a higher level to approach the concept of guessing strategies. When
players are able to guess within boundaries, though to do so without
apparent design, they should be encouraged to consider creating guessing strategies. We describe strategies as "any kind of p/Qn for your
guessing." We tell players, "There are lots of different strategies you
might use for this game. Look for one you think will work best."
Many strategies emerge, and we discuss them all. At some point,
players come upon the binary search method, and realize that that
IS the most efficient guessing strategy for this sort of game. Because
they figure it OU I, and try it out, they understand it. They are more
likely to remember the stralegy this way, and know when to use it,
than if we had simply taught it to them.
Binary search is a particular strategy that adults often see before
kids do. One of the ideas that we try to impress on teachers is that
people are ready for various levels of understanding at different times.
A strategy that a child has put together is more likely to be remembered
than one that has been fed to him.
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think about their animals in ways they perhaps had not expected to:
HAS IT GOT A TAIL ·N
DOES IT MAKE WAR .Y
IS IT A HUMAN BEING
and have to create questions according to a prescribed pattern:
WOULD YOU PLEASE TYPE IN THE ANSWER.
·SPARROW
PLEASE GIVE ME A QUESllON THAT WOULD DISTINGUISH
IT FROM A BIG-BIRD
·OOES IT TALK
Because of their backgrounds, some children are considered
"language deprived." They benefit from any occasion to verbalize.
"Animal" offers them this opportunity and gives it a direction. When·
ever a group of children play "Animal," they use books and discussion
to determine what they will tell the computer. The players think and
talk about animals. They also learn to consider similarities and differences in forrowating their questions.
Computer games can be used with individuals. small groups, or in
who~e class instruction. A game may be presented to the class, then
modified to meet the needs of individuals, or it may be taught directly
to I small group. This depends both on the ability range wiUtin the
class and the availability and convenience of the terminal. The amount
of teacher preparation will vary, too. The Ideal situation involves
matching the game Ind the players so well that they can play completely on their own.
Some of the special qualities of the computer show to best advan.
tage where there is a single player_ The computer's infinite patience
allows adequate thinking time. A player does not have to defer to a
quicker classmate, In unfortunately frequent occurrence for some children. Learning to recognize and complete patterns is hard for some
children, and the same pa~ient computer allows a child to thoroughly
learn the necessary response pattern. Someone who does not fmish
the "read the question-type the answer-press RETURN" pattern will
find that the computer fails 10 respond. After some time, the player
will review the action and flgure out what was missing. All this with.
out the slightest comment from the computer. Eventually the review
process will become part of the response and the player will have
learned the pattern without outside help.
Patience is also important when the player gives the same wrong
answer several times. If the game and player are well matched Utis
will not happen often. However, if it does, a good program win nol
distinguish between the flrst and successive instances of I particular
response. Eventually it will be the player who will catch the mistake.
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MU1 Z'TI TUB BUT IT'S EDUCATIONAL
Infinite patience is especially useful for the times when a child
plays the same game repeatedly. Perhaps it's the pleasure of success
in an otherwise unsuccessful school situation; maybe a child is reluctant
to try new things. Whatever the reason, the computer will playa
game as long as the player wants to. At some point, the child will
have had enough, bul not because the computer was tired.
People's feelings are important, and their confidence is sometimes
fragile in strange situations. Realizing Ihis, we make out game programs considerate. If a particular guess is inappropriate to the game,
the computer politely tells the player:
YOUR GUESS?82

TOO BIG
YOUR GUESS?R
I'M CONFUSED - TELL ME AGAIN

YOUR GUESS?1S
The games are also easy to discontinue:

YOUR GUESS?STOP
THIS GAME AGAIN (YES OR NO)?
Except in a few special cases, our games do not limit the players'
number of tries. People play until they get the answer, at which time
the computer congratulates them:
YOU GOT IT IN S TURNS!!!
or they stop the game themselves:

YOUR GUESS?44
TOO BIG
YOUR GUESS?STOP
THIS GAME AGAIN (YES OR NO)? NO
Guess limits and/or sarcastic comments do not belong in games,
especially when the games are otherwise providing a positive experience
for the player. Someone may wish to work out personal guess limits
as challenges, or to set up a record-keeping progress report, but neither
of these should be done automatically. Games differ in how much room
there is for player improvement. Once a player knows the most efficient
strategy, scores in most of the guessing games will "show improvement"
only with luck.
This is not meant to imply that all games for school use should
be without limits of any kind. "Wumpus" is a good game and the
limits are part of the challenge. The player is lost in a series of con·
necting, caverns. The object is to shoot the Wumpus before it eats
you. There are also dangers to avoid and a limited number of arrows provided. The configuration of the caverns and the platement of the
dangers is different in each game, so one doesn't win by remembering
where the Wumpus is. ptayers read the output and make a map as they
thread their way through t~e caves.

Many of the computer games, including some as complex as
"Wumpus," can and should be played without a computer. When a
game is played off the computer, someone, or a group, acts as the
computer. Besides the obvious logistical advantages of extending
computer usage, there are also educational benefits in playing the
games this WOofy. The kid-computer has to perform all of the computer's tasks. In the case of "Number," this means generating the
secret number, comparing it to the guessed number, giving the appronate response, and keeping count of the guesses made. Though it sounds
complicated, even very young children, when the number range is within
their abilities, can learn and enjoy playing "Number" this way.
"Being the computer" gives practice in different skills than are
exercised when one is the player. Since the real computer never gives
incorrect responses, the kid-computers have to do as well. This is a
challenge they can meet and enjoy doing.
When children discover that they can be the computer in one
game, some of the mystery of the game process, and of the computer,
is removed. This allows them to be open to understanding other games
as well. Playing against the computer has a new dimension when the
player also has "been the computer."
The option of playing many of these games without a computer
also allows the teacher to introduce new games in the classroom in
simplified forms, in depth, and at any time.
There is a wide selection of games suitable for use in elementary
and high schools_ Players can lind themselves challenged to guess the
computer's secret word or secret number, where the hints are given in
code; they can try to unscramble a list of numbers, beat the Taxman, or
hunt the Cricket, Hurkle, or Snark. There are simuLation-games where
players try to land a spaceship without crashing, manage the resources
of a kingdom, or direct the operations of a small business. Some simulations require large group participation, others can be played alone.
Some of the complex games can be made available to less sophisticated
players either by simplifying the rules or teaching them in stages. Many
of the simpler games are suitable introductory material for older students
who can be offered the challenge of wnding good guessing strategies.
Computer games and simulations can help meet some of the
obvious needs in the classroom. They also offer many more subtle
educational -advantages.
~

DOCTOR DOBBS PROFILES
(Prollounced "Dawk"- Ier Daubz")

I SMELL A WUMPUS!
YOU ARE IN ROOM 18
TUNNELS LEAD TO II, 17, 2
SHOOT OR MOVE?M
MOVE TO? 17
~t.~~
I FEEL A DRAFT!
I....~~
YOU ARE IN ROOM 17
'-..
TUNNELS LEAD TO 18, 20. I
SHOOT OR MOVE? ~of
MOVE TO?18
I SMEll A WUMPUS!
YOU ARE IN ROOM 18
TUNNELS LEAD TO II, 17,2
SHOOT OR MOVE?M
MOVE TO?2
OPPS ... BUMPED A WUMPUS!
Some players lose. They make careless or unlucky moves and
the pit or the Wumpus.
no WUMPUS ••
I FEEL A DRAFT!
BATS NEARBY!
YOU ARE IN ROOM 11
TUNNELS LEAD TO 18, 20, 5
SHOOT OR MOVE?M
MOVE TO?18
YYYIIIEEE _ .. FELL IN PIT!
"Wumpus" is not a beginner's game. Players should be able to
understand the complicated situation of the caves and to follow directions. While playing, they make maps from verbally presented
information, make decisions, and take risks. They experience some of
the laws of probability and have to decide on bold or conservative
approaches to the choices they are faced with. "Wumpus" encourages
risk-taking while providing a relatively safe environment, the makebelieve world of the game. This game-time decision-making allows
players 10 practice for other limes in life when the outcome of their
decisions may be more important.

JOANNE K VERPLANK
HOME:
Community Computer Center (sigh)
AGE:
Over 21
PROFESSION:
Director, Vice-President and most of the
Teachers at CCC
HOBBIES:
Digging in garden (except when stabbing self with
spading fork).
MOST MEMORABLE BOOK: (Can't remember any).
LAST ACCOMPLISHMENT:
Getting three neighborhood boys to
clean up the Center in re[Urn for computer time.
QUOTE:
"You got any spare disk drives?"
PROFILE:
Can't decide whether she likes left or right profile
better.
SCOTCH:
Prefers "Coke®"

f\~n~ TALE

A

...................................................................................................................................
Reprinted with permllSlon of DATAMATlON,®
copyright 1976 by Technical Publishing Company.
Greenwich. CT 06830.
A mini tal'

Mr. Dorn's comments on minis (The Trouble with Minis
May, p. 82) may be apl, and are undoubtedly correct and
timely, but in no case must be used as advice by a dp
manager. He would probably lose his job. let me tell
you a true tale:
I was director of a small computer installation at the
Univ. of California at San Diego. The installation was
designed with the single minded aim of improving compute
science education, in particular, applications programming
skills; it was an immediate success. I ruthlessly forbade
use of the system for any other task pursuant to the
grant proposal that has garnered the money necessary for
the project. Using two identical Novas, I was able to
achieve 100% availability of the system, which drove 16
terminals. Eight were local, and another eight were
placed in dorms and they communicated via phone lines.
When one machine needed maintenance the other could
be switched in to take up the load.
As an aside, 1 turned ofT the noisy fluorescent light.
ing in the facility and installed incandescent lighting
covered with paper Japanese lanterns at a lower level
of illumination. All the terminals were crt's, making
this beneficial. I rented pillow chairs and low tables.
It was a comfortable installation, and the studenu showed
tremendous abilities in learning how to program.
Unlike the other computer "programs" at the university.
there wert no dropouts. Apparently everybody could Jearn
to program on a system that was always up, gave its top
priority to students, never frustrated them with delays or
faced them with preemption by some "important" task suc
as scheduling or payroll.
Now comes the confirmation of Mr. Dern's arUcle. My
classes were a hit. So put more students into them. My
computer is always up and ready; so put more hardware
into it and give this accessibility to some facuJty and staff
users (who are frustrated by the usual computer operation
just like everybody else). Add cpu's. discs, more of this,
and more of that. I said no. If you must, said I, set
up another small installation dedicated to what you need.
They said, "That's not necessary as you already have the
nucleus right here."
I fought it for one year. I fought it for another, and
students kept right on learning. The computers kept right
on working, and the budget was very low.
When I started, my classes held 20 students and I had
time to work with them individually on our one computer.
When the classes grew to 40 or so, and two computers
nd 16 terminals, it still worked. When t finally left, my
classes had as many as I SO students (over my objections),
and learning had deteriorated to typical university standard
t resigned.
Last I heard, the center I set up still runs. All kinds
of applications are tun on their disc operating system, and
more memory is now used for the system than I had to
use for everything. The comfortable furniture and lighting
re gone, and students have to wait for the opportunity
to test out their programs part of the time. It looks,
smells, and sounds like a computer center. I presume the
dministration is quite happy.
Anybody need a hard·headed mini computer manage!'!
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but which one?
The University of California is soliciting advice from vendors of computer equipment and programs. This is an opportunity to consult with us in advance rather than tell us what
we should have done after the fact. We are earnestly seekmg
your best thinking prior to considering the publication of a
Request for Proposal which will establish our direction for
the near future. This document is 1I0t a Request For Proposal
(RFP) but rather an invitation to share with us your ideas and
recommendations whether they be basic or "blue sky." Your
response to this Request For Information is voluntary and does
not commit either you for the University.
The University wishes to dramatically improve the system
of delivering computing capability to the 120,000 students o.n
the nine campuses and associated sites. Instructlon~1 capab.lhty
has been provided through both batch and tlmeshanng servICes
located on each campus. I n the last two years, several of these
centers have installed tImesharing minicomputers which allow
for the connection of several (typically, 16 to 32) remote ter·
minals. through which the student may write programs in
BASIC or access pr6'Nritten programs provided by an instructor
("Courseware"). These minicomputer·based timesharing systems have proven to be very effective and they have the capa·
bllity of expanding the services to meet academic needs. Such
systems are flexible enough to meet a very large percentage of
the needs of a very large percentage of the students.
We feel that, now, with the changes being brought about
by improvements in chip technology and the corresponding
explosion in microcomputer capability, even lower cost solutIons may be possible WIthout giving up anything in capability.
With any timesharing system, unless all terminals can be hardwired, there will be additional costs (beyond the computer and
the terminals) for modems and communications lines. Tech·
nology has been prOducing orders of magnitud~ ill1lJlov~ments
in price/performance of computers, but communications costs
are rising. Therefore, it seems prudent to search for solutions
regarding delivery of computing which do not depend vitally on
oommunications. Such a model might be found in a smgle-user
machine with the following design goals:
DESIRABLE FEATURES

Interactive progr:lmming capability rn some languaye such
as BASIC or APL. The implementation should include the
advanced features of the language.
User space approximately equivalent to that provided in
multi-user time-sharing systems.
User-removable read/write storage capability with "reasonable" retrieval times. (diskette. cassette, videodisk, etc.)
Both character and graphics capability on some screen
medium. Appropriate software (firmware) extensions to deal
with graphics.
Full typewriter or teletypewriter keyboard facility. Additional controls for cursor positioning for alphanumeric as well as
graphics use.
Some form of course-writing software/firmware such as
PILOT or DIALOG.
Editor program for preparation of programs to be executed
on another computer.
Provisions for attachment of communications interface.
This should provide two functions:
1. Easy interface to a host computer_
2. Ability to service input data streams from other devices
such as laboratory experiments.
EXTENSION CAPABILITY

Additional or alternative language capability.
Software/firmware for word processing applications.
Color screens for graphics.
Provisions for attachment of high-quality Impact printer of
reproduction quality as output from word-processing applications.
PHYSICAL AND PACKAGING

Two physical versions. The first might be built into a desk
or tabletop and would be conSIdered non-portable. The second
would be able to be carried by one perwn for short distances at
least. Thus, this version would be "portable." The first version

could be located in groups of five or more in a monitored room,
while the second could be used in individual offices and classrooms.
Since the majority of the machines would not have attached printers, an additional system type with the capability of
produced hardcopy from the screen image wotJld be needed. It
would have the ability of printing a page at a time, on request
of the user, from his removable storage medium. Both graphic
and character printing would be required. This machine could
be another version of the One-on-One with special software/
firmware or an entirely different piece of equipment.
All equipment would operate from standard 110v 3-wire
circuits. No special electrical circuits are to be needed.
MAINTAINABILITY

The system would be modular in design, allowing for board
replacement to correct any failure. Adequate stocks of spare
boards for each campus should be available. Board repair would
be done by the vendor.
AL TERNAT IVES

Although this is primarily a request for information for a
single user system, the University does not wish to prejudice the
thoughts and development that many vendors may have already
devoted to the delivery system problem. Since our desire is to
have the most cost-effective solution possible within the state
of the art, a discussion of the pro and con of the above sug·
gested approach compared with other possibilities would be most
helpful. For example, a little more software or firmware might
produce a cost-effective solution that might use a small number
of keyboard devices clustered around a single processor. But
the questions of file handling, of portability, and communications costs would need to be addressed as a minimum,
Another possible alternative might all ow sharing of disk
storage and common. read-only firmware while providing a
microprocessor with each local unit.
I f you should possess original ideas which might not satiSfy the requirements anticipated in our possible RFP, the response to the RFI would be your opportunity to influence our
determination of constraints to be incorporated into the RFP,
so that your particular configuration would be eligible for
consideration. This is important, since it is expected that only
those responses to the RFP which satisfy State qualifications
therein will be accepted, i.e., no alternative proposals. Any
concept which might run the risk of having to be in the alternative proposal category should be presented as a response to
the AFI, flol the RFP.
While. there is no monetary remuneration for responding
to this document, efforts expended should provide plans and
text-material needed for your response to the anticipated RFP.
Hopefully, the uniqueness and enormIty of our problem will
be suffiCiently tantalizing to serve as an inducement to stimulate your thinking.
Responses to this RFI should be returned by October 15,
1976.
QUESTIONS

Technical questions should be addressed to:
Charles W. Stevenson
Manager, Computer Planning
Systemwide Administration
University of California
Room 192, University Hall
Berkeley, CA 94720
(415) 642-0393
Procurement matters will be handled by:
Robert Brilliant
Purchasing Agent
University of California
2405 Bowditch Street
Berkeley, CA 94720
(415) 642-08B1
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Comp uter-building In
the clas s r oom:
a proposal, & an implementati on
PROPOSAL
This document proposes that Venice High
School students, as pari of their regular curriculum,
shall build a computer and related accessories.
That during the process of building this com·
puter they shall learn techniques of digital design
through the use of actual components in breadboard assemblies.
That after the computer is buill they shall
develop an operating system for the computer.
That the computer shall then be u~d for
other educational applications in the school.
That this program be instituted in a foursemester sequence in two phases.
Phase 1: Development of syllabi and experience by students and teacher
Phase 1: Implementation of the four sem·
ester sequence.
That technical advice, criticism, and evaluation be provided by computer profession:is in
the Venice High area.
PHASE I
January 1975 to June 1975
I)
Students shall develop skiUs in digital component construction. These include:
Ihe ability 10 recognize and know Ihe
function of the elements used in digi·
tal circuits such as resistors, capacitors,
diodes, integrated circuits, printed circuit boards, etc.
(b) the ability to assemble components
using component specificatiOns, schematic diagrams, and written instructions.
Students shall develop this ability by
working on plug·type "bread·board"
assemblies in which the oomponents are
plugged into a board without the need
of soldering. This allows the re·use of
the component and provides fleXibility
in assembly and check..()ut of the digital assembly under study.
(c) mechanical skills such as wire-stripping,
trimming components to fit, and solder·
ing to a level of proficiency neces~ry
to assemble computer components from
kits.
Students shall construct from commericaUy
2)
available kits a computer and associated
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memory, a teletype interface, and a tape
cassette interface. This construction shall be
done in a simulated manufacturing situation
in which students serve in groups responsible
for such functions as schedules. materials and
production planning, and quality control.
All students shall participate in each group at
some lime and all students shall assemble and
inspect components in the system.
Stuuents shall check-oul and operate the resulting syslem using BASIC (computer Ian·
guage) as provided by the kit manufacturer
and using the existing school time-share teletype as a terminal.
Students and leacher, as 3 concurrent activity
to all of the above, shall develop syllabi,
schedules, and activities for the implementation of Phase 2 of this proposal.
Students, teacher, school and Area D staff,
and the community technical consultants
shall evaluate the performance of the computer system, the learning experiences of the
students, and Ihe over·all success of Phase 1
to determine if Phase 2 shall be implemented,

A CALL TO SCHOOLS USING COMPUTERS

Do you have access to a computer in your school? Are you
using a mictocomputer in the classroom? Do you have students
building computer kits for school use? The~ are a few of the
questions that I need answers for during the coming year.
I have received a sabbatical from San Lorenzo Valley to
study computers and computer curricu la in the school classroom. Of special interest to me are schools and programs
where students are building and using their own microcomputer
systems (IMSAI, ALTAIR, APPLE, SWTPC, JOLT, etc.). A
typical sample is given in the following letter received from
Amberse A. Banks of Modesto:
August 13, 1976
Dear Don,
We read the articles in the PCC newsletter written
by you and Kurt with great interest. The students here
have been working on an IMSAI 8080 this summer. At
the moment they have the 'toy' up and running with 8K
of RAM. Thev are now trying to get a TV display and
a keyboard input working. Suspect that it will take until
after school starts. We have additional memory boards
and a cassette interface scheduled to be assembled during
the fall semester.
In the past we have offered a wide variety of
programming courses to our students via the use of an
IBM·1130 in the RQP lab at an adjacent high school.
The logistics have not worked SO the enrollment has
dropped off recently. We hope that the current project
will appeal to a wide variety of student interests; hardware hackers, programmers, users, software types, etc.
A couple of the boys entered Kurt's number
guessing program but the results were disappointing
because they did not have the music. Your article mentioned Dompier's "Program to Make an Altair Play
Music." We don't have it. Can you help some hackers?
Thank you.
Amberse Banks
Math Dept.
Fred C. 8eyer High School

In response to this letter, I wou ld like to request permission to visit Fred C. Beyer High School as soon as possible. I
would like to· obtain pictures of the students at work, get their
reactions and publish the results in People's Computer Company
and other publications.
I would like to visit all schools with similar equipment and
plans. My immediate goal is to develop a practical, inexpensive
program for my own school system. However, if I receive enough
response, the results could be made available in published form
for use of other schools or interested parties.
If your school is involved in, or planning, an approach similar to this, please send a response to:
Don Inman

PCC
P.O. Box 310
Menlo Park, CA

94025

plication and the re-use of components.
Students shall learn to assemble components using schematic diagrams, component specifications, and written instructions.
(d) Students shan learn the mechanical
skills of cutting, wirestripping, and
soldering to a level of proficiency
sufncient to build from kits.
Semester 3 Grade II Introduction to
Q)mputer Technology
Students shall build from commerically
available kits a computer and memory, a TV
terminal interface, a TV terminal, and a tape
cassette interface. Construction shall be under
simulated manufacturing conditions. Students
shall participate in groups to provide the functions of schedules, materials and production planning, and quality control. All students will participate in each group at some time. All students
shall work both as assemblers and inspectors. Emphasis will be on working to precise specifications
with a h.igh degree of accuracy and careful workmanship.
Concurrent with the assembly of the computer, students will begin to learn the machine lanof the computer and to design an operating
~ ..." .. for their computer.

modified, or abandoned.
June 1976 and Subsequent
PHASE 2
Based on the experience and evaluation of
Phase 1, a four-semester sequence in Computer
Science shall be established as follows:
Semester 1 Grade 10 Introduction to
Computer Programming
Students shall learn elementary computer
programming using the existing school desk-top
programmable calculator. the BASIC language com·
puter built in Phase 1, and the FORTRAN language system available under the District's MISS
program. (This semester is the same as existing
cowses and has been offered at the school before.)
Semester 2 Grade 10 Introduction /0
Digital Design
Students shall learn the fundamentals of
digital design.
(a) They shall learn to recognize and know
the function of elements such as resistors, capacitors, diodes, integrated circuits, printed circuit boards, etc.
Using components they shall assemble
and learn the operation of such computer related modules: and/or gates, flipflops, clock pulse generators, counters,
shift registers, parallel-serial and serialparallel converters, de-coders, power
supplies and power regulators. These
modules will be assembled on a plug-in
type of "bread-board" which allows the
components to be used without solder·
ing, providing greater flexibility in ap-

(c)

•

(~"'P~~2;~~~I,~4~1 Grade

II Inrroduction to
continue to design and impleoperating system on their computer. AJi~;,nat~; activities would be the implementation of
level languages or the design and construe-of special purpose interfaces. These choices
will depend on the wishes, interests, and $peciaJ
talents of the students.

by Barbara Riker, Los Angeles Times
VENICE-The Venice High School bungalow where
Arthur Armstrong has his classroom looks more
like a mad scientist's laboratory.
Rather than sitting at their desks, the students cluster around intricate electrical equipment
in a project Armstrong believes is the only one of
its kind in city schools.
The 10 students are building a computer
from a kit, and if the project is successful a propo:'!:)l will be rrutde to Los Angeles: School District
Area D to initiate a four-semester computer program in which future students, too, will build
computers for the school.
There has been considerable previous interest in using computers in the schools, Armstrong
observed, but the cost of purchasing and maintaining them has been an obstacle.
There is now a possibility that these costs
can be drastically reduced by having the students
in the schools build and maintain the computer
themselves, Armstrong said. The computer kit
his students are using costs $1,300, but one
already built would cost twice as much, he said.
At the heart of this general purpose digital
computer is a silicon chip on a half-inch square
which Armstrong explained provides most of the
logic of a computer, but costs less than $50.
Venice High participates in a time-sharing
program with the school system's sophisticated
computer downtown which will enable it to be
used by many students at a relatively low cost
of about S1,500 a year.
Armstrong's students are testing the components they build by plugging them into an
identical computer which Armstrong built himself, and which is also being used by students
to gain programming experience.
The entire project is expected to take 10
weeks (to be complete by mid-April) with
students working about an hour each school day.
TIle goal of the project, Armstrong said, is
"to evaluate the use of such computers for general instructional use in classrooms and to determine the feaSibility of having siudents build the
computers."
The program, if approved, will provide the
school with a grOwing supply of computers 10
be built in the third of four semesters, and which
could be used by all students in classroom activities, he explained.
A welcome by-~roduct, he added, is "prevocational motivation' fQr students who may be
tomorrow's computer scientists.
"This will not prepare them at an occupational level, but it will lead to better motivation,
interests and insights about the field," he said.

.

-Needed supplies and equipment
PHASE I
Computer kit with associated kits to provide
8Kmemory, teletype interface, tape cassette interface.
Six
~ of tools: 30 watt soldering irons
with miniature tips, low-cost wire strippers, small
needle-nose pliers with insulated handles, small
pointed diagonal cutters with insulated handles.
TIlese tools will i1so be used throughuut Phase
2 construction_
Miscellaneous parts for training in soldering:
resistors, capacitors, diodes, etc.
One--time itml$:
Teletype
Digital trainer, a kit to prOvide power and
flug boards for teaching digital circuits through
bread-board" techniques
Related parts, manuals, texts for the digital
trainer
Yearly items:
Computer kit with associated kits to provide
8K memory, TV terminal interface, TV terminal
kit, TV monitor, tape cassette interface kit.
.. Misc~llaneo.us consumable components for
digItal deSign tramer, miscellaneous consumable
paper items.
SECTION E

BUDGET

PHASE I January 1976 to June 1976
Computer and related kits
Tools (6 sets)
Miscellaneous parts
Installation of electrical outlets
Additional security for room
Total for PHASE I

12()().()()
180.00
100.00
2()().()()

100.00

$1780.00

" PHIASE 2
9S0.()()
2()().()()

$1150.00
items:

related kits
I!~'~~~I::;(~,"~;d
~
upgrading of
equipment

,, ~~::~:~::~::::: components
paper

=:

Total Yearly Cost; PHASE 2

2000.()()
S()().()()

100.00
SO.()()
$26S0.()()
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DESCRIP110N.
nil; PROCIlA!'I i'II INT S'" rlIIP or neE SOLAR STS1D1
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neE USEII
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THHEE LEVELS OF Dlf rl CULTY AH~ orrERED .
INSTRUCTIONS,
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NOtE.
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III.
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II ~o
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11 69
MTA 4:> . 6 ' '':'.:'4.47.J~.$J . ~'.t.) . G2
' CtRES
DATA 21.9 . l!·I.) ••• J$.~~.~6 . 6/.. ~5 . 66 'J UPITF.R
1110
DIITA 1.6.1.;';l.).~,'.~.50.I"d.6 'SATUhI~
11 "0
11 91
120. 'HEAD Lr..~GTH Of' lAClt PIJI~U'S NA"lE
1210 rOR J-2 to II
RlAD BC Jl
122.
1231 NUT J
DAT'" 1.5.5.4.5 . 1.6
125e
'IIEAD PLANET N"!'IES
121' rOR J.2 TO I!
READ I'll JI
12t1e
1293 NOCt J
DATA I1lHcu~r.vr..~us.£ARTH .rl ARS . CERES.JUPITER.S"'TURN
IJae
1)10
'READ
ABBREVIATJO~S
13~e
1330 rOR J.J to 6
R[AD ell J)
1'''6
Il~n NEXT J
OI\lA SVII.rltH, VL~. leAR, MAli. CUi . JUl' . SlIT
.360
I JTe
Ille • MlIIO LOCATI O.~:> OF I N~[R PLANlT S[PAR.lt. TI ONS
Il'illl 1'00 Jol to 6
IIl11D l"(JI.xeJJ
' ''03
NEJcT J
DAT... J.2.G.a.4.l.S.2.$.J.5 .<l!
1"28
... 311
.....1 PRINT "':-tAGIN[ YOU CA~ I'IOII[ FMO>I PLANET TO PLANET AT THE SPEED "I
U50 PR I NT Mor LIG.HI'"
1"'61t PRINT "LET ' S lA)([ A~ INT£RPLA:/ETAMY TOUR ••• "
Llil" PRINT "I_SIMPLE 2.HAkOER JoHARDE.R Stll.L""'
• REPi.AY R[TURNS HERIt
lUll INPUT ,..
C!-rl).C2·"',H3-""_;' tlCEN 15211
ISDD
PRINT "PLEIISE TYPE I . 2. all J"J
I:!II
OOTO I"'dll
I5U I ' 0_11 THE~ 1548
' SJI;IP INSTRUC TI ONS I ' R£PLAY
GOtO I6lit
1546 PRINT
1~58 PR I NT " STA'ITiNG AND ENO"~G AT EARTH. T!\Ava neE SHORTESt ALLOWABLE"
1.$6e PRINT " nOUTE IIlHCH TOUCHES tACH OF THE StV£N PLANETS SHO -" N e INCLUDING"
1576 PR I NT "THE i'lINOR PLA)ltT CERES BUT NOT THE SUN).M
15911
1611 'PI CI( PLANET LOCAtiONS
1618 'OR J.a TO .5
LEt ueJ)oJ
'VII IIILL SIIOW PLANETS 1'1155[0
162.
lUI
LET N-I_INteRNO.SI
'PIC K LOCATION AT RANDOK
LET LCJ).,'HJhRCJ.NI
·Le). tH' SToaE HOW or PLANET
16U
LET TlJI - C(J .N I
165e
'Te) STORES COLIIKN 0' PLANEt
LET NeJ)_T(J)_OCJI
16611
'N e) STORES LOCATION or NA.''IE
1678 N[XT J
16$'
\691 ' LOCATE SUN
1110 LET LOI-sa
\1111 L [ l J( l h !5
I t21
I llO '110VE DISPLAY TO L[r T "",RGIN
11.1 'OR JoJ TO 8
II' HI2lc o NeJI THEN 1711
LET N(2 ).NI JI
1"1
l11e NEXT J
II'
Nlal_8
mEN lillie
Ille
11ge
'OR J-J TO 8
LET TlJ) ·1< J)-NC21
11811
NElet J
11111
1121
'MOIIE DISPLAY to TOP HARGIH
II"
LET 1'1 1_ 0
11151 " L(81 - \ THEN 19211

""
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ce.,.
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.

12""

"

••

."'1

... 9. I'

J""!;lINE YOU CAN Hour; 'fI~ PLANET TO Pl..AN£T AT TllE SPUD or LIGHT!
LU' S TAKE AN INTERPLANETARY tOUR • • •
la51~PLt

2.~RD[R

J-HAROtR STILL 1 3

STAIITIIIG AND EIIlDIHG AT £ARTM. TkAVEl. nit SHORTE~T ALLOWABLE
ROUT!: \/HICH TOUCHl.S EACH OF TllE SE~'[N PLANETS SHOIIN (IN'-LUDING
THt MINOR Pt.A~£T C£AES BUT NOT tHt SUi'll.

MAP SCALE IS ABOUT 116."'8.1"8.eee .818

........................................................................
or

fllllt.!:

..
.

'"
'"
".
,
AA'
'"
...,

",.
,•
'"
'"'"

Il6~

. , ..

DISTANCES (IN LIGHT-SECONOS'
,~

,~.

''1)1

.M' 251S 2631 2336 31"113
'-688 <111 .. , '1451 ~en
UII'"

,

'"
'" '" '"
•
",
,.,• .068,
m
'" ", 1113 2·32
III""• 1111• •
3551
•

5312 .. ,

.S~2

2 121

,,,.

""

. "'.

•

•

*

1161
1818

IU.

m.

..

LET tll-LU I-I
'OR ~_I TO 8
LET L(J"M(JI_L(~'_MI
NEII;T J

""'.

1891
19'.
'DETERMINE oaOER IN ~ICM TO PRINT PLANETS
191.
192. rOR ~'2 TO 1
19l.
rOR K'Jot TO 8
1941
I ' I'IIJlcMCK' THEN 1981
LET T9-1'I1 J'
195.
LET "I~I_I'I(KI
'1 96'
LET "(KI-19
191'
NtxT It
198'
NEIIT J

.

3111
3181
3191
3t . .
3211
3211
32l'
:)1"1'
3258
3UI
3U.
3211
3298
33. .
UII
UI.
U3.
3348

•

"
"N

!!II. 'PIIINT !'lAP
alll2' PRun
Pili NT ..... AP SCALE IS ABOUT 116 •• 18.800 . 81. . . . ...
a'48 PRINT
PRINT
• (SUN 1 S 1ST "Pl.AHET"1
LET 0'"
811. ,O!I. J-I TO 65-"1
,,, ~c~L(I' THEN tl41
' SUN'S ROWI
U81
l' L(2Ic~L(11 THEN 1118
• ... r.RCURY·S ROW'
2.91
Pili NT TABlf(II-BII2I11"l1vtCURY ." ;
IU8
LET O-QH
' COUNT PLANUS PR'NTED
at I.
PRINT
TA8(f(III.".SUW'·1
alii
OOTO
2190
lUll
'IS THERt A PLANtT IN THIS ROWI
I" MIO,HJ THEN 22111
1148
,011 K_I TO I
If' L(K'H~ THtN 2238
'YES. SO fiNO IIHICH ONe:.
PAINT TABITlKI-B(K)I)PIIKII ..... )
'PRINT IT,
tl18
LET
G.O..
•
I NCREI'ItNT COUNTER .
till'
II" ~cLI II THElf 2220
'AND SEE If' IIE"RE rtNISHED
11ge
If' 0.9 THE:.! 2t2D
2ael
'!'IAP . ' INISHED
GOTO 2268
t21e
OOTO 118"10
2221
N!XT
K
vue
PHINT
H£)[T ~
'OR J-\ TO 5
PRINT
221.
2188 NEIIT J
229.
238. PRINT "TABLE 0' D1STAIICES fiN LIGHT-S£.COHDS)"
UI. 'CO"PUTit AND STOAE 01 STANCES
2l2' 'OA ~_I TO I
1331
rOil K_I TO ~
2348
LET OI~.K,-rNAI~.KI
235.
N£XT It
2368 N!XT ~
131' 'rlLL OUT ""'fAlX
1311 rOl1 ~'I TO I
2398
'OA K·~·I TO 1
1"181
LET D(~.KI·DIK.~.
1"11'
NtxT K
1"12' NEXT ~
2"130 • ... IIINT 01 STANC' TABLE
IUD PAINT
.. r
IUS. Pili NT 00
e.u "01'1 J-I TO.
UT8
PAINT QIfJll
1"118
FOR 1t.1 TO J
e491
PIIINT M 00,
1511
PIIINt USINO K_,"H.OI~.KI.
• 51.
NOCt K
2528
PIIINT
U311 HtxT ~
2,.8 PRINT

t.,.

....
....

US.
3368
3311
33111
3398
3"1U
3411
342111
3"138
3UII
3"1S1
3460
3411
34111
349"

.

""
"

........,m

,,,.
353.
35"18

•

",.

•

".

...

""'

2111
1111
U38
1148
81$'
1T6I
1111
2188
2191
2888
11111
282e
203.
28"11

..

,,~

21611

,,,.
""

-.
~:::

PIIINT
PIIINT
PRINT

EACH

~OVE

• tlND SHORTEST ROUTE J;

NUst OJ; lit LfAST""

PRI.~t

LET JI_.
• STIIRT liT fARTH
LET 01_0
'RESET TOTIIL DISTANCE
' SCItATCIl £ARTH 'ROrl LIST
LET UU}-I
PnlNT ·· ,OU IIRt NO\ o.~ "'PlIJIII". "
'REIIUEST USER'S DESTINATION
PRINt ""OVE TO ••• ··,
LINPUt AI
I" III-U>JlAiIIOLlNIAll.\l INE,~ 2921
PRINT " INCORRECT IN;>Ut. "I
I'Hl:o:t "fL£A.;t TRY AOAIN ..... 1
OOTO 1150

,

2IT8
2880
2198
29118
2911
'PROCESS INPUT
2928 CIlIINOE Al TO A
2938 LtT "1'1_1
,,~
FOR J"I TO Alii}
29S1
IF AIJ)c96 TH"~ 191.
'CHA~lCE LOVtRCASE 10 UI'PER
11968
LU AI~I'AIJI-31
IF 19D-A(..!Il.IIIIJ1·6S)nl THt:III 119'J8 • LO()j( FOR A LUtER
2?18
2911
'ELSE
IGNORE THIS CHARACTEII
GOtO 3811
2998
LET A9_A9'1
LtT A(A'I'-A(J)
3811 NDT ~
31t8 LET 11101· ... 9
31le CHANGE A TO A5
3""1
oo
3'5. 11 A5H"!oIOp IHEN
nO'
la"
'Vt NEED ONLY FIRST 3 LETTEIIS
311' LU Af_SECIIA •• I.l'
3e8. rOil ~_I TO 8
3.ge
IF Ale.IlIIJI THtH ll18
'LOOH f'OR LtGAL INPU1
3 ...
'CONllhUE SC~EENIHG
GOTO JI51
3118 NIJI;T ..!
31111 "kINT "I DON 'T UNDERSTAND YOUR INPUt.
3.3111 Goro 21ft"

...

,

.,

"

".

....

I I"LIGHT-SECOHllS."

*

•

"

•

"PER"'UT~.O(.I.E,'I

3568
3511
3SlB
3S911
3600
3610
36:2\1 'SUDPROGRA" PERMUTE liAS ADAPTED rR~ "'IKt VITALE'S PEIUtUTE' •••
3638 'STARTINO AND ENDING EACH liNE AT SATURN. VE CHECK EAC" POSSIBLE
'IIOUTE IAVOIOING UNALLOVARLE "DUES' AND S~ECT THE SHORTEST.
3658
SUD "PtIUtUIE"', 0(, I. t. rI
3618
36811
'OR J.o! TO 1
36911
FOR K-I TO 1
LET VIJ.KI'D(JOI.K.II
'SUBTHACT I FROM EACH PLANET'S
31"
311.
NEIIT k
IIOW AND COLUMN
31111
NDCT ~
LET N_6
'VE NEED PtRMUTATION 0' 6 THINGS
3130
LET £-1101"
·51.T I. L.ARO' INITIALLY
3150
, I HI TfI\1,I tE PER"'UtATION VECTOR .
3161
LET PII'''P(H.II·N.'
3118
'011 II_I 10 /II
LET PtKhlIlKI_K
311.
·INUt.H5E VECTOII,
LET V(KI--I
3191
'DIRECTION VECTOR •
HEXT H
laO.
LET t-N
3811
LET T(NI--:2
31511
'AND TVO COMPONENTS
LET T(21-8
3138
• TKt ADORESS VECTOR
31S'"
LET G_V(l.PI III
• STAI'IT rROM SA tURN
LET J.P( II
'UPDATE LOCATION
3871
K"2 TO N
'CONTINUE TOUH.
'AVOIOIHO UNALLOVABLE rlOVES
VC.J.~(KII_.'"
"
GOTO .eo.
'TlIY ANOTH!:" HOUTE
LET G-O-VCJ.Plkll
398.
'HElP THAC H or DISTANC!
LET ~·P(KI
'UPDATE LOCAT ION
391'
3911
NDCT K
LET G-G-VIJ.l)
393.
• RETURN TO SA TURN
IF E'-O UILN oIIla.
394'
LET E'G
'Kr:lP SHONTEST ROUTt
39611
rOA K-l to N
UIK)_PtK)
LET
3911
"II£.CORD THE PATH\lAY
3911
N£XT If
3998
I ' Ie.' THEN "IIH'
'CHECK 'OR STOPPING CRIIERION
"1'1'1'
41'111
PRINT (l'INT(RNo-TI).IIIIII.tl
'PRINT CODED DISTANCE
'011 K-I TO N
412.
PRINT STRS(U(KIII
'PIIINT PATH VAT
"183'
NDCT K
"11"11
PIIINT
'8ACK TO MAIN PHOON,," __ •
4161
OOtO 41111
"11111
LET X_Pf!HIII
.8111
'TRANSPOSE P(O(I)' AND P(Oll'.Wtl»
LET PIDII))-P(O(I),"oIl())
"1890
LET
I'(GII'.IIfI'I_X
ue~
LlT X_til II
'TRANSPOSt 0111 AND O(P(GII),I
"11111
Llt OII)oOIPtOIIII)
"IIR8
LEt DCP(J(I hll;
'WE HAVE CHANGED D( 11.50 USE II;
"1133
LET A_R_'
"11"10
'SET LOGICAL IIARIAlILES TO · '.'LSI:·
,,~
'IF '<N THEN
IF l uN mEN
LET B-1
'SET 9 TO 'TltUI: '
"1168
I' 1_~P( D(\I_IoI(\11
'AN O IF I_PIO(I',V(I)I TN£H
"Ill'
LtT A_I
4111.
• SET A TO • t .. ut·
41U
LET VII'.·Vtll
'ANO ItEVERSt DI"'CtION
"1281
I' "1'8 THEN 43"'\
'IF A IS "AL SE TN1.N SKIP
"1211
If' f(I"'~ TH1.,,* 1I~5e
'''1 IS THUE _. CIi1.CK ADDIIESS VtCTOn
.128
'HERE vt; CliANOE TIlt AOOit'SS UECTOIto
I' T(I)-'-I T~E~ "2.e
"1131
LET 1(1·II-TlII
'1' NECtSSAIIY. SO THAT TlII-.O
"I2.a
LEt UII-I-I
'TIll NOI POINTS TO THt HIIlIIHIOST I
'IF 0 is TIIU[ THlH SKIP
I' e_l Ttlf~~ 4:'90
LEI I_UII
"1261
• ELSE Gr:T ADOHESS
GOTO ]85e
"1211
'00 TRY TillS ROUIE
"1211
LET UNI--(I-,)
"90TH A AND 8 ARE tRUE HEAt SO
"1298
LET TlI.I)-UII
'CHANGE ADDRESS VlCTOIl
"138'
LET I-N
'AND 1
"131'
"13211
GotO 311~
."lUI
"13"11
n B.... TH£H 4111
1I0TO 311~"
"136'
"1311
LET HHI"-I
'ELSE CHAHQ[ DIRECTION VECTOR
43811
Lrt I-N
'AND I,
.398
GOTO 35~e

·,.

LET 'l·llll."I·III.1
CALL

•

3''''

..

• N£AT
NDt ~

'f'INAL rltSSAGES AND REP~Y OUERY
PRI NT "YOU lRAIIELLED"1 OII"LIIlHt- StCONDS."
PRINT
PRINT "If' THt ~INI1'IU'I 1'I0UE 15"1F!I"LIGHT-StcONOS. THJ; SHORtEST"
PRINT "ROutE IS"IEI"LlGHT-SECONDS."
Ir Ee_DI THtN 3490
PRINT
, BU.1.S
PRINT ..... COHCIRATULATfONS .....
"OR J·I TO 3
PAIHT
NDT J
PHINt "III'INT TO TRY ANOTHER TOURKI
LINPUT A$
LET AI_SEGUAS.,. II
CHANGE AS TO A
I ' IAfI)-8')lotAIll-llli'UI THEN 359,
OOTO 1"1111

.

2S68 ' CONVERT 1"1 TO ~INI~UM "OVE SllE AllOVABLr:
2SlI I ' tI~1 THEN 26110
'$8 c_ 11 c. 1119
(THIS VOH'T
LU 1'I-S8.INTIRND-II11
RESTRICT ... OVEs liT All)
GOTO 21"18
2591
26'8 f'Oft J~\ TO 6
'tIl STOR~ DISTIIHCr:S
LET 'I~I_DCYI~I.XI~»)
261e
un HDCT J
IU' 's OIIT TME DlsTIiNCES
'OR J-I TO 5
,OA K"~.I 10 6
If' tlJlc_llKI THEN 11"
2661
Lr:T Ta_,,~'
161.
LET lIJI-ltKI
LE1 lIK)-T8

.1••

.," ,

"M
"

"'.
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....
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""
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..

3513

"

IF JHJI THEN 3118
'PREStNT LOCATIONI
1I0ro I'I~O
'\lATCH OUT 'OA SUNBURN I
~u
I
TK[N
3288
I'
PRINT ··N O. YOU CAN'T GO TO THE SUNI
"I
1I0TO 1148
323'
'CHECK SitE or DESIRED KOII£
I' Df~ •• JI-." THEN
PRINI PHJII N IS LtSS THANKlrI'''LIGHT-StcONDS 'ROM NIPUJIII".N
IIOTO 211:105
LE1 DI.DI_O(JI.~I
'10TI\1, DISTANCE TRAVELLED
·1.1I'DAT£ LOCATION
LET JI_J
LET UI~I)~0
• SCRA1CH PLA~n VI SI TED
• SEt: H DACK OH EARnt
I' ~- .. THEN J2S.
GOTO 2818
PIIINT
PRINT " 0 0 ' WtLCOME BACK TO EARTH.
,0It J·t 10 8
IF UIJI_8 THf-H 33'"
PRINT HBUT YOU MISSED,N,
FOil 1(_2 TO 8
I ' U(I(I-8 THIN 3361
PAINT
OO'PI(Utl()I'
NEXT K
PRINT
'C ONTINUE 1I~1:._.
OOTO :21"1'

.11'"

*

*
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..
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44.11

4411 SUOEHO

•

18
Dear Dragon:
I an enclosing a list and sample run of a program that may
be of interest to you and your readers. Since the January
issue of Pee was devoted to games dealing with outer space,
this one brings us back down to earth and further. This pro!Tam takes us on a "Journey to the Center of the Earth,"
It was written on the Univen;ity of Wyoming's Sigma 7, but
with small modifications, it may be used on any machine
that understands BASIC.
This is a simulation game type program which deals with
building a model of the earth in which the individual can
vary the number of shells and the thickness of these shells.

o

u
r
n
e
'l

From this date the program calculates the mass and moments of inertia of the earth.
To play the game, select a number of shells, thickness of
these shells, and density of them to see how close you can
come to the actual values of mass and moment of inertia.
Vary the program and rules to suit yourself. Maybe you
can design 8 better world!
I have enjoyed reading your publication. You have a
good thing going-keep up the good work.
Sincerely,
Andrew A. Aronson
710 Grand Avenue
Laramie, 'WY 82070
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by STEVE JACKSON
Reprillted by permission of GAMES & PUZZLES.@Edu-Games
(UK.) Ltd. 1976. lEd. NOle: pce is happy /0 recommend
GAMES & PUZZLES (0 our readers.!

Fantasy Gaming is now <t rdpidJy-growing cult both in this
country and in America. The spread of the hobby, and the enthusiasm with which it is being received, resemble!, very closely
the Diplomacy 'fever' of the 1960s resulting in the world-wide
establishment of the game, which now has a very large following.
Midgard and Hyboria (see Tony B.llh's articles in issues 23 &
39) were the first of the Fantasy Games, anempting to recreate
mythical kingdoms in which everything possible in a 'rcal' fantasy
world was equally as possible in the games. Players entered as
rulers, warriors, wizards, merchants, dwarves-in fact, anything they
liked-and simply 'lived' as these characters in the fictional worlds
of the games. Both these games were played postally and players
were notified by the non-playing umpires or Gamesmasters (who
controlled their own games) if and when any events relevant to
their particular characters occurred. These games were planned to
run, theoretically, foreller as there were no real ultimate objectives
for any of the characters. However, the practical difficulties involved in running such 'total-depth' games, eventually forced them
to close.
The contemporary Fantasy Games, of which Dungeons &
Dragons is the best-known, are a vast improvement on their forerunners in terms of playability. Basically. Dungeons & Dragons
(or '0&0' as it is usually abbreviated) is an attempt to recreate
fantasy adventures using greatly modified tabletop wargaming
rules to control movement, combat and magic. As warders, magicians and priests, players venture down dungeons in search of
treasure and adventure.
There are many additional ru les and innovations, though,
which make 0&0 completely unlike any other sort of game. The
use of magic is an obvious one which springs to mind, but there
is also the way that the imlJgillotiolls of the players and the Gamesmaster playa vital role in each adventure. No pre-set board, as
such, is used; the dungeons are unknown to the players beforehand
and must be explored to be discovered. The rules of the game
need not be known by novices; they learn as they play and their
original lack of knowledge counts as their own inexperience.
Also, the objectives of the game are unlike any other.
In actual fact, the term 'game' applies only generally to 0&0.
Ultimately it has no end, and in this respect it is similar to the
Midgard family. In practice, though, it is played as a series of
'adventures' or 'episodes' during which a party of players go down
down the dungeons and return (if luck is with them!). But there
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is no winner or loser; an adventure simply takes place. In fact,
it is a largely non-competitive game-perhaps 'co-operative' is more
appropriate. The members of the party going into the dungeons
are really simply pitting themselves, as a group, against the Games·
master. But don't be frightened off by the thought of a non-competitive game; players may decide to compete for treasure or pick
each other's pockets down the dungeons-anylhing is possible in
this game!

THE DUNGEON·GOD
Baffled? Then perhaps I'd better explain the general mechanics of the game. First of all, a Gamesmaster (GM) is vital to the
whole show. This person is to a certain extent like the banker in
Monopoly, but he may not play the game at the same time. By
'play' I mean join the other players and go in with the party-in
fact the GM has much more important things to do, and probably
has more fun than the rest anyway.
The GM has prepared beforehand a 'Set of Dungeons' which
are drawn up on graph paper, to scale. These dungeons will be, at
their simplest, a series of rooms connected by passages. They are
arranged in a series of levels, rather li ke floors in a building. Level
1 is the level at which the party will enter, and various stairs, sloping passages and magical devices will connect this downstairs to
levels 2, 3, 4 and so on, each of which will have its own labyrinth
of rooms and chambers connected by passages. At least three
levels are needed to start a game, but there is no limit to the maximum a GM might have in his dungeons.
The next step is to place treasure and/or monsters in these
dungeons. Various rules and guidelines are given for monster and
treasure placement, but the final decision rests with the GM. Generally speaking, a fair proportion of the rooms will contain treasure,
which is always ~uarded by a monster of some sort. Monsters can
also be stationed in empty rooms, corridors and so forth. The GM
can also arrange any tricks, traps, secret passages, magic rooms,
cryptic signs, little old men, etc., that he likes within the dun~eons,
which may help or hinder adventuring parties on their journeys.
The levels of the dungeons are always arranged in increasing
levels of danger, going downwards. The first level will contain
~mall amounts of treasure guarded by fairly weak monsters, but
the second and third levels will be more treacherous, with more
valuable prizes. And woe betide any newcomer wandering as far
down as the sixth and seventh levels; hungry Wyverns, Minotaurs,

Vampires and Dragons lurk in the depths! An example of a simple dungeon (level 1 only) is shown below.
The GM will no doubt give the ar~ a 'setting' as well, to
enrichen the character of his dungeon. A disused prison in a
ruined city was one of the first dungeons I ever went down,
while my own were set in long-abandoned smugglers' caves on
a deserted beach.
Drawing up the dungeons can take a great deal of time and
this must always be done well in advance of a game. In the meantime, the GM may spread vague rumours about his dungeons and
as these circulate amongst the players, 'myths and legends' build
up. While the actual game is taking place, the GM sits apart from
the players, keeping his maps well hidden. A5 they venture into
the dungeons, he informs them of exactly what they can see (including rough dimensions-this is why it is convenient to draw the
dungeons out on graph paper) from the position they are in.
Should they come across any man, beast or magic along their way,
the GM must act as its controller. When the players suggest plans
which are not covered by the rules, the GM must assess their
chances of success and arbitrate, and this is usually done by giving
odds and success and rollin~ dice to determine the outcome. In
short, the GM acts as 'God for his own dungeons.

ROLLING FOR CHARACTERS
But what of the players? In Dungeons & Dragons, players
take on the lives of fantastic characters. Fighting Men, MagicUsers and Clerics are the three original classes of character, but
others have since been developed.
Each player starts off as a relatively weak '1 st Level' Character but during the game, players are awarded Experience Points as
th~y kill monsters and collect treasure. Accumulation of Experience Points enables characters to rise in levels and thus become
more powerful. For example, a 1st Level Magic-User knows only
one spell, but once he has reached 6th Level, he has 'learned'
eight. However, before reaching 6th Level, he must have been
awarded 35000
Experience
Points and this may take as many as
,
,
30 separate trips down the dungeons!
But before opting for his class, a player first must build up a
personality profile of his character through a procedure which hd!:t
come to be known as 'Rolling for a Character.' There are seven
personality attributes: Strength, Intelligence, Wisdom, Constitution,
Dexterity, Charisma and Gold Pieces. For each of these, a player
must roll three standard dice, to obtain a score between 3-18 (or
30-180 Gold Pieces). He then considers these scores and decides
which class his character will probably be most successful in. A
character high in Strength will probably opt to become a Fighting
Man, while Intelligence is the 'Prime Requisite' for Magic-Users,
as is Wisdom for Clerics.
~-'-----
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Sp. .d

Having chosen a class and a name for his character, a player
must then roll one dice to see how many Hits he may take-tha t
is, the number of damage points he may suffer before being killed.
First Level Magic·Users may also take one spell (to be used only _
once) with them. Finally each character must take a trip to the
local Village Woolworth's to load himself up with arms, armour,
weapons, provisions and other such odds and ends. The rules provide a price list for a large variety of such useful things and payment is made with Gold Pieces.
Thus, equipped for his adventure, he is now ready to enter
the dun~eons, He and his companions choose miniature figures (if
available) to represent themselves and these are assembled on the
table in the party's marching order. They then turn to the Gamesmaster . . .
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INTO THE OUNGEONS!
GM: 'Walking through the Woods of Quendor, you are in search
of the largest tree in the forest, as you have heard that its
roots once led to caverns of riches tunnelled by Ground
Goblins. You approach a very large, and very dead tree.
Its trunk appears to be hollow. Judging by the stories you
have heard, you believe you hal{e reached your destination.'
MAG/C-US£R: 'We climb the tree and look down the trunk with
a lantern.'
GM:
'You climb 15ft and can see that the hollow tree leads down
below ground level to about 20ft below the surface.'
MA G/C-US£R: 'We all climb down to the bottom.'
GAt: 'You find yourselves in a circular room 15ft in diameter
with a 5ft wide passage leading off to the north/
MAG/C~USER:
'We look down the passage.'
GM:
'It extends lor SOh and then turns to the right. You can
see crossroads of some sort 30ft away.'
MAGIC-USER 'We proceed to the crossroads and look lefl and
right.'
And so it goes on . . .
As the GM ca lls out locations and dimensions, various members of the party chart these on graph paper maps of their own.
But they must be Intelligent enough to do so!
Anyway, after turning left at the crossroads and then right,
they come to a large junction and find a withered old man sitting
on a rock . . .
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MAGIC-USER : 'Hail, old man- how came you to these parts?'
GM:
'Greetings, friends. I am the taker of care in these laby~inths. How may I serve you?'
ELF: 'Well, you could tell us where we can find treasure!'
(Whereupon the Magic-User glares at the Elf for his tactless
outbursL)
GM:
'Aha! Treasure-hunters, eh? Well you'll find nothing here.'
FIGHTING MAN: 'No, aged friend, my colleague is no doubt overoptimistic. We are a geological surveying party and would
merely like to chart these passages. Perhaps you could help
us?'
GM:
(Throws dice to see whether the old man believes him - he
does.) 'Certainly, fellows, I shall be happy to assist. What
«;an I do for you, .and how much is it worth?'
The party talk amongst themselves. Some would like to ask
him if he'd give them a conducted tour of the dungeons; some
would like to ask him what's behind the doors they can see; some
don't trust him and inevitably, someone wants to leap over and
lop his head off.
.1fAGIC-USER: '10 Gold Pieces for you if you tell us what's
behind these doors.'
GM:
(Rolls for acceptance.) 'Very well. Yon east door leads to
a Goblin's lair. Yon north door leads to a magic passage
from which no man has ever returned. Yon west door
seals the Room of the Bull.'
The party chatter and opt for the west door as the prospect
of battling a bull seems the least dangerous. They pay the man
and thank him. After bursting the door open, they are horrified
to find a Gorgon inside! They beat a hasty retreat! The GM
throws the dice and an encounter takes place-unluckily for them ~
in which the dwarf who charged the door is turned to stone and
must be abandoned. However, the rest escape unhurt.

GM:

(Noting that the Magic-User is still holding the stick) 'The
dragon becomes still and silent.'
(Jubilation in the party!)
FIGHTING MAN: 'I approach the dragon- very slowly! Does it
move?'
GM:
'No.'
FIGHTING MAN: 'I plunge my sword into its neck.'
GM:
'It bleeds dragon blood but does not move.'
FIGHTING MAN: 'It eventually drops down dead. You have 4~0
Experience Points.'
The party rush into the room and open the chest to find 1500
Gold Pieces, 1000 Silver Pieces, a Potion and a Scroll. They are
rich beyond their wildest dreams!
But they are also lost in the dungeons of the Ground Goblins.

c.-=:
~--
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EXPERIENCE POINTS
When a party eventually emerges from the dungeons, the members are usually carrying quite a bit of treasure and have been
awarded a number of Experience Poillts. These Experience Points
are the real object of the game and the!>e are awarded for killing
monsters and emerging with treasure. When players first set off
down the dungeons they begin as First Level characters. Every
time they play again, including in different dungeon systems, each
play must keep the same character, till death they do part. Characters, as they accumulate Experience Points, gradually rise in
power, status and ability, to 10th Level Fighting Lords, 16th
Level Wizards and 20th Level Patriarchs. These are the highest
levels described in the rules, but guidelines are given for determining Experience quotas of even higher levels. Thus there is no
limit to the ambitions one may aspire to and the game, as such,
never really 'ends.'
The actual rules to D&D are in a constant state of flux. Additional rules are continually being issued in the form of supplementary books, of which 'Greyhawk' and 'Chainmail' are the first
two. Other ru~ can also be incorporated. 'War of the Wizards,'
a 2-player battle of sorcerers, is a completely separate game which
can quite easily be brought into 0&0, and many groups of players
have their own 'house rules' which they play within the group .
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. Trying the east door, they surprise a party of 10 Goblins. The
Magic-User sends them all to sleep and is awarded 250 Experience
Points. ~he Fighter slits their throats. They search the bodies and
find nothmg but a rather old, elegant-looking stick. After applying
all so:ts. of .tests to the stick, the Magic-User finally gives up, but
puts It m hiS backpack anyway, suspecting it to be a wand of some
sort.
Venturi.ng further down the passage, the Elf checks for secret
doors and discovers one after 50ft or so. The party enters but imm«:diately feel themselves 'lost in space' unable to see or feel anything clearly. They eventually come to rest in a large, square
chamber. On each of the four walls are three doors. Which do
they choose?
MAGIC-USER: 'I pull out the stick and wish we were back at the
crossroads with the old man!'
GM:
'Nothing happens.'
ELF: 'I check for secret doors and traps.'
GM:
'You find none.'
FIGHTING MAN: 'I charge the door in the south-east corner.'
GM.
'The door bursts open. The room inside is 30ft square.
There is a large chest in the far corner and standing over
it is a green dragon.'
.
FIGHTING MAN: 'I slam the doorl'
GM:
(Rolls the dice) 'It does not close.'
MA GIC-USER: 'I command the dragon to stay put.'

The rules were copyrighted in 1974 and in the short time
since, D&D has become a cult game on both sides of the Atlantic.
In this country, enthusiasm is growing rapidly and already one
postal game (and you can imagine what a full-time job that must
be to gamesmasterl) has got off-or rather, gone under-the ground.
Being an American game, though, it has understandably developed
further as a hobby in the States, where several postal games are
under way and at least one computer-moderated version is being
played. In addition, the first Dungeons & Dragons convention was
held in late February.
Why is it so popular? Partly because of the theme-Fantasy
of Tolkien, Moorcock, Howard and so on. But mainly because of
the game itself, being such a free-form system in which players
can virtually place themselves in a fantasy setting and make all
the decisions that they may make in 'real' life. Yes, we'll be hearing a lot more about 0&0 in the near future.
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We stand in amazement at the infinitely vast and
the infinitely smaiL Astronomers deal with quasars
that are eight billion light-years away and physicists
deal with resonance particles that live for a trillionth

of a trillionth of a second. Yet such discoveries sink
into insignificance compared with the real wonder of

the universe that is part of ourselves.
Each of us carries three pounds of material far

more complicated than anything else that scientists
study. The distant quasar and the liny resonance
particle Brc more apt to be analysed in satisfactory

fashion soon, than is the soft, grayish mass of mate·

How does a particular word insert itself Inlo the
memory; the word "brain" for instance? If I were
to ask you the name of the object inside a person's
skull, you would say "brain" at once, but how did
you select that sound from all the different sounds
you know the meaning of? Did you somehow
check over all the sounds you know and pick out
the right one? Did you associate "brain" with
"skull"? As soon as you heard the latter, did you
think of the former? But I might have asked what
the skull was composed of and you would have
said "bone."

rial within your skull.

For complexity. there js nothing like the human
brain. The brains of elephants and whales arc
larger. bUI on the basis of the evidence of things
accomplished, the human brain stands wilhout a
peer. It contains aboUI len billion nerve cells and
a hundred billion smaller Quxiliary cells. Each cell
is extraordinarily complicated and is equipped with
tiny branching filament! extending outwards in all
directions. These living filaments approach each
olher so that those from two neighboring cells ate
separated by only tiny gaps called "synapses."
Across Ihose synapses, communication can take
place by way of chemical molecules and electrical
impulses, Each cell can make such connections
with up to dozens of its neighbOr!.
It is the complexity that results from billions of
cells in a set of intricate connections that makes it
possible to learn, reason, imagine, and create, on the
human level. And every aspect of mental activity
rests on memory. To learn means to gain new
memories. And it is on Ihe basis of those memories. old and new that we do everything else-even
create, for no creation is utterly new, but invariably
stands on the basis of the old and remembered.

---r
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But what is memory? Somehow every sense
impression to which we are exposed leaves its mark
on the brain; a mark that remains for a longer or
shorter time. And somehow, by an effort of will,
we can bring up from all these imprints something
that is relevant to our immediate purpose.
Few of us are satisfied with the efficiency of
our own memory mechanism. Few of us feel that
we remember all we should or as quickly as we
should; and so we forget the really remarkable feats
we accomplish even with a "poor" memory. The
mere fact that we can speak reasonably well means
that we can remember thousands of words, recall
each one as we need it, and recall, too, something
of the system of putting them together in such a
way Ihat others can understand what we are saying.
ThiS, Iione, is something nothing else on earth, but
the human brain, can do.

Or suppose I had asked you if "blain" was an
English word. You would probably say, no, at
once. "Brain" and "plain" are EngJish words, but
not "blain." How could you tell? Did you check
over all the English words you know and notice
that not one of them was "blain"1
These are very simple cases of memory, but they
are already enough to stump scientists in the field.
The fact is that no one knows how human beings
remember. No one knows how human beings recall
what they remember.
What does seem obvious, though, is that the capacity to remember is enormous. Suppose we consider
the smallest unit of fact, a yes-or·no item, to be a
"bit." What seems a single memory may involve a
considerable number of bits. For instance, if you
can remember your father's face, you can remember
whether his eyes are blue or not-blue; whether he is
bald or not-bald; whether his face is broad or not·
broad; whether his lips are thick or not-thick? Each
memory and many more about that remembered face
is a bit. Some estimates have placed the total num·
ber of bits a brain can acquire in the course of a
long lifetime to be a quadrillion: 1,000,000,000,000,
000.
On the average, then, you accumulate ten trillion
bits a year and from these bits you have to recall
the particular bits you want. If you are ever impa·
tient with yourself for forgetting, then, remember to
spend a little time marvelling at the fact that you
remember anything at all.
But how can so many bits possibly be stored? To
imagine that each brain cell is, for instance, devoted
to one bit is ridiculous on the face of it. There may
be more brain cells in your head than there are
people on the planet but that number still Isn't
enough. The memory·system must be something
much more subtle.
Suppose that a specific memory is not stored in a
single cell but that it consists of a pathway from
cell to cell. Imagine ten brain cells, each one of
which is connected by delicate little fibers to all the
others. A tiny electrical impulse can leap the

synapses and pass from the first to the second to
the third, and so on, until the tenth is reached.
But it can do this by a variety of paths. It can
go 1-2-34 ... or 1·3·24 ... or 341-2 ... and
so on.
The total number of different ways in which an
electric current can pass through each one of ten
cells after starting from Iny one of the ten, is,
actually,3,628,800. If 18 cells were involved and
if each was connected to each of the other 17,
then the toa1 number of different pathways an
electric cUrn"nt could take to pass through ail of
them would be about 6,400,000,000,000,000. If
each pathway could represent a single bit of information, then the total number of .pathways would
be more than six. times as great as the total number
of bits a human brain could accumulate in a \ife·
time.
One could imagine a small complex of 18 cells
holding a lifetime of memories. Naturally, we
would not expect the brain to work in this fashion.
Too much would be concentrated in too little. A
tiny injury might wipe out all memory. It is much
more likely that the brain works with a great deal of
leeway for error. Memories might be duplicated
1,000 times over in different parts of the brain.
There would be room for it. A thousand different
&roups of 18 cells, placed strategically here and
there in the brain, each one with an independent
store of memories, is conceivable at any rate.
Or suppose that instead of different circuits,
there are molecules involved. In each of the billions
of cells in the brain there are many billions of mole·
cules. Some of these are the rather large and com·
plex molecules of proteins, which are the most versatile materials of living tissue. There are at least a
million times as many protein molecules In the
brain as there are total numbers of bits in man's
longest, largest memory store.

Could there be a different protein molecule for
every bit?
Each protein molecule is made up of a string of
amino acids of about twenty different varieties. An
average protein molecule might be made up of 300
amino acids, each one being anyone of the 20. The
number of possible different combinations of amino
acids is far beyond the merely astronomical. If
every protein molecule in every living creature that
ever lived during Earth's whole existence were dif·
ferent, it would be a mere pinprick to all the different protein molecules that could exist.
A chain of merely 14 amino acids could e,ust
in enough different varieties to account for four
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times as many bits as the human brain can gather
in a whole life. If every one of those bits was
represented by a different 14-amino-acid molecule
and the whole thing were repeated 20 times over in
different paris of the brain, it would only take up a
millionth (at most) of all the protein in the brain.
Memory seems to be divided into two kinds:
short-term and long-term. If you look up a phone
number, you will repeat it oyer to yourselr and you
will Ihen remember it long enough to dial it. By
the time you complete your telephone conversation,
you may have forgotten it, and you may never reo
member it again.

If you have occasion to use the phone number
periodically, you may find, eventually, that you don',
have to look it up. It is now a part of your long
term memory. In many cases, items in the longterm memory can be recalled without very much
trouble even after years have passed in which you
have not had occasion to use the memory.
Suppose short-term memory involves the cellcombinations? Perhaps the act of looking at a
phone number somehow lowers the resistance at
certain synapses SO that a small current can travel
easily along a certain cellular route. As you keep
the number firmly in mind, the small impulse continues to spark from cell to cell along that definite.route.
If you keep it up long enough, or have occasion
to go back to the number periodically, molecules
may perhaps be formed and then the memory becomes long·term. On the other hand, if you use the
memory only briefly and then turn your attention to
other things, the synapses slowly restore themselves
to their original state and the memory is lost.
Perhaps the molecules of long-term memory only
have a certain lifetime, too. Perhaps every time you
use a long·term memory, more molecules represent·
ing it are formed, and the longer the memory lasts.
Perhaps if you leave even the strongest long-term
memory alone for a long enough interval, all the
molecules fade out, changing structure randomly and
no longer serving as memory. In time you may rorget the name of your first sweetheart.

Or do you? Do you really lose memories alto·
gether or does every impingement on your brain
leave a permanent Irace, even those casual impinge·
menlS you think are just good ror short-term memories? Is it that you block things instead of forgetting them? There are, after all, constant reports of
people who remember things under hypnosis that
they had utterly forgotten in a normal state.
Wilder C. Penfield, at McGill University in Montreal, has actually stimulated such memories physi·
cally. While operating on a patient's brain he accidentally touched a particular spot that causes the
patient to hear music. He could repeat tltis over
and over. The patient could be made to relive an
experience in full, apparently, while remaining quite
conscious of the present. It was like playing back a
tape recordi ng. With other patients, he could make
quite trivial snatches or memory come back, a person's voice, a casual action; often, it was music.
It seemed a purely random tapping at a memory
store.
But if all is preserit and much is blocked, perhaps
it is that the more a particular memory is used, the
weaker is its block and the more amenable it is to
further recall. Perhaps recall is rapid because you go
th rough memories in the order of blocking. The
thinnest blocks are first handled and usually you
come upon what you want quickly. It is only when
you need something you use only ra rely that you
must dive down into the trucker blocks, and that
takes longer.
or course, nobody knows or what the block is
composed, how it works, and how one breaks
through when one suddenly remembers something
that seemed to
been forgotten.

How are we to penetrate all these possible com·
plexities in wruch the only thing we can boast of,
apparently, is total Ignorance? We can take the attitude that in any learning process, in any storing or
new memories, that is, some change takes place in
the brain, and we ought to be able to detect it,
whatever it is.
A Swedish neurolOgist, Holger Hyden, at the Uni.
versity of Gothenbrug, developed techniques that
could separate single ceUs rrom the brain and then
analyze them ror the chemical called ribonucleic acid
(usually abbreviated RNA). He subjected fats to
conditions where they were forced to learn new
skills-that of balancing on a wire for long periods
of time, for instance, and by 1959, found that the
brain cells of rats so rorced to learn showed a 12%
increase in RNA over the normal. (The process of

learning the intricate control of muscles is particularl y rewarding. As children, we painfully learn how
to use our muscles in such a way that we can ride
a bicycle or skim along on ice·scates and then,
years afterward, with no practice in between, find
we can still remember.)

As it happens, RNA is the molecule that con·
trois the format ion or protein molecules in cells.
Perhaps the learning process requires the rormation
of numerous special protein molecules, guided by
Ule numerous special RNA molecules formed in the
process or learning.
In the 19605, Hyden discovered a particular type
of protein in the rat brain. He called it S IOO, and
it seems to occur ollly in brain cells. Its quantity
increases during the process or learning.
TIle theo ry that the process of learning somehow
brings about the rormation of special RNA molecules
which in turn guide the formation of special protein
molecules gets support rrom other lines of experimentation. Suppose, for instance, one uses a drug that
interferes with the chemical process whereby RNA
forms protein. AI the University of Pennsylvania
School of Medicine, Louis B. F1exner and his wire,
Josepha, conditioned mice in a simple maze, teach·
ing them to follow a particular path to avoid a
shock. TIle conditioned mice were then given an
injection or a drug preventing protein synthesis and
promptly forgot what they had learned. Apparently,
they were still only in the short-term memory stage
and now could not transfer it to the long-term.
Ir the Flexners waited five days before injecting
the drug, it no longer has effect. By that time,
apparently, enough protein had been formed to
make the memory permanent. If the animal is
trained first in one respect and later in another and
the drug is administered, the later training is forgotten, not the former.
On the other hand, certain drugs tend to promote
RNA formation and there are reports that these, on
some occasions, tend to increase the speed of learning. Does S IOO, or any protein formed in the process of learning, act as a memory molecule? Does
it represen t a memory bit simply by existing? Or
does it do something? Is it the protein structure
that counts..or the protein runction?
Hyden, for instance, suspects that the SIOO has
some effect on the brain cell surface. Perhaps it
adds on 10 the membrane of the cell and makes it a
little more apt to conduct the nerve impulse. Perhaps every protein molecule formed helps set up a
particular variety of electrical circuit.
There is an important difrerence between circuit
representing a memory bit and a molecule represent-
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ing it. A circuit is nol a material thing so much as
a relationship among cells. It cannot be transferred
unless a group of cells in taken oul alive and re-

planted alive in another brain. A molecule, on the
other hand. is a material thing and a non-living one
at thaI. It might well be taken out of one organism
and injected into another.
And yet, just to make things more difficult. isn't
it possible that each organism invents a protein or a

when injected into unshocked animals, caused them
to show fear of the dark. too. From several pounds
of brains of animals trained to show fear, Ungar
isolated a chemical compound which would induce
the fear in an untrained rat. What's more, it induced
the fear in mice, too, and even in goldfish.

circuit for itself every time it needs to store a bit of
memory? In that case transfer is impossible because
each brain would have ils own language that would
be gibberish to any other.
Still scientists were bound to experiment. In a
famous experiment in 1961, James V. McConnell at
the University of Michigan reported startling experiments with small organisms, called planaria, which are
very low in the scale of Iife-complexity. He subjected
them to a nash of light and then to an electric shock.
Their bodies contracted at the shock and eventually
began to contract as soon as the light shone. They
had learned that the light meant a coming shock, and
that might mean the production of special memory
moleculcs. McConnell then chopped up the trained
planarla and fed them to untrained planaria. He
found that the untrained planaria, after their cannibalistic diet, learned to react to the Ii.ltht faster than
did ordinary planada. Had they incorporated some
of the special memory molecules and obtained a
headstart?

It w:lS dirncult to work with planada, however,
and to interprel their behavior. Not everyone accepted McConnell's results.
In 1965, the Danish physiologist, Ejnar Fjerdingstad, moved much father up the scale and began to
work with ralS. He trained rats to go to the light in
order to get food. lie then collected the brains of
a number of such trained rats, mashed them up, and
injected the material into untrained rats. Ue found
thai such injected rats learned to go to the light very
quickly. Somehow a memory of light-associated
food had been transrerred with the brain material.
TIle Hungarian-American phYSiologist, Georges
Ungar, went even rather. In 1970, he subjected Tats
to an electric shock in the dark so that they finally
developed a strong fear of the dark. Brain extracts,

Not only were the memory molecules in one organism not gibberish to another organism of the same
species, they were not gibberish even to organisms of
another specics. Ungar called his compound "scotophobin" from Greek words meaning "fear of dark."
It turns out that scotophobin is a very small protein molecule, made up of a strint of just 14 amino
acids. What it does in the cell and how it works is
as yet completely unknown, but it is the closest
approach, so far, to anything that might be considered an actual memory molecule.
Ungar intends to go father. He plans to train
rats to become habituated to a loud noise and learn
to pay to attention to that. He will then see if he
can find a molecule that will transfer the opposite of
fear. Working wiUl tens of thousands of goldfish, he
hopes to train them to distingUish blue rrom green
(to go to a blue light for food, for instance, but not
to a green light) and see if he can isolate a chemical
for color-distinction.
If several different molecules can be isoLated, each
with its own memory symbolization, some interesting
generalizations might be drawn.
And what will all this mean for the future? As
scientists learn more about the mechanism of learning
and memory, wiJI it mean that they will be able to
improve the action of the human brain? Will they
find conditions that favor rapid learning and efficient
memory? Will they learn how to tap memories at
will? Will they learn to unblock them permanently
so that it will be possible ror human beings 10 remem·
ber everything? Will all this raise the intelligence or
human beings sky-high and make supermen out of us?

Perhaps we shouldn't hold our breaths over the
possibility.
For one thing, the human brain is exceedingly
subtle and it may be a long time yel before these
first gropings into the workings of thai organ will
yield firm results. And even after it does, there is
no certainty that it would be wise to tamper with
the brain.
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Almost everyone is sure, for instance, that he
would be better ofT with a better memory, and that
a better memory would somehow mean a betler
intelligence.
But would he and does it?
Some great scientists and mathematicians had
prodigious memories, but others had very poor
memories. What's more, some people with virtually
photographic memories, who seem to forget nothing,
are or only ordinary intelligence or less.
Are we even sure we want to remember better
than we do~ Perhaps there would be disadvantages
involved?
Earlier in the article, for instance, I asked if
"blain" were an English word and said it wasn't.
Undoubtedly most readers agreed with me at oncc.
A few, however, might have dimly recalled coming
across the word "blain" in the Bible (sec Exodus.
chapter 9, verses 9 and 10) and might have hesitated.
Whether they finally decided, yes, or, no, the point
is they would have hesitated_
Can it be that too good a memory might result
in hesitation now and then in the course of life,
where those with more efficient forgeHeries would
not hesitate? Would remembering too much get in
the way of action? Would it get in the way of
decision? Would it get in the way of further learning?
It might even be that the force of natural selection over millions of years of human evolution has
worked against a t~fficient memory. Perhaps we
fuzzy·minded individuals are the end product of a
carerul winnowing process. Perhaps we're the ones
that survived best in the long run.

Let us not, titen, be too anxious to improve a
brain in a way that miglll not be an improvement.
Mankind is learning these last few years that not aU
technological advances are necessarily beneficial or
useful in the long run. Wherever we go and in whatever direction we move, we want to be careful that
what we do does nOI backfire or lead to unexpected
side·results.
And where must tltis caution be most clearly expressed but in the case of a mechanism so delicate
and complex thai it has no fellow in the known
universe?
If we are going to fiddle with the human brain,
it can only be hoped that we do so with the
greatest possible care. If there is anything we must
IIot rorget. it is that. 0
ICopvtight by PenthOUM International Ltd. by permluioo 01
the author. Appeared in "'nrhoI/M M.line under the lille
01 'What's On Your Mond.'"
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"FLIGHT DANCES WITH THE ELECTRIC MIRROR
. . PERHAPS INCLUDING,
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by Peter Wanacott

Feedback EncephalolVaphy is the process of displaying to an individual the
ongoing electrical activity generated by his brain. This activity. picked up from
specllic locations on the surface 01 the scalp, fluctuates In response to our WUI .
It is a thing we do with ourselves and can apply to the arts of life, too.
The electroencephalographic (EEG) potentials emitted by the human brain
provide one of the few objective measurements of the activity of man's central
nervous system. These measurements in turn become the structure within
which the reflection, via EEG, of the electrochemical dance of consciousness
becomes the instrument of growing perspective. The potential's sources and
mechanics are nol fully understood, but EEG potentials are known to originate
in the firing mechanisms of the neurons, whose Individual potentials are reflec·
ted as they travel the surface of the cortex.
Oassically speaking, there are four basic types of EEe patterns, classified
according to their frequency (number of Hertz or cycles per second). In adults,
each of these frequency bands represents a specific mental arousal level, and
each is associated WIth a set of generalized behavh.md coneiate5;
Bela (13+Hz), a high level of mental arousal and involvement in external
factors, focused attention, active concentration; directed attention to visual
and auditory stimuli, from anxiety to high energy and joyous creativity.
Alpha (8- 13Hz), relief from focused attention; a relaxed, poised mental
state which facilitates inwardly directed attention; receptivity to subliminal
learning.
Theta (4-8Hz). drowsiness, dreaming, hypnagogic imagery and association;
access to unconscious material, subconscious, integrative problem-solving, and
the assimilation of new Information.
Delta (0.S- 8Hz), deep, dreamless sleep. Lowest arousal level.
Feedback encephalography is the process of monitoring an individual's EEe
patterns and feeding them back to him In the form of ongoing visual or auditory displays. By receiving immediate and continuous information concerning
his EEe fluctuations. the individual undergoes a learning process which enables
him to recognize and correlate specific EEe patterns with discernable mental
and physiological states. With time, this learning process results in the Individual's ability to enhance, suppress, and control various types of EEG activity
and their mental and physiological correlates.
I have found instruments provide optimum flexibility in feedback range
selection by incorporating continuously ad/'ustable frequency and amplitude
threshold, enabling one to continuously se ect the upper and lower limits of
feedback range. Thus, any of the four frequency bands-alpha, beta, theta,
and delta-as well as selective portions and combinations of these bands, can
be designated for feedback. nus method of feedback range selection is significantly more useable and straightforward. Continuously variable frequency
and amplitude range selection is a very important human engineering factor
in light of the variance of EEG baseline characteristics which occur from
trainee to trainee. With continuously variable threshold controls, one can
set the feedback frequency range to correspond with initial baseline charac·
teristics, and later gradually shape the threshold settings as the individual
progresses in feedback training. This shaping process conSiderably enhances
the effectiveness of feedback encephalography.
Current clinical applications of feedback encephalography therapy include:
insomnia, stress and anxiety, alcoholism rehabilitation, learning difficulties,
hyper1cinetic children, epilepsy, migraine and tension headaches, hypertension,
and heart disease. To the mystically oriented, the above are so much spittle
and dust. Not so much because encephalography gives one a concrete, inherent feeling for alpha faster than, say, transcendental meditation, but because it saves years, as many as fifteen to twenty, required to master theta
and its mental and physiologica1 correlates.. Previously, schools of meditation
could only offer time, practice, and environment as tools to achieve this
deep state.
Mastery of Theta places the power of change and control in loving relationship with your subconscious and superconscious minds, rather than with an
external authority. Classically speaking, it returns to an individual conununication to and from his subconscious, a subconscious civilization educates us

into intolerance of, 1:1ther than appreciation by mind or love by heart. This
potential in turn becomes limited only when one hesit3tes in taking the next
step in the spirit's search for experience. Here it should be pointed out that the
study of the potentials of various states originated with the study of various mY$tic states and that clinical application is in its infancy, whereas mystic app,lications
of these states date back beyond recorded history. TIle term "mysticism' has of
late been updated, and is now referred to, by some, as self·re3Iization.
The communication I speak of is a dynamic interchange of conscious energy
that takes the form of visual imagery and internal audio interchange (inner VOice).
Both forms of interchange have their external tools, many visual, as in the Tarot.
The audio tools include chants and prayers. The degree to which this energy organizes the subconscious depends on the state within which it is applied. In
Beta, one's concentration is externalized and the mind tends to shortcircuit. It
fills its passages with endless oscillation- fear of fear , revulsions to revulsions,
guilt about guilt, an endless trap- the gift of the status quo system of values..
11tis is because we are not designed to be in Beta to the extent civilization apparently requires and so educates us to be. In Alpha we dampen these oscilla·
tions. At the "me time, the subconscious begiM feeding hack infonnation. This
information is often not comprehended because we are unaccustomed to dealing
with internal visual or audio transmission and its personal meaning. In Theta,
visualized goals prompt visual or audio feedback which relates to these goals,
thereby facilitating understanding. So we begin the study of this feedback as a
means of conununication, not only internally but between ourselves and other
beings; subconsciousness being the agency of telepathic communication. Again,
once we begin moving energy to the subconscious we begin to organize it and
balance out the energy which is overcharging self-consciousne"S.
IPeter Wonacott is a brainwaye biofeedback technician in private practice. He
may be contacted at 1820 Waverly St., hlo Alto, CA 94301, (415) 321-8573.]
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(reprinted by permission of Psychology)

by Russell N. Cassel, Ed.D.
TIle present practice of Transcendental Meditation (TM) as described
in some detail by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi (Campbell, 1974) must be considered to be a hoax of the first order in terms of any scientific evalualion of the procedure. The notion that some special two-syllable "Mantra" is uniquely critical for the fostering of TM, that only specially en·
dowed persons may identify such mantra, and that such words must remain a deep dark secret to the owner all smack of some ancient voodooism

tlon

For many of the "Quacks" with little or no profe»ionaJ soohistic3'
psychOlogy, I'M is olten claimed to be "all things" to "all people",

In

At one and the same time TM is represented to be The Science of Creative Intelligence, Biofeedback. Autogenics, Peak Experience, Science of
the Mind. Transcendental Sensuality, Hatha and Raja Yoga, Perfect Relaxation, Hypnosis, Hindu Religion, and other things I can', presently reeall. nus. indeed, is a gross overgeneralization of the eight different
levels of realities creditably established in Transpersonal Psychology during
the past decade.
TIlete is no question but that Maharishi Yogi, even with the use of
a "Mantra" has beel:! able to foster TM in individuals, but with the
crudeness of his method only a very few persons are able to experience
the precious phenomena. Whether or not such individuals achieve the
experience of TM is more a "Chance" circumstance that occurs in spite
of the mantra and procedure, and not because of it. Quite similarly
there is hard evidence that in somCio instances where TM is the goal dif·
ferences in temperature between the two hands of the same person of
20 degrees or more have been realized, but this is biofeedback Of auto·
genies and not TM. When such conditions of wide temperature differential are fostered, often there is little recognition of the crisis state
involved in such organism which can be lethal in consequence, and which
represents criminal behavior for unlicensed and unqualified persons.
As a retired Air Force Colonel who served for several decades as
a Research Psychologist, the author recalls real problems in connection
with pilot target training. The marked inability of our pilots to hit the
target with the early jet aircraft was si6Jlificantly improved when pilots
were given immediate knowledge of their targe: success. Almost over·
night "chance" target success was changed to realistic success with
small error when objective evidence of target accuracy was provided.
In a similar manner .... M success can be changed from chance or luck
happenstance to creditable meditation by the use of biofeedback tech·
niques.
TM Expected Outcomes
Researchers at the Menninger Foundation are investigating the
speculation that there may be a "field of mind" similar to the earth's
magnetiC field. That thoughts and ideas may exist in this field of mind,
and that properly trained persons may be able to tune-in to such
thoughts and ideas. This, to be sure, has not been established as fact,
but the merits of TM do not rest alone on the presence of such a
field. Meditation offets anyone who engages in it seriously the challenge
of learning to do what one wants to do with their own mind, and thjt
alone is a merit most worthy of the challenge (Green, Elmer E. and
Alice M., 1973). The Illinois House of Representatives resolved, " . . .
that all educational institutions, especially those under State of Illinois
jurisdiction, be strongly encouraged to study of feaSibility of courses in

TId . . . ." (Roberts and Clark, 1975). In New York. thousands of
junior and senior high school students have been given courses in TM
for sclleral years, The National Institute of Mental Health has made a
sizeable grant of money available for the training of 150 high school
teachers in the practice of TM, the United States Army has used TM
as a means for combatting drug abuse, and psychologists and physicians
everywhere have become active and interested in its use for relaxation
and sometimes for therapeutic purposes (Doer, 1975; and Roberts,
1974). Based on a review of the professional literature in the field,
the follOwing expected outcomes listed in order of their present impor.
tance, seem reasonable

1. Mind Colllrol
The act of will and own personal independence and responsibility
remains the number one objective as an expected outcome from the
practice of TM. Here the hyperactille individual, and individuals just
unable to concentrate and attend become personal masters of their own
self-direction; as opposed to the use of operant conditioning where external persons assume responsibility for such direction (Assogioli, 1974).
fl. _ i+ogressive Relaxation
Many persons in their single journey through life neller really learn
the art of relaxation, which has been fostered in . part by a society seek·
ing excellence in productivity and endeavor, and TM promises help for
such persons. Here the individual laden with the frustration created
through onslaught with their personal environment, and by the use of
TM twice daily arc able to rekindle their personal energies for with·
standing the stress in their Iife·space.
Ill. Pers(JnDI Satisfaction
Where individuals are able to order at their bwn will Alpha and
Theta brain waves tailored to their own tastes, experiences of "well-being"
and "tranquility" are fostered that serve as a personal reward, and which
are a necessary requisite for TM. The attendant feelings of pleasantness,
rellerie, and self-satisfaction are personal reward enough to continuously
engage in the practice of TM, ellen if there were no other expected outcomes (Harris, 1974).

V. ImproVed Personol lleallh
People who are tense and often laden with anxiety have conditions
that foster poor mental and physical heahh. Sometimes such conditions
promote poor circulation, maybe an imbalance in endocrine honnones,
including a break-down in other physical functioning. Through the practice of TM the tension is relieved, good mental health may be regained,
and proper physical function is often thc attendant outcome.

VI.

Increased Freedom

The paramount value among all others remains the freedom and in·
dependence for self-direction, and by increasing space for movement one's
personal freedom is enhanced significantly. TIle use of TM increases the
range for choices by an individual, and thereby fosters increased freedom
and independence to those who practice it.

VII.

Personal Power

There is increasing evidence that real personal power derives more
from internal meditation and self-discovery, then external observations
and objective perceptions of reality. TM represents an unprecedented
approach to the study of one's inner resources, the use of intuitive and
even spiritual phenomena often neller enjoyed by the individual often
become common practice by them.

VIII.

Peok Experiences

TIle ultimate of life derives largely from onc's "peak" experiences,
and the ability of individuals to turn-on and to forget their cares and
worries for some period of time. The paradoxical nature of ecstasy
reported for rlangerous drugs, including alcohol, are dwarfed by compari.
son to the personal satisfaction derived from TM. Thus, TM serves as
an aJterna\ille to the use and abuse of dangerous drugs for achieving
similar objectives, and, indeed. represents a new and much more effec·
tive and satisfying way for lurning-on.

IX. SelfAclllalization and Decision Competency
Each and every person, in the final analysis, is a product of our
personal decision making, and that what man can conceive he is able
10 accomplish. It is equally true that man is not likely to accomplish
that which he has not clearly perceilled and elected in some conscious
way to strive for. Things simply do not occur by chance, and personal
competency in own decision making must be enhanced to accomplish
self-actualization; even for a single mile; and there is no substitute for
accomplishing this objective. TIuough the use of TM and by the fos·
tering of improved imagery on the part of the individual, competency
in decision making is fostered, and then, and only then, is the full
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potential of the individual realized.
Delle/opmem Qlld Use of Higller LeI'els of RealifY
There is conclusive evidence thai man is capable of eight or more
levels of reality, each being independently organized, and tach representing progressive higher levels for personal adaption. However. man h3S
been created by the Maker so perfect and efficient that he has been
able to survive, even in our increasingly complex SOCiety, by use largely
of the single outer level of reality (sight, sound, taslc, smell, and louch).
For some individuals, in addition, there has been an approach to the
development of "inner reality" including six Olher senses (labyrinthine
or inner ear, Viscera, hypothalamus of affect, kinetic, internal sense of
time, and synesthesia). For still others there has been a ratJler organized
approach to the science of creative intelligence. Thus, largely only tJuee
of man's eight levels have been utilized. tn addition man is capable of
five other levels well defined in transpersonal psychology, two of which
are typically involved in TM: (I) Transcendental Sensuality-improving
of sensual acuity and increasing literacy for deliberating in relation to
deSign, color, esthetics, and music; and (2) Transcendental Medllatlonability to communicate with some Wliversal wholeness and mind control
to achieve peak experiences (Cassel, 1976).
Biofeedback and TM
Presently, four different aspects of biofeedback are important in
the development and effective use of TM, and without the use of some
accurate feedback the practice of TM remains a "happenstance" phenomena, or simply a "chance" occurrence; not a scientific practice in any
sense of the word. Without such feedback TM must be considered to
be a religion with very little success attainment, practiced largely by
persons totally ignorant of crisis states generated in the organism which
may easily be lethal in nature and criminal in consequence for the un·
licensed person practicing as a physician or psycholOgist. For TM in
the scientific sense belongs alone in the realm of all other "helping
relationships", and from a scientific standpoint can only be practiced
legally under the careful supervision of the sophisticated profeSSional
in the helping relationship arena.

X.

l'eeatxJCK Myograpn

The electromyograph (EMG) provides the two basic features that
are essential, and critical to any scientific introduction to TM: (I) First,
there is a carefully calibrated index of electrical discharge of one's
striped muscles depicting degree of relaxation present, and (2) Second,
there is a "sensitivll'(" selector p'rovidin/iL the individual with p.ro&!essively increased ability for Ihe relaxation approach. Here the individual
is provided immediate knowledge of success in accomplishing personal
relaxation, and the individual is able to work in some meaningful and
effective manner in own pursuit of relaxation; so necessary for TM to
emerge.

Feedback ETlcepllaiograplJ
The electroencephalograph (EEG) provides the Individual with
accurate infonnalion as to the presence of "Alpha" and "Theta"
bram walle frequencies which are equally important for effective TM.
Meditation is predicated alone on a functioning brain, not a sleeping
individual, and too often the novice practicing TM has only had a
short snooze, where "Delta" brain waves were the rule, and where
the true ecstasy of meditation is seldom or never really experienced.
By use of the EEG individuals are given scientific knowledge as to
their actual preparation for meditation; as opposed to taking a snooze.
This, to be sure, represents the difference between quackery and
SCience, and there can be no substitute for such feedback as an approach to TM.

marily with feedback information critical to the life sustaining func·
tions of the individual involved. Always, the whole organism is in·
volved in TM, and always the delicate balance of one's autonomic
system is involved, and periodic monitoring of the body temperature
insures that activity planned for the lIypothalamus area of the brain
is nOI "spilling" over into the Medulla Oblongata and interfering with
the vital centers necessary for life itself.
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Mo,e Advanced Feedback
TIle more advanced feedoack instruments provide concert type in·
formation with EMG, EEG. CSR. and temperature readings given variously from different areas of the body, and in concert·like patterns.
This, to be sure, exceeds the present slate of arl, and must be planned
for tomorrow.
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Feedback DemiOgraph
The galvaniC skin response (GSR) dennograph or autogen provides the individual with accurate assessment of emotions present in
the individual for a particular moment of time. Here subliminal per·
ceptions so critical in meditation are assessed, and the individual is
provided immediate knowledge of notions and events of exposure
that produce the desired effects in relation to one's feelings. By the
use of the GSR a social climate can be structured that serves to foster
improved meditation, and which serves to enhance success in the TM
process.

Feedback Themlomete,
Here we are

Originally published in Psychology magazine under the
Litle "Foste.ring transcendental meditation using biofeedback ehmtnates hoax and restores creditability 10
art," 1976.
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CROSSWORD
by PUZZLE
F
AlMBRUSTER
N
K

.SEND YOUR COMPLETED PUZZLE IN

*
*
* *

*

*
*

* * *

* * *

*

*

• I do crossword puzzles on a computer. There
are several characteristics about crossword puzzles
which you must tkae into consideration when you
begin to design one.
First consider the puzzle matrix. The conventional, daily newspaper variety is
close-packed, and symmetrical, but with an open list.

•

Oose packing means just that- words are often found
in tightly packed groups. A four by four block of
cells might have eight words; four horizontal, and
four vertical. This was apparently the first property
of words formed from letters which interested the
ancient puzzler and puzzle designer. Obviously. you
will have to have a larger choice of words if you're
going to achieve close packing. Along with close
packing, symmetry can also be achieved if you as·
sume the entire written language as your sample set
for puzzles.
* What I have decided to do is sacrifice close
packing and symmetry in favor of a controlled vo·
cabulary. I enter the vocabulary into the computer via punch cards and the plotter draws the dia·
gram to fit the words with ilS many intersections
as possible. There are other parts to the algorithm,
I can have several different diagrams printed and
choose the one I like, or I can set a maximum
dimension and it will keep searching until it Finds
a design which suffices. It's a tree~earch problem,
and the levels of search are variable right now;
we're searching five levels deep. Don't write me
asking for a listing-I've spent too much time and
money perfecting it to this stage to enter into
any correspondence about it. I won't answer any
questions either, so don't bother.
#f

TO PCC AND WE WILL PRINT YOUR
NAME IN THE NEXT ISSUE! ! !

*Here's what you do to solve the puzzle.
Read the publication thoroughly and carefully.
Find what you think are the words which answer
the clues. Notice that the diagram has no num·
bers on it. The numbers of the clues have no
relationship to the position of the word in the
diagram. Using whatever brand of logic you pas·
sess, fill in the diagram, on letter to a cell, until
the diagram is completed and every clue is ac·
counted for. The spelling is as found in the
publication, so if there are misspelled words in
the original, they will be misspelled in the puzzle.
All the words in the puzzle were taken from the
last issue of PCC (Vol. 5. No. I, July 1976).

*

1.

Newest addition to the van's equipment

2.

PDP 8 in a desk with a floppy disc and a CRT

3.

These people are turned on to computers

4.

These people are not turned on to computers,
but would be, given time.

5.

These are people we're not getting through to.

6.

festival

7.

They set up demonstrators of their systems

S.

Frequency

9.

The first eight, which are pretty audible

10.

Red·:1aired siren and confirmed oomputer addict

11.

Two of the mechanisms by which nervous systems
]Etnerate reality

12.

Cap'n Quirk

13.

The spectrum of sound is

14.

Typo

15.

Typo corrected, 7 tone scale now valid

16.

Vowel is to dissonant as, _ _ _ is to

17.

Wierd things

IS.

Important type of data not available in any BASIC system
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by FRANK ARMBRUSTER
Frank introduces his non-computer version of Hats with patter that goes some·
thing like this:
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1., ... \
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1:'..0.:1
I • «,
, ... .)

"/ am Q spy. I am communicating with other spies using Q secret system. Your
job, mould you decide 10 accept it, is to figun out my secret system. Next 10
TrU! I htrve a box of. »y, thirty hats. I put hilt number one on my head. When
J am wearing thiJ 1u11 J will only communicate using my {lnt code. To piJzy. y ou
give me Q number, and I will give you my response to thaI number. When y ou
think you have figured out my code you $I1Y, "Gotcha! " 1 willlken test y ou /0
sa if you have in {act guessed my code .....
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Players then take turns giving Frank numbers and analyzing his responses. When
they get it he p UiS on his second hat. The "codes" get progressively more dif·
ficult. Here is a computer version,using fi ve hats, of this deHghtful game of in·
ductive reasoning ...
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tETTERS TO
Dear Bob:
I am now receiving your two journals with
varying degrees of awe and delight. We ordered
the IMSAI with the large mother board, and a
CRT terminal kit and have received both. Just
completed the first 2200 solder connections on
the mother board (whew!!) beginning to get
pixilated. It is my undllfstanding that IMSAI
is now shipping their 8K BASIC and there is
always MITS BASIC. My concern is now apptication software due, mainly, to my general
ignorance in the realm of machine, assembly,
and higher level programming. Also my ignorance as to sources for programs. We are in
the process of finding somebody to hire to do
some of our business programming and are
waiting patiently for $Ome business type appli.
cation packages to come along. I have a sus·
picion that the business end of this deal will
take care of itself, more or less, and so my
main concern is in the realm of programs for
the education of my children.
In your Vol. 4, No.5 issue there was an
wticle on the Huntington Computer Project
Packages. This article noted that it was
available from DEC and I am confused. After
having 'M"itten several letters to DEC and
DECUS it became apparent that what I could
get from DEC was salesmen. They were kind,
ind nice, and confusing (adding to my already
oonfused state). DECUS S8flt me catalogues
'Nhich state that they will ship to members 'Nho
either own Of are working with DEC machines.
I don't own a DEC machine, I don't work with
DEC machines, I would prefer not to chisel
from anybody-do you have any suggestions as
to how to acquire these packages without being
somewhat sly? Any help on this would be
!reatlyappreciated. {Write to: Dr. Ludwig
Braun, DirectOf, HUNTINGTON TWO, State
Unjvenity of New York, Stony Brook, NY
11794 .• , TeU him a Dragon sent you.]
Last ni~t we went to Seattle to listen to
Dr. Suding express ,his thoughU on his new
wonder machine. He also had his Phi·Deck
system which was edifying. After we get the
IMSAI up and running in the office I am
seriously considering one of his machines
and would appreciate your thoughu on his
efforts. I sometimes wonder about the neces·
sity of having the newest and fastest and most
modern chip insofar as there is usually a soft·
ware lag in there somewhere. Somebody may,
with expertise and understanding, express their
thoughts about the advantages (real, cosmetic,
and ego) of having the newest and most modern
thing and in passing mention one or two draw·
backs. Is something new and modern realty
alwa'(5 better? (Time-honored question-especi·
ally when there is something new and wonderful tNery other week.) I know, in a logical
sense, that if one micro-computer will do the
things I want done, as fast as I want it done,
etc., it should be fast enough and yet Dr.
Suding's machine has incredible appeall Just
thinkll With a machine such as this I can
upgrade and do things considerably faster than
before. It has twice as many commands as the
8080 (even though I am not too sure that I
understand what that means and the increase
in the number of commands does not assure
me of any more software but rather, because of
the newness, assures me of less). Thllfe are
lots of other points to touch in consideration of
new vs. old and tried but I am boring even
myself. Just one more thought (sigh): it may
be that the concept of the micro--computer
itself, because of its comparative newness, en·
genders a craving for more that is new and won·
derful in the hope that this is all that is left
because, in general, the old and tried has not
proven to be all that functional in a cultural
context. (What in the hell did that mean!!!)

There is also the possibility that as one becomes
more familiar with micro-computers the added
capacity will be necessary to accomplish the
weird and wonderful things only now dreamt
of. One more thought (sigh, sigh) : I note that
there is a group seriously trying to put together a
nuclear space ship. They may have use of micro·
computers in their esoteric and terrifying compu·
tations, a ponible use to all those machines out
there being used only on a sometimes basis. All
this HAS to mean somethingl [Greg, I SUlpect
your IMSAI, with ALTAIR BASIC, will knp you
happy for awhile! J

To drop back to reality. I have mentioned
the problem of the Huntington packages. What
I am also interested in getting, from somewhare,
ar-e some other educational programs of any sort,
on any subject. I am not really interested in the
philosophy behind them (Is CAl real'l the best
way, etc.). I am rather interested in exposing my
kids to everything that I can in the hope that
out of any grab·bag of programs ~hat I might
put together, something will prove beneficial (the
~y of a desperate father).
It is also important
that they be in some sort of BASIC or machine
code compatible with the B080 because that is
where I am currently at. Dr. Dobb's mentions the
CCC as a possible source of programs but so far
it looks as if, for the most part, games are offered
and while they do have instructional capabilities,
and I'll put as many in as I can find, I am also
hoping to get something just II little more hard
core in case some intense interest evolves. My
whole thinking may be screwed up and I really
would appreciate any comments and/ or thoughts.
(Try Teach Yourself BASIC from the PCC bookstore.1
I really would appreciate and admire any infor·
mation, assistance, thoughU, sources, comments,
etc. that you might provide. I have a nagging
feeling that I am not the only 'owner' of chil·
dren somewhat desperate for any kind of help
they can get. The ownership of children opens a
whole other can of worms and, like rights, im·
plies incredible responsibilities. I just can't help
but feel that these responsibilities cannot simply
be voided or superseded by the public schools.
I have made an attempt to teach my own kids
and it does not work - I am too impatient, too
close to a problem, too frustrated (by expecting
too much perhaps?) and while I do not believe
that a computer system is the whole answer it
is a start. (Help is on the way! Keep reading
PCC.I ,
My friend and yours,
Greg White
216 East 5th Street
Port Angeles, WA 98362

Dear Bob:
Commenu on D.D.J.C.C.&D.lll!1 First, Tiny
BASIC itself: Basically OK (I'm sorry about that
. . . really 1 am) but it lacks some flelCibitity
because you don't have floating point math and
a few simple functions like sin and cos. Look at
it this way-with Tiny Basic extended you are
halfway there to writing 4K BASIC . . . . 25% of
the way to 8K BASIC. In my opinion it is a
waste of a $1000 machine to be running just TB
on it, when if you just added another $100 or
$200 you could be running some superior software. Of course there is the problem of getting
the software cheap too, so 1 may be wrong to
say that.
Second point: since I am sure everyone is patting everyone else on the back what with D.D.J.C.
C.&D., I guess you can hear some criticism. You
may have made a mistake by introducing a new
newsletter and taking stuff out of P.C.C. The way
I got interested in home computing was by read·
ing all about assembler and machine code and
hardware in P.C.c. If you take it out, you may
be isolating high school people playing games on
big s'(5tems from home computing people, since
the high level language programmers won't bother
with a newsletter for home system people. Fur·
thermore there are now two newsletters, not one,
and you know how bad it is to pay for all that
stuff. [Steve-We will put heavy Ituff in DDJ and
newt, beginner stuff, etc., in PCCJ
This may, on the other hand, work out OK
since you will now have room in P.C.C. to 81{'
plain stuff like assembler, machine code, and hard·
ware in P.C.C. and not lust list it or mention it.
(Yn!]
Who is this Dr. Dobb
anyway? (A
visitor from the ptanet

One last item: I've seen BASIC take a lot of
knocks lately, what with people saying,"BASIC is
a very inefficient language and it doesn't suit the
needs of the home computer user and besides it
is hard to learn and who said we need it anyway
and there must be a better language for games,
etc. etc. etc. etc." but I have yet to see any con·
aete stuff in the way of ideas for a better language. Besides, you don't see people clamoring
for FORTRAN or COBOL for their home S'(5'
tems! Or how about JCLI Think, if you were
designing the ideal language, what would you put
in it? Well, first we need something to print
stuff on the terminal so we'll use 8 PRINT statement and then we need to be able to jump from
one spot to another so we'll use a GOTO. I gUes5
maybe PL/M or something might be better but jf
all the software brains in all the computer software factories can't come up with anything better,
knowing that their users will pay millions for it,
why should some people who mess around with
this stuff in their spare time think they can?
Sorry to get crabby like this (again). but you
know how it is.
Steve North
7 Deerhaven Lane
Newfoundland, NJ 07435
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Dear Dragon Bob,
Just got Volume 4, Number 6, and as usual I see that you are going
to continue with your inflation policies, that is, more pages, more articles.
more intere~IS, more people.. more letters, games, pictures, reviews, and so
on. That's why I'm renewing with my inflated dollars.
In the following paragraphs, please don't think I'm trying 10 slight the
things I do not mention. I just don', have time to persue everything that
is interesting. But I would like to say that the book "BASIC" by Albrecht,
Finkel, and Brown is the best of tbe several that I have.
DYNABOOK: First heard of this thru Ted Nelson, but what J need to
know about it now is - should I hold off on my next major hardware
purchase or should I start saving up to buy some for my kids? I keep
telling my friends that something like Dynabook will cause the next cultural
revolution, that my own children will hopefully participate in it while
they're still in school, and that it will make the communications revolution
of the 60's look like a stepping stone. It will happen when a high school
government class is able to analyze a government budget as a semester
project, the way that Dartmouth students can ana lyze a US census. Or
something else that is just as impossible now.
CABRILLO COLLEGE ELECTRONICS CLASS: Boy, I wish I had
had something like that. About all the direction I could find as a kid was
from books, so now I read about rather than do it, to an unfortunate
extent. nlere is a Science Institute for young people in St. Petersburg,
Florida, that is not limited to electronics, but seems to have much the same
goals. Could someone write up an article of that for publication?
CALCULATORS: After reading Isaac Asimov's wonderful books about
Science and Mathematics, one of the things I wanted to do was program
my computer to sort and process numbers the way that he does. However.
I can see that calculator programs would allow more people to do this,
especially if tables of data and formulas and explanations for specific results
are given in the same place.
SPROCKET MAN: YES!
SMRT: I've never been able to figure out why it cost more to have
two cable pairs connected by twenty feet of copper- wire (permanently) than
it coSIS to have them connected by a multi·million dollar automatic switch.
For those of you who write your Congressmen occasionally , AT&T has
already approached our national law-makers about pUlling the US on one
phone system. They were turned down, but they were not laughed o ut the
door. You can be sure that they'll be back , the question is, what will their
next visit be disguised as? Maybe Fortran Man should look into this.
CCC:Wilh any luck, I'll be there within a year. Do you folks have
anything that will convince a Korean-born wife with limited English that
a computer is something that she needs and wants?
BILL GATES: I can see that I'm not going to gel a personal reply to
the letter that I wrote. I do hope however that Bill will be able to publish
something about the comments that he received , both good and bad. I too
would like to see programs in the public domain, not to mention computers,
worldwide telephony (one of these days I've got to get aHam License),
transportation, money, food and most other things. Granted, Tiny BASIC
seems to be spreading, but things like Altair BASIC , APL, FORTRAN,
ALGOL 68. and whatever else you want, are not going to be implemented
for twenty different CPU's during lunchbreaks. Yet I've seen several leiters
and editorials that call for program writers to do all their work out of the
goodness of their hearts so that others can load and go without doing any
work at all for their precious "public domain." That last sentence looks
kind of strong, but let's face it: the people who write for the public
domain will get the lost time they put into their program while the rest
of us will get aU of the benefilS.
COMPUfERWORLD: This may sound fickle after the last paragraph, but here goes. God is the only one who gives help from above.
Most other help comes not from above, or even from the side, but
comes instead by exploiting someone who is lower and more helpless.
The only way the little people on the bottom are going to gel help is by
uniting and giving it to themselves. Some minority groups have already
discovered thiS, but most either ignore or forget about it (I'm in this
class too often) , or they have been so filled with what someone else
wants them to know that they have never found out the truth. If you
don't believe thiS, you haven't read "The Screwing of the Average Man"
which is available in paperback and at your local library.

JOHN R. LEES, JR.: My Altair 8800 No. 2214553K may not
feed any starving children in India. but the stereo you buy at Radio
Shack will help to feed other children in Korea. The technology, not
just the stereo, is what airlifts food, blankets, and medicine to earthquake-ravanged Guatama la in military aircraft. Some of the best war
machines ever made have a proud record of saving lives. As for John,
I say, "John , keep asking your questions. Most of the ones you asked
in PeC have answers already. When you start getting answers you
don't like, or when you ask questions that have no answers, then you
will know where your work lies. to make answers thai are good."
Pee: Keep up the good work, the world needs it.
Yours,
Ron Seibel
2146 CG Box 3313
406-62-3552
APO SF 96366

··
··
··
··

Dear PeC:
Now that you hav~ hooked on your style of education, I
hunger for more. I like the directions you arc taking with pce and
DDJ branching out. I suspect that my science fictional inclinations
will cause more interest in the original pee's emphasis on "realizable
fantasies" and computers in education. On the other hand , DDJ
sounds like it could become a handy problem-solving reference book/
magazine. Have you considered developing a reference or cross·
reference system based on key words that would allow you to pub.
lish annual indexes to each volune? Would your formal be amenable
to punching with a :>'tandard 3-hold punch for binding?
When I staned writing this leiter, there was, deep in the recesses
of my crania, an urge to comment on the many things 1 liked about
Vol. 4, No.6. However , there were so many exciting and useful
articles Ihat I fear any comments will have to be extremely brief and
superficial. So , herewith:

··
·

"Dynabrook Projecl"- Xerox is onto a great approach for developing a useful system. It is a rare and unique opportunity which I must
thank Pee for, and most profusely. How often does a consumer gel
a chance for input before the system is built?
"ST·R TR·K" by Bill Crow was an extremely competent article
which demonstrated an immense knowledge of the TV series, computers,
and Star Trek fandom. Never have I seen such a quantity of information on those subjects condensed into a mere two pages.
"Do·it·yourself space navigation" among planets by Salisbury will
come in handy someday when I need convincing figures for a SF story
I'm writing.
"Biofeedback Center of California" by Alec Dubro. Wow! Talk
about mind expansion. AI this pace, I'm going to be spending ~ my
spare time contacting these fascinating groups' read about in PCC
"Sprocket Man??" A lot of very practical advice for bikers of
any age.
"SMRT will hurt" by Leroy Finkel. MORE MORE MORE. As
the age of distributed data and word processing descends upon us, com·
puter buffs will need all the help they can ger evaluating telecommunications systems and equipment. Home and school-based computer netIrorks may prove to be the only way to make computing power
available to everybody at minimum costs. So we need lots more
articles of tltis kind.
Well tempus figited. I must be blasting off for now. Meanwhile, keep up the good work
Yours truly,
Frank Stodolka
2633 Dupont Ave. South
Minneapolis, MN 55408
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KENTUCKY FRIED COMPUTERS OPENS
RETAIL STORE

1977 NATIONAL COMPUTER CONFERENCE
JUNE 13-16, DALLAS

Special Call for Papers in Personal Computeri"g
The 1977 National Computer Conference will feature several events for personal computing enthusiasts
including the Personal Computing Fair, exhibits of personal computing equipment by manufacturers, seminars
and social events in addition to paper presentation.
Two days of Personal Computering paper and
panel presentations arc being planned. Papers and
panels in any subject of interest to personal computing
enthusiasts are sought including
• personal computer software,
• hardware designs and trends for personal computing,
• innovative applications o f personal computing
systems,
• the innuence of the personal computing move·
ment on the computer industry and computer
science education,
• standards for personal computing products,
• predictions of trends in persona] computing.
The '77 NCC will be the year's largest gathering
of data processing users and computer professionals.
Approximately 30,000 people are expected to gather
for the conference program of over 100 sessions plus
the year's largest display of computer hardware, software, systems, and services featuring over 250 exhibitors.
The '77 NCC Steering Committee welcomes your
comments and suggestions and participation in this
event . Please contact:

•

Dr. Portill IlUCIon
CONFERENCE CHA IRMAN
MItMl'MtiCilI Sciences
lhe UnlllWSlty of TtlUIS

It DeU..
RichardKln, TX 75080

Or. Roo.n: R. Korfnag.
PROGRAM CHAIRMAN
Dept. of Computer ScienCil
Southem Methodist University
OIIIaI, TX 75275
214'682-3082

214/89().2172

1977 NCC Paper Guidelines
Previously unpublished papers are solicited. Papers
submitted for consideration must be in final fonn with
aU figures and tables, ready for typesetting. All papers
wiU be refereed. Refereed and approved papers wilr be
sent immediately to the printer, with no opportunity
for author changes. The Conference Proceedings Editors
reserve the right to edit all papers prior to publication
or to request that the authors change them to meet
AFTPS publication requirements.
The material submitted should include:
I) Six copies of the paper. TIle paper should be a
maximum of 5,000 words. The submitted paper
should be the final version-cleanly typed, double
spaced on one side of the paper, ready for type·
setting. Each page should be numbered and have
die principal author's name on it. Submission of
a paper implies guarantee by the author that aU
necessary approvals and clearances have been obtained.
2) Six copies of a page containing a 150 word abo
stract , the Computing Reviews Classification and
rour to six keywords descriptive of the content
or the paper.
3) TInee co pies of a short biography or the presen·
to r to be used in conrerence publicity
and for
introductions by the session cnauman.
Deadline for all submissions is December I , 1976.
Authors will be notified berore March I , 1977 regard·
ing Ihe acceptance of their papers.
Please send all submissions to the '77 NCe
Program Chairman:
Dr. Robert R. Ko rfltage
Dept. of Computer Science
Southern Methodist University
Dallas, TX 75275
214/692-3082

INSTALLATION BEGINS FOR LARGEST
SCHOOL COMPUTER ORDER
Compuler Curriculum Corporation (CCC), Palo
Alto, California has started installation of computer
systems and terminals fo r Co mpton Unified School
District in Los Angeles County, California. The
contract calls for 544 display terminals to be in·
stalled in twelve schools, the largest number of
instructional terminals ever ordered at one time by
a school district. Installation will be completed in
early September.
The district is using Emergency School Aid Act
(ESAA) runding to support the project. The value '
of the CCC contract is over $1,100,000 to cover'
equipment rental, curriculum lease, and system
support for the first year. CCC is supplying all
the equipment and computer programs for the
project and has opened a maintenance office in
Compton.
According to CCC's president, Pltrick Suppes,
"The instructional computer system in Compton
will give over 19,500 individual lessons in Mathematics and Reading every school day. The pro·
gram selects, presents and grades questions automatically and provides diagnostic reports to the
students' teachers."
CCC specializes in curriculum and equipment
for computer-assistel1 instruction (CAl) and has
installed systems in elementary and secondary
schools in sixteen states.

NEW ORLEANS HAM FEST AND
COMPUTER FEST
The New Orleans Hamfest and Computer Fest,
sponsored by the Jefferson Amateur Radio Club,
will be held October 30-31 at Archbishop KummeJ
High School, 1901 Severn Ave. , Metairie, LA (New
Orleans suburb).
Forums at the fourth annual event will include
several on computers by the Crescent City Computer Oub and others by or about AMSAT, MARS,
emergency communications, RTTY, QRP, novices
and beginners and antennas.
Among the scheduled meetings will be the
Louisiana Council of Amateur 'U.dio Clubs, the
Louisiana ARRL Convention, MARS and other
amateur radio groups. Banquets, non-commercial
and other exhibits are beinG arranged. Call·in
frequencies will be 146.34-.94 and 3.95 mHz.
Reservations and latest details may be obtained
by writing to Dominick "Nick" Tusa, WASRMC,
Qlairman, New Orleans Hamfest , P.O. Box 10111 ,
Jefferson, LA 70181.

ONTARIO, CANADA RETAIL COMPUTER
STORE
Preparalions are now in the final planning stage
ror a retail computer store to serve hobbists, soft·
ware houses, small businesses and OEM's. The
potential market has :1 population of 3.000,000.
I'm interested in becoming a dealer for products
which will be of interest to customers in the above
categories.
Please rorward all pertinent data for your
product line , including catalogues, technical bulletins, price lists, dealer discount schedules, etc.
to:
John S. Crawford
66 Castle field Ave.
Toronto, Ontario
M4R IG4 Canada
(416) 487-7415

The Kentucky Fried Computer store is now open
for business. Hours are 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily. We
are fully stocked, and we service what we sell- both
kits and assembled units. We sell many products at
a substantial discount from manufacturers' list prices.
We also give special prices on complete system purchases. We can help you "put it all together."
Our product line includes:
• IMSAI- full line.
Protessor Technology- full line .
Cromemco- fuU line.
• Polymorphic-full line.
Lear Seigler- ADM terminal kit.
• Morrow's Micro-Stuff- Smart Cassette interface.
• Oliver Engineering- Optical paper tape reader.
Keyboards, monitors, accessories and publications.
• Starred items are available by mall to Pee readers
at 10% ofT manufactwers' list price. For mail
orders, send money order or cashiers check (personal
checks require 3 weeks processing) plus 2% shipping
and handling. Californians add Slles tax. This offer
is for a limited time only.
2465 Fourth Street
Berkeley, CA 94710
(41 S) S49'{)868

"A computer in every pot. ..

BREAKTHRU, A PARTICIPATORY
JOURNAL
We at Bred Thru are looking for people who
have had unwual experiences and would like to
share them. We are starting publication of a
"participatory journal" of unusual experience
dealing with everything including psychic phenom·
ena, life and death, U.F.O.'s, occult, revelatory
experience and any other unusual experiences.
The purpose of this journal is to have people
share expereinces with of hers. We believe that
somewhere, someone may have had a similar
experience and would like to be able to relate
to others who have had the Slme type of
experience. If you would like to have your
experience published, please write it down
and mail it to:
•
Bred Thru
1743 Silvertree Drive
San Jose, CA 95131
The story will be printed in your exact words.
You need not be concerned about writing ability.
The experience being written about is the only
consideration. As many stories as space permits
will be used. You will receive a copy of the
issue your story appears in.
Look for your story in Breok Thru soon.

"TENNIS, ANYONE?"

•

..............................._................................... .
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Dear pee,
My God, to think how incomplete my life has
been until-FlAMEI-ldiscovered the dragons of PCC.
I've read all of Judy Edwards copies of pec.
flf I flunk my test in the morning. I'll blame you
dragons.)
Bkgd: MA in English. BA in Psych .• PhD cando
in Instructional Design. Very into CAl (giving a
paper on a CAl module about sonnets at ADCIS.)
Rabid BASIC programmer. Rabid magician. Rabid
synthesist, building super·synthesizer. Rabid photo·
l1apher. Generally rabid. Wife (of 5 yrs) and
daughter (3 months) unbitten by above. BUT I'M
TRYING'
Yes, James is great. QUICK. GOOD PARTS.
Yes, MicroMM-slow, overpriced. instructions
not worth a - - .

SECOND GENERATION COMPUTER STORES
by Gene Murrow, President. Computer Power and Ught. Inc.

"If by j()m~ miracle of ledlllology olltl eco/lOmics il were possible for el'ery
"ol/se/told to 0\\111 n high·ql/lI/it)' piano, wOllld we Sooll find taxi dril'f!rs discussillg tile intricacies of BroIl/ill IIIIerme;:zi or Ro(/gers am/ I/art musical
scores with empathetic passel/gers'"

Nlm-OBSEEN
10 I t · Rodb)
20 go to It 01 30,40.50
30 priot "crap" eiC.

Big a's:
1. I have a 6502 chip & books. Is there a version of BASIC for me? Where? HElPI
2, Are there clubs or interested peop,Ple anywhere
in eastern Iowa? HElPI HEl
"L:::::'I;';~:j
3. Would you want to print:
.
a. Program for practicing bidding bndge
hands?
b. FANCY POKER GAME?
c. A number game-kinda like NIM only E.Z.
d. Program to determine day of week for any
date?
A TAUNT:
At the U of I, using an HP 2000 Access & Super
Bee Terminal, our STARTREK has:
I. Mnemonic commands
2. Visibly moving torps
3. Trades
4. Klingons who move, attack and explode.
5. Romulans who fire toroedoes
6. MOle capabilities than any game anywherel
Details: Mr. Jonathan Williams
CAl LAB
U of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242

A

AMRAD COMPUTERFEST
The AMRAD COMPUTERFEST will be an exposition
of microcomputers for computer amateurs, radio ama·
teurs and the general public. It is being sponsored by
the Amateur Radio Research and Development Corpora.
tion (AMRAD), a non.profit scientific and educational
Olganization.
The AMRAD COMPIJTERFEST will be held on
October 24, 1976 at the Vienna Community Center,
120 Cherry St., Vienna, Virginia, near Exit ItS of the
Washington, OC Beltway.
The exposition will be almost entirely devoted to
small computers of the type suitable for home use.
There will be displays of microcomputer systems by
various manufacturers' representatives as well as tables
for used or surplus equipment, circuit boards and parts_
Peripheral devices including video terminals, teletypewriters and RTfY equipment will be shown. Forums
will run throughout the day on subjects of interest
to the serious hobbyist, students, and the general
public. There will also be an opportunity to talk
to representatives of various computer clubs and
magazines.
Admission will be $4.00 at the door ($3.50
advance registration by mail for pickup at the
door)' Make checks payable to AMRAD. Write:
COMPlITERFEST, P.O. Box 682, Mclean, VA 22101.
For reservations, contact any of these nearby
motels directly: Vienna Wolf Trap Motel. 430 Maple
Ave E. Vienna, VA 22180, (703) 281·2330; Tysons
Corner Holiday Inn. 1960 Chain Bridge Rd, Mclean,
VA 22101. (703) 893·2100; or Tysons Corner Ramada
lon, 7801 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, VA 22043,

...... , .............................................................
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Earl Keyser
Dragon in Residence
Box 56, Keota. IA

(703) 893·1340 .
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The fantasy of a computer in every home is becoming more and more a
reality. largely due to the price/performance/size/impact of the microprocessors
and the growing acceptance of easily.learned languages such as BASIC.
As breath·taking as the progress and future possibilities arc. a fundamental
obstacle to realization of the fantasy still remains. It is a problem not clearly
articulated amidst the nurry of product announcements and the daydreams of
the futurists. yet it has shaped the computer and soph~sticated calculator bl:'siness
for years, and will continue to do so. SLmply stated, Lt IS the techntcal mLSmatch between the product and the population. Most people who could well
use a computer and would be pleased to own one, do not understand how to
make such machines work. and a person will not buy a machine if it cannot
be made to serve. Solutions to this dilemma have taken two forms. The fiut.
exemplified by 18M. is to provide n complete ~upport system ror the user.
Hardware maintenance is provided by IBM. operation is supervised by a "priesthood" of computer experts specially trained in the complex litany of the data
processing service, and the user's tithe is substantial. The alternative, common
amonlt vendors of programmable calculators. is an attempt to educate the user
himself in the operation of the machine. Unfortunately, this scheme suffers
from the reality that the person doing the "teaching" is more a salesman than
aR experienced educator or competent programmer, and widespread adoption of
such machines outside of highly technical areas has not occurred.
TIle substantial sales of microcomputer kits is not indicative of any profound alteration of the technical mismatch between electronic genie and
individual user. TIle typical computer hobbyist, who accounts for over 70% of
the sales according to some estimates, is someone with experience in electronics,
ham radio, or computers. The computer clubs are populated with people from
Hughes, TRW, IBM, Stanford University. etc. Even these sophisticated pur·
chasers often nnd themselves with a completed kit which they cannot do much
with. or that simply does not work, and the frustration builds. .. The Sou·
them California Computer Society has been consistently pressured to offer
classes in programming for the engineers, and in electronics for the programmers.
Manufacturers are perpetually badgered for more support software. repairs, in·
formation. and even refunds.
We think that the time and circumstances are right for a change. A com·
puter that is small, versatile, reliable and priced within reach of an individual
can be built by established and competent manufacturers. Computer program·
ming in BASIC or a similar , Iangwge can be taught by competent and experienced educators to the average person. Computer power can be placed in the
hands of all the people, not just the hobbyists'.
With this goal in mind, we at Computer Power & Light are offering a
complete, fully.assembled and tested "consumer" microcomputer system, the
COMPAL-80, a series of 8 classes in programming and applications, and some
introductory software for $1,700. The system is 8080 mP·based, and includes
a 16-line X 64 character video display, 16K bytes of RAM memory, I K byte
of PROM, an RS 232 serial I/O port, BYTE-standard cassette interface, the new
Keytronix ASR·33 type keyboard, and a Sanyo 9" monitor. With the general
consumer in mind, we have eliminated the computer "front panel": all utility
functions (I/O drivers, tape loaders, etc.) are resident on PROM. For users who
are interested in traditional computer functions, the PROM includes "front
panel" routines which allow the operator to load and display memory, single·
step the processor, and execute starting at any location. The idea is that one
just turns it on and begins programming.
Teaching the non-technical person how to use a computer is a trickier
problem than configuring good hardware. The teacher in this situation must be
a person experienced in helping people learn, not just a computer expert pressed
into service, The typical "lecture method" fails miserably when applied to com·
puter programming. Our teachers will draw on years of experience to teach
programming in BASIC (available on the COMPAL-BO system), to teach the use
of other available software packages such as word·processors, and to guide
students in applying their skills to tales they wish to tackle.
In summary, we sec "reaching the people" as the next problem to be
solved by all of lIS in the home computer movement. Our approach at Com·
puter Power & Ught is to provide a machine as solid as a brick, and a learn·
ing experience as thorough, competent, creative and joyous as the best teachers
around can make it. We invite all PCCers to drop in and see us at 12321
Ventura Blvd., Studio City (Los Angeles), California, any time after our opening
September 28th-hunt a wumpus or two and share your ideas and criticisms
with us.

•
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'HILADELPHIA HOME COMPUTER
iOCIETY

SAN FRANCISCO'S SETH IS BECOMING THE
BOOTSTRAP COMPUTER STORE

AN EXCELLENT
BUY & SELL NEWSLETTER

At lasl Philadelphia has its own computer society.
;1:Hled as the result of a letter in BYTE, the initial meet·
ng drew of 80 interested individuals. So far we have
Lad demonstrations of Sphere and the Digital Group
·omputers. Plans aTC for field trips to the Moore
ichool of Electrical Engineering (birthplace of the
~NIAC) and to nearby ttOS Technology. OUT newsettcT, TIle Dato Bus. provides meeting information
.s well as articles on hardware and software, book
eviews, letters, cartoons, etc. Interest is mushrooming
md all of us here have visions of computer grandeur.
lick Moberg
404 S. Quince 51.
Philadelphia, PA 19147

A computer mob known as SETH, 4001 - 24Ih St. ,
San FranciSCO, CA 94114, is working on opening a store·
front computer opera lion that will include walk·in, play·
a.computer game facilities. They have miscellaneous
peripheral gear and would like to hade some of it for
other goodies:. They will a1$0 sell gear on II consignment
basis. They can be contacted al the above address or at
3979- 24Ih SI. By phone, call (415) 282-8000 or 282·
3550 (II a.m.- 7 p.m.), or 824-4997 and ask for Bob,
George or Don.

11lcre i~ a very u~ful little IYI>ewrilleli newsleiter availahle, Ihat is c1I!plicilly CIII1('crued with want
ads for compuler hllhhyi~I~, holh for Imycrs 011111
,;clle". 11 is called ON-UNI:', alld is puhlhhcd hy
n.lI. Beetle, 24695 Sallia Cruz highw:ly, Ul~ Galos
CA 95030. II i~ \lllhH'ht'd e\'cry Ihird Wc{Inc~day, is
'\Cllt hv First Oan mail, conlain~ 6 tn 12 pa!!l'S in
(,:lch i~ ~ l1e, :lI ul h:ls :I vcry fa~1 CUm-around all ads
recl' il'cd a~ laic a, Ihe precCC'ding 5.1lurday :lTe included iu Ihl! isslle fur Ih:lt month . The puhlisher
~1:llc~ Ihal Ihcy pul out 17.392S i\\\U,'\ per yl!:lr, hut
Il l ' :l \\III11C Ihal i~ merelv an :lJlpro\illlall! figure.
Sl1h~c ripliolls are SI /fll\l'r issues, or $3 .75/ IS i~sues
(= one ycar), or $7/ 36 i "'~ues.
.
For Ihose wishing III adH'rli<;e. thtre are holh lille
IOIles and word r:1le~, :lnd there :IfC reduced r:lle~ for
:ld~ running in mUltiple i~stlcs. There :Ire :1150 much
lower r:llc~ for non·commerci:11 ads Ih:ln for commer·
cial ad ... A~ far a~ Wi;' ran leli, there are Oil di~pray
3d~; il\ all lel(l, which means much more meal in
much le\~ ~I'ace.
We highly recommend th;s publication to those
interested in buying or selling goods for the com·
puler hohhyi~1.

..•.;)-~~"' ...
COSTA COUNTY
: WB STARTING UP

BERKELEY GETS ITS
SECOND COMPUTER
STORE

~ONTRA

The following person is organizing a computer
:Iuh 111 the area (If Conlra Cllst:. County, Califorma.
'\ll1la l,: l hUll if yuu arl! intl!rl!stl!d in this club the
lIurlh l:lImpUlcr huhhy group in the San Francisco
llay :nca.
Enl: Ikrlim:llI, JIRR Kingsley PI, LafaYl!ltc CA
)4549. (415) 2fD·6256.

\lARtN COUNTY COMPlrrER GROUP
Hobbyists in the Marin County area of Calif·
}fnia gathered for the first meeting of a new hobby
Voup on July 21sl. For information about this new
voup, contact the Byte Shop Computer Store, 509B
Francisco Blvd., San Rafael. CA. (415) 457·9311.

GAMES FOR TEKTRONIX 40101
Dear pce,
Could you please send me a list of Tektronix
graphic gnmes you have available, if any. t have access
to a Tektronix 4010. If you have any games for Ihis
unique terminal, I would like to obtain them.
Sincerely.
3311 W. 3rd St., Apt. 1-319
Kenneth Young
Los Angeles. CA 90020
(Kenneth-We don', hnve any Tektronix 4010 games.
Maybe some of our readen will have games to share.
Have you written to Tektronix?)

Mark Greenburg and Chuck
have just opened (Aug. 16th) Kentucky Fried Computers, a oew com·
puter store al 2465 · 4th St., Berke·
ley, CA 94710. (41S) 549'()S5S.
TIlis makes the second computer
store for the relatively small city
of Berkeley (Computer Kits being
the firsl) and we understand a third
one (yet another Byte Shop) will be
opening shortly.

~~~~
NEW HOME COMPUTING RAGS

In the eveot that you have blindly bypassed the
full'page ads in a number of ad-carrying magazines, two
new hobby periodicals are in the offing:
P(1f'SOnal Computing, bi·monthly, $8Iyr (S6Iyr
before Sept. 1976). first issue October· November. Benwill Pub!. Corp .• 167 Corey Rd .• Brookhne, MA 02146.
Microuek, monthly, S10/yr, first issue:September.
1976, Schneider Pub!.. Inc .• Dows Bldg .• Cedar Rapids.
Iowa 52401 (lowan?1.
Both will be your usual, run-of·the·mill. e1l!citiog
hobby rags, filled with display ads, articles, letters. etc.
Per$O(l8/ Computing is touting an interesting twist: each
issue will carry a fuH-color, poster-sized computer
!P'aphic ... a center· fold for computer phreaqucs.
Betcha neither one of 'em will ever devote 15 or 20
pages to complete documentation and annotated source
code listings of system software. though (Or. Dobb
tooting his own horn.)

CROMEMCO NEW ADDRESS

"P.E. ARTICLES TELL I10W TO nUILD A
SYSTEM FOR UNDER $100"
Dcilr Boh,

July 16, 1976
I've fell Ihal the h:lf(.lware
oriented type~ (like me) who only w;lnl tn sJlend
$100 or so to {:I!t started have heen wmpletcly nl!g·
lecled. I've also been approachcd hy llW1Y hobby
gruups who wanl 10 knuw more abtlut Ihe rOSMAC
micruprol:essor. Ttl ~atlsfy hoth types of potenllal
users, I've prepared a SClies of article~ showing how
to hlllill a complete rOSMAC microcomputer
(called ELF) for under $100. This series of articll!s started in the- August, 1916 issue of POlmlar
1:7rcfmlli(l, and should he of inlerest 10 many of
your readers who are still looking for a lower COSI
way of getting start cu. The basic microcomputer
doesn't need a termmnl since input SWitches anu
an oulput display arc provided. A. novice user can
actually do more wilh this system Initially than he
could with a S466 Altair 680 by itself (I have both
systems). Of course, thc (OSMAC ELF has no cabi·
net or PC hU;lrd :md you must hamlwire 12 chips
tugether. Other articles in the series will provide
programs, :Jpplications, inexpensive interfaces, memory
expansion. and a simple operating systcm. A very
low cost graphic video display is also planned for the
ELF microcomputer. I just want to make your less
afnuent readers llware that plans for a low·cost,
do·it·yourself, miero-compuler are now available via
this series of articles.
Best Wishes.
1220 Wayne Ave.
Joe Weisbecker
Erlton, Cherry Hill, NJ 08002

For some lime

CroMemco has moved from Los Altos. Their neow EDITOR'S NOTE:
address is 2432 Charleston, Mountain View, CA 94043, RCA's COSMAC.
(415) 964-7400.

fl{)W

Joe is Ihe architect/designer of

HUMANE COMPUTING
WAR &.

LOVEMAKING

Dear Dragon :
The John A. lees, Jr. letter in your Vol. 5,
No. 1 issue has all the makings of a perfect
equation. Within the body of his letter he cancels out each point he tries to make. Q>oO.
At the risk of adding Philosopher to my
Soldier/ Engineer designation. I would like to
suggest that Lees Jr. is worrying up the wrong
tree. As he himself notes in his citation from
"Computer Power & Human Reason," technology is pretty well self.limiting. Most tech·
nology. from hula hoops to SST's, has to
stand in the marketplace and compete for the
available dollar. (Gawd: reflected technology,
except for the sewing machine, but he ower
objected to news of any of his frequent fasts
being broadcast by telegram to the faithful.)
If Lees Jr. wants to worry about the real
threat to our continued existence, he should
concern himself with the social engineering
schemes being broadcast out to us with little
ooncern as to whether we want to buy or
not, and with little proof as to their efficacy.
I do oonsider the effects on my clean air
at all the cars starting every morning. But
I go beyond that, unlike Lees Jr., and con·
sider what would happen it the cars did not
start, and reject the consequences of that
occurrence.
My ownership of a home computer may be
"intertwingled" with the starving child in India.
Just about as much as my flashlight pointed
at the moon is "intertwingled" with tfte overall
level of moonlight reflected back to earth.

But enough of this lovemaking. Those of us in
home computering, with the possible exception of
Mr. Lees, know as much about the innards of our
"black box" as we care to. What we are involved
in now is developing ways to enhance the utility
of the home computer to the individual. That's
what P.C.C., and the whole home oomputer field.
are all about.
Lees can dress in sackcloth (grown by and
woven by starving Indiansl and sit in ashes (from
coal mined by blacldung smitten miners, burned
to the detriment of our pristine air) if he wants
to. This Old Soldier, recognizing that we don't
have 100,000 years from now if we don't have
tomorrow, is going to use computers, and the rest
of technology, to (al have fun; (b) make a profit;
and (c) survive, not necessarily in that order.
-The Old Soldier

Dear Bob,
I am working on a survey of the humanistic use
of computers and would like to get in touch with
oth.... people who are interested in this field. I
want to learn about what can, and is, being done
to make the use of computers as humanized as pas
possible. More specifically, I want to know:
• What are the potentially humane applications of
computers?
• What are the important ingredients in humanized
computer systems?
• What is currently being done in the field of
humane computing. both in terms of theory and
pl"8Ctice7
• What individuals and groups are actively doing
this work?
• What are their particular goals and objectives?
• What are the results so far?
• What are the major factors determining their
SUCCtises and failures?
I would like to hear from anyone who can con·
tribute to answering such questions. They should
write to me describing their thoughts, fantasies,
plans and experiences related to the humane use
of computers. Besides corresponding with people,
I hope to actually visit and talk to as many con·
tacts as possible. All the material I collect in
this way will go towards the publication of a sur·
vey of humane computing.
I am enclosing a survey outline which goes
into more detail about my project.
Yours sincerely,
?B9 W. 18th Avenue
Andrew Clement
Vancouver, B.C .• Canada
HUMANE COM·
V5Z IWI
PUTING

A SURVEY OF THE THEORY AND PRACTICE
OF HUMANE COMPlITlNG
Out/;".
00 computen have • wle in the hvmtn1:r:ing of OlIr
toeI.tvl CIIn we vse them to f.ciliate the creahll8 expression 01 ovr Individl.llllitv and the healthv Ivllvllment
of ()t.Ir pOiential7 CIIn the vse of compvters help vs 10
commvniQue ......."l"gtully w;th eo'*' othOt, 10 . . to promote mVlual (lII,ing. vnciersUlndlnll Ind rapeel7 II com·
put .... lV'terns can indeed contribute to Ivnher;nll human·
iltlc ldelll , what would luch ~leml look like In princi·
pie ."d how _II do existil'lll Ind pl.nntd IVst.ms mealUre up 10 theM .ims in pnc:ticel
Or perhoePl computers, by their natur., ar. inapProp,ia" lor such I ,ole in peopI.'1 li_7 If 10, whv, .nd
"""I eIIn be done to ensure that compul... 'Vlt.,.,.. ere
.. humtnized 81 poIsibiel JUlt v.t....... the limiu .nd
lim;tinll fectorl iro lhe humtnistic use of computer.?
Th .....,. some of the major Questionl that I 1m
~lnll in thil survey of 'hul11IIroe comPUtinll' - the use of
COmPUIlB for hVl11llroistic objecti_. $i!\Ce thil field is
1Ii11 rel.tivelV une:.cplored, the flm pari 01 mV study will
be to construct. theoretical foundation, brlroginll together
general prirocipill rel,ted 10 hUl11IInil.ed technology ,rod
epplViroll them lpecilieell.,. to comput&rl. What will result
is . pnetleel delinition of "hul11llroe comPUt1nll" .nd I
..t of criafia for juOllinll the humanen_ of compvter
'V1tema.
The IIICO!'Id pert 01 my ItUdy WIll be to UM these
aiter" .. th. basil lor IY8h,letil'lll .xiniroll Ind planned
computer systems. To the greatest .:.ctenl I_bla this
_ll.IIIlion will ,.IV on direct experience 01 the individual svstem end intervieW5 with th. peopI. actuallV
Involll'ld with th.ir creation, oper.tion arod vs.. While
I wish 10 view el ""nV svstems In II wide • r.nge of
OOfIteXU I I possible, mv empOe$il will be 01'1 1111IIII«;IIIe
...d/or lroe.pensive systems. In Plrticule" I em iroterested
In 'V.ten-. u$fld bV individuals or communhv·ba$fld groups
to serve Iheir 0'Ml needs In communiCllllOnJ, educalion,
recrMtion .rod (fati.... e:.cpr_ion.
Emerlliroll from th_ IMITuations Will be I set of
lJUidl1ina 10' the implementation 01 hUl11IInI computer
systems. Th_ guidtl'l'III. together With en .:.cploration
of prorrHling . , _ lor I}ltur. deveiCl9fTWro1S, will make
thti published resulu of Ihis studV 01 perticulllr Interest
to computer ptopIe v.t.o wish to irocorporlll humaroistic
principles In Iheir wo,k.
Thl, survey il sponsored by INFACT,' Vl rocouvert.sed commuroity computer group, lrod funded through
the Cal'lllde Council.
August 1976
Andrtw Clemm.1

GAMES FOR
PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATORS
Dear Bob,
I received the July PCC yesterday and am
happy to see that it is as interesting as ever.
j noticed that you mentioned mv program
on Page 19. so I am writing to let you know
that I have moved and am no longer at the
address listed. For your records, mv address
is:
7003 Longridge Aye.
N. Hollywood. CA 91605
Thanks for mentioning me, and keep up
the good work.
Sincerely.
Richard Moffie

Dear Bob,
We appreciate your running the announcement
about APL Press. and have had a number of responses from people who specifically mentioned
having read about us in PCC or Dr. Dobb's.
APL Press is proving to be an interesting ex·
perience, and is consuming a lot of time. AI·
though our mailing list is growing daily, we are
always interested in receiving names of people who
would be interested in our publications. We are
also open to suggestions for articles for the newsletter, and prospective authors.
Sincerely,
Box 27
Jean Iverson
Swarthmore, PA 19081
APL Press

NETWORKING
Dear People,
We are an information sharing network, working
for Social Healing. We share an abundant resource
of programmers, engineers and information and
communications people. The idea has come to all
of us at one time or another of using communica·
tions and computers as a catalyst in linking social
change networks everywhere and in doing 50 establish a real time and relevant cultural feedback
loop which is conspicuously absent today. We'd be
very interested to hear of the work the People's
Computer Co. is doing and whether or not you
would be intere5ted in sharing more information
on the possibility of setting up such a computer
~twork, possibly by way of Direct Broadcast
Satellite Technology.
We are in the ~ocess of considering such a
gant proposal as a means of funding and would
appreciate whatever input you may consider im-

IX>rtBnt.

Light & love,
Frank Cataryao
META Systems

6? Talbot Road
Northboro. MA 01532
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REVIEW OF THREE PERIODICALS
CONCERN ING ENERGY, T~QiINOLO'GY,
AND PEOPLE

.- ; /
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Imfll'm«Jiete Technology

556 Santa Cru~ Ave.
Manlo Park, CA 94025
Saff-ReliaflCfl

Dear Bob,
While browsing through my pce Vol. 5, No.1,
I discovered an error I made in my program en·
titled "A Musical Number Guessing Game" pub·
lished in the issue. I forgot to include part of my
program (the music data) because I thought all
you dragons out there who read PCC would know
it.
Also, ADD. 004 in my program should be 000
and ADD. 005 should be 001. And you deposit
your guess in ADD. 1000 instead of 200.
Well, here it is!

••••••••••••••••••••
COMPUTER CHESS TOURNAMENT

Entries lire being $oIicitlld 10 the Seventh U.S. Campyler
01_ OIlmpionship 10 be held Oetober 19-21, 1916 in conjunc·
tion with thl ACM Annual Conference il'l the Hy't1 A.nev
Hotel. HoUlton, Tex.8$. A lour-rO<.lnd Swiss styli tournament is
planned with the first round 01'1 Tuesday. October 19 beginninll
at 8 p.m., and th. final round on Thurldllv, OcloWr 21 at 8
p.m. The field WIll be limited 10 12 teams. o.vid Levy, Inlernationa l MIIuer from Eniliand, ~II serve as tournament director_
For further ,nlorlTlltion and for an applieltion form,
_ill to Dr. Monroe Newborn, School of Computer Science,
McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, H3C 3G1, C.na~_

De18 for "0.;'1"
AddrIlSS 0lI111

Ack.lfen Dati

110

034

170

111

Q34

112
113

034
042
042
042
053
053

171
172

"'
"'
'"
'"
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'"
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17'
175
176
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040
042
04.
034
034
042
046
053

053
071
071
071
063
055
053
063

200

206
207

053
053
053
046
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042
053
063

130

063

'"
'"
'"
13'
135

053
071
071
071
071
071
071

"0
211

063
053

212

063

213
21.

071
071
071
071
071

122
123

12.
12'
12.

127

13.
\37

140

'"

"142

143
I ..

14'
146

'"
150
151

'"

153
15.
15'
156
157
160
161
162

'"
".
167
154
165

046
046
046
034
034
034
042
042

201
202
203
204
205

'"
216
217

220
221
222
223

22.
225
226

227

053
046

236

237

046
042
046
046
046
046
04.
042

240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247

046
071
053
053
053
053
002
377

055

230
231
232
233
234
235

For the latest in computer fare for intrepid educators, go to
NAUCAL this faiL Members and fellow travelers of the National Association of Users of Computer Applications to
Learning (NAUCAL, of course) will trek to Port land, OR on
October 28-30, 1976 to sample gourmet delights in:
Computing for Elementary Schools-Author langulgesMicro/Mini Processors-eM I Applications-Competency
Achievement-Delivery Systems-Career Guidance SystemsEducational Computing and the Public-New Thoughts on
Administrative Computing-Computers and Small DistricuSimulations-The Future of Big S~teml-Teaching Programming Languages-Test Item Resources-

For more information, write to :

053
053
042
046
046
071
053
053
042
046
042
040
034
042
053
046

042
053
053
053
063

NAUCAJL

Now it should work right!

Dr_ John J. Mandelarc
NAUCAL Registrati o ns
Clackamus County lED
MMylhurst, OR 97036

1717-18th St., N.W •
....shington. D.C. 20009
People & Enargy

1757 S St,eel, N.W_
washington, D.C_ 20009

The three titles above are
thai ,ecentlv
c.me inlo PCC_ All are concerned ~th erHtrgy and technology,
.,d each t\ar; wmethi nll to recommeod It, bul ,Ince the combined subscriplion prices come 10 $23.50 a V.r, some chcrimination becomes .-..ceuarV.
Peopt. " Energy il the molt palilicel of the Ihree and a
Ufong .ctvocate for the corporate con$pi.-.ey theory of ellpaninll our energy problems. For those wtlo feel that -v, this
win help reinforce that attitude. No article on the suppression
of the 100 MPC; carburetor, but perhept next iuue _. _.
InttKmtldier. Technology il trVinll to pul together WOI"kmil groups to e..mine production of energy, goods end loodstulls 10 seek more rational production units in this time of
ril/ng transportat.on and _IIV COlts. Lookl like e good -V
to pick up mUltipia ideal without a 101 of rhetoric.
Saff-RaJillnC8. issue no. 1, gol to me. The erlicle, "00
W. Need Large Companiesr' advances the thesil that, beyond
a certa.n s . ~e, corpora le growth does not enhanca efficiency.
Those advantages that d o ecerue are, goreatBf I_raga lor
equal percentage adYettillnll elllM'"diture, beUM and less expitruiw access to credit. and the pouiblV mistaken impreslion that .arge company employment is more stable_ Another
.-tiele, ''To_rds 5e_rless Cih",~ bo-oughl an "a,"",n" from
mi. The mljority of Ihe I'Wttt" _
use In the home il uHd
lUll 10 CBrrv a_v S8W3g11. Los Angeles. from lun ona plllnt,
The Hyperoon 5e_agll Works, dilcharges behWIiIfl 350 and
750 million gallons per dev 01 _II" containonlll'Wter ,nto
the ocean_ Modern technologv, and some lechnotogv not so
novel, olfer1 viabLe alternatlVllli to this _Sle, and IOmI of the
alternat,ves are eIIptained here_ $elf-Reliance has a fan in
-the Old Soldier-

DE ANZA COLLEGE OFFERS TWO SHORT COURSES
1.

Introduction to Microcomputers for the Scientist and Hobbyist-I
Friday, October " 1976
Saturday, October 2, 1976
Saturday, October 9, 1976

2.

Mayall
your bytes=8bits,

(9-4:30 pm)
(9-4:30 pm)

$40, including text

Programming and Logic Design Using Microcomputers-II
Friday, October 22, 1976
Saturday, October 23. 1976
Saturday, October 30, 1976

Have fun I

(6-9 pm)

(6·9 pm)
(9-4:30 pm)
(9-4:30 pm)

$40, including text

Machine Controllers
Intelligent Terminal
Memory Management
Automotive
Pre-processors
Industrial Controls
Communications Systems
Desk. Top Computers
Traffic Controllers
Banking Terminals
Typesetting
Broadcasting

Games
Computer Enthusiast
Burglar Alarms
Model Railroads
Photography
Sprinkler Systems
Financial Records
lighting and Heating
Astronomer
Amateur Radio Operator
Electronic Music

THE SCI ENTIST

THE HOBBYIST

For more info

DE ANZA COLLEGE - SHORT COURSE
21250 Stevens Creek Boulevard
Cupertino, California 95014
(415) 257-5550 Ext. 368 or 369

Personal Computing '76

The
• WEST COAST
,

by James S. White
The world's first multi-vendor, nationwide, personal
computing exhibition! TIlis was Personal Computing
'76, the hobby computer trade show held in Atlantic
City. NJ, the 1asl weekend in August. TIle show was
big-SO exhibits, 40 seminar sessions, and a paid attendance over 5000. Following similar, but regional, shows
in Trenton (May 2, attendance of 500), and Cleveland
(June 12, attendance of 1500, 24 exhibitors), Atlantic
City seemed a mirror of the growth of the hobby computer field.
The over 80 exhibitors ranged from IBM (whQ left
the churning public exhibit floor and showed its 5 I 00
in a tenth floor suite) to (what seemed like) a 2-man
vending company formed the prior week. Present, or
represented, were most vendors advertised in national
hobby computer magazines, several too new to be
advertised, local computer stores, and a wide variety
of other organizations. Booths were often manned by
personnel such as company presidents and software
authors, so firsthand information was available. Much
of the material shown was new-discussions of history
produced the feeling that about 1/3 of the products
and literature shown hadn't existed 2 weeks earlier.
Despite the crowd, the floor wasn't too crowded, and
only occasionally was a booth inaccessible for long because of others in front.
The visitor with an overloaded wallet (or charse card)
could take home most anything, ranging from a (or 100)
lMSAI computers to a used resistor, chosen from a wide
variety of components, to an ink-stiU·wet copy of Microtrek, issue No.1. Those less amuent (or those who,
like me, had spent their month's hobby budget just
traveling to the show) could take free literature, much
than the casual reader will be able to study before
Hardware was not given away on
of that exhibited was a one-of-a-kind
armed guards carefully searched all
the floor, but
the hundreds of
given
show
was

manuin the alternate mainframe
section of this market. However, several new mainframes shown and many new independently offered
peripherals shown weren'tALTAIR c~mpatible:rrends
towards assembled and tested equipment, and sales
via computer stores, were talked about by many, but
old and new kits, and manufacturer-to-user selling
plans continued to proliferate. The Z-80 was popular,
but controlled less than half the new CPU's.
With this diversity, and the multitude of new
products, there was no star of the show, no dramatically new product that seemed clear to lead the field.
Among the products I noticed were a 6-foot (diagonal)
color display of computer o utput (a large screen TV
form of Cromenco Dazzler output); National Semiconductor's "calculator" keyboard I/O for its SC/MP
kit, which will result in a complete (except for power
supply) computer for under 5200, and the BABY! I
microcomputer, complete with alpha keyboard,
packaged in an attache case, and available with a $54
per year maintenance contract. The discontinued
$350 disc drive model that was the headline loss·
leader of the June 12 show went unnoticed as list
prices of standard drives were as low as $390 ($525
in plug-in form); perhaEs the leading discount item
was the $76 Oist: S200} Z.80.
Seminars, in session a tota1 of 13* hours, also
covered a wide variety of topiCS. Many sessions
explained (i.e., promoted) specific hardware, others
were on software, applications and publications. The
biggest defect of the whole show, I felt, was that I
missed too many excellent talks because I couldn't
be in 2 (or 3 or 4) places at the same time.
Consistent with the increasing diversity in hardware, computer hobbyists seemed totally unreceptive
to anything resembling control of their activities. A
twice presented appeal to work towards software
standards, to allow exchange of programs, might as
well have been made to the sea gulls outside the
hotel. A meeting of representatives of many of the
USA and Canada computer clubs (another first)
produced friendly discussion but the agreement that
the extreme of coordinated club activity should be
informal correspondence by club librarians to ex-

o
o
o

When:
Where:
What:

o Who:

Friday·Sunday, April 15-17, 1977
The Civic Auditorium, San Francisco
A Conference
formal papers
informal talks
panel discussions
An Exhibit
personal and group projects
commercial products from over
200 vendors
Banquets & A Luncheon
fascinating speakers
exciting topics
7000 to 10,000 Computer Phreaques
Computer Hobbyists
Computer Professionals
Educators with Computer Interests
"Ham" Radio Fans

o
Cause it's time to do it!
There have been tluee ex.citing conventions
on the east coast.
Now, it's time to have a super show located
right where it all started: in the San
Francisco Bay Area

o

Who's putring it all:
Organizers are:
Jim Warren, Editor, Dr. DoM's Journal
Bob Reiling, co-leader, Homebrew
Computer Club
Co·sponsors include:
Homebrew Computer Club
People's Computer Company
Stanford University's Electrical
Engineering Department
and co·sponsorship resolutions are
being offered before a number of
west coast hobbyist and professional organizations, including:
Community Computer Center
Southern California Computer

Society (SCeS)
Association for Computing Machinery
Chapters (ACM)
IEEE Computer Society Chapters
CPU's of Monterey
Lawrence Livermore Hobbyist Cluh
Marin County Hobbyist Club

FAlKE •
o Who'll be ,here:

Almost everyone who is anyone in personal
computing. As far as companies are concerned- in the first day of contacting commercial organizations with interests in mic·
rocomputers and computer hobbyists, almost
ellery aile of 'hem committed, on the spot,
to being exhibitors and/or giving talks.
TIlese included :
Byte, Inc.

Call Computer
Computer Converser
STM Systems
Associated Electronics
Project Support
Engineering
Processor Technology
Osborne & Associated
Technical Design Labs
Polymorphic Systems
Microcomputer
Associates
National Semiconductor
Solid State Music

Zilog
Cromemco

OSI
Byte Magazine
Percom

Microcomputer Digest
MOS Technology
National Multiplex
Quay Computers
Southwest Texas
Products
American
Microsystems Inc.
Apple Computers
Etc.

and, a note of special interest to PeC readers:
Though there have been a number of
computer hobbyist conventions and
exhibitions, this is the first one that will
have a major Conference Section devoted
explicitly to personal computers and microcomputers in education. This section
will offer a number of talks and discussions concerning the use of small, inexpensive computers in elementary, secondary, and single-user college and university
education. It win also be concerned with
the use of personal computers in the home
for educational purposes, including their
use with pre-reader children.

,
•

If you would like to present a paper or

lead a panel discussion in this Section,
ontact:
Don Inman, Olairman
Personal Computers for
lj
Education Section
350 Nelson Road
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
335-3360

~
-

-

If you wish to otherwise participate in
this Computer Faire, contact:
r-:..-----~
Jim Warren
People's Computer Co.
Box 310
Menlo Park, CA 94025
WATCH FOR MORE DETAILS IN PEOPLE'S COM(41S) 323-3111
PUTER COMPANY AND IN DR. DOBB'S JOURNAL.
change program material. At this seSSion, a sces_
director said that SCCS was pulling back from its
past policy of nationwide recruiting. Later, the
President of MACC, the largest and most active of
club afTtiiations, responding to an appeal for someone
to fill the void and organize the nation, said that MACC
didn't want to expand its power.
Large hobby computer shows seem certain to be an
important part of the scene, at least for the next
couple of years. The east and west coast areas will
have 2 or 3 shows each year, and the Cleveland show
will repeat, bigger and better, next spring. Nothing
seems likely yet for the western Great Lakes areabut Atlantic City was put on by 3 young, totally
inexperienced radio amateurs (who, incidentally,
worked 16 houn per day, 7 days per week, for 9
months).
A personal computing show. I learned, is a very

•

good place to gain a large among of knowledge, a good
place to answer a few specific questions, and the only
place to get lots of current information. However, I
had gone to Atlantic City with the objective of learning
about everything there that was new to me. I learned a
lot, and had a good time. But, in 2 days of concentrated effort, I learned only about 30% of what was at
the show to learn in my areas of interest. I left with
the feeling that I possessed a much smaller part of the
total knowledge in this field that I felt when I came,
and certain that this field is growing too rapidly for
any hobbyist to keep lip with the complete field, much
less catch up.
But I suspect there is a type of person in a worse
situation than I am. Veteran AT .... .o\JR owners, have pity
on the newcomer trying to ev?· .e all available microcomputer systems to choose thl: best one for himself.
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Pythagoras' gifts to music and musicians were many; the two we

will usc here are :

t.

(I) A vibrating object produc("sollertones with frequencies that are
integer multiples of the fundamental frequency (see Pee No. :! to
avoid con(usion).
(2) Intervals betw~en lonesare specified (and apparently perceived!) ,..,
as the ratio of the frequencies of the two tones.
"

r;

Pythagoras and Rational Music
By PETER LYNN SESS IONS
/

tone
It must be
complete without it; like the NEXT statement. it tells you where to
start repeating. But
it cannot 'be generated like the rest of the
no power of 3 ever exactly equals any power of 2. This problem
plagued Pythagoras, and t:vt:ry u l her musical thinker after him. In a
scale based on the 3 overtone as this one is, only intervals which can
be reduced to powers of 3 divided by powers of 2 are "in tune." All
the others are out of tune. in the 12-tone tempered sca le we d;; ,iCUSse<\l!
last time, all the octaves are "tr ue," and everything e lse is out of IUI,e.1111
Which is better? Some part ial answers may appear in futu re issues,
but check out the literature first (assuming you have vi rtually unlimited time).
Now fo r some problems. You can modify or adapt our program
to solve these if you wish.
First, you might wish to be ab le to INPUT the frequency of the
fundamental in cycles per second, and obtain the Pythagorean frequencies in the same units. Do it!
Second, there are othe r important intervals besides 2 and 3/2.
One of the most important of these is the ratio 5/4, which is the 5
overtone reduced to the lowest octave. The system of '1ust" intonation uses the 5/4 overtone a long with the 3/2, to create a scale that
fits the "3 main chords" very well indeed. For a complete explli1m";,,,
of the terms which follow. you'll need a music text. First, the Tonic
(home base) chord is defined as consisting of the following tones

This second idea suggests that raliollalt approximations to any
interval arc possib le. As it turnsou! , until the timeof Bach al1 constructed scales (in the West) were based on this idea . Pythagoras himself constructed one which became the basis for our music system.
To "'art with, remembe r that the overtones are integers, if the
fundamental is sct equal to I. When Pythagoras plucked his one·
stringed "mooochord", he obtained as the strongest and most pleasing
overtones the frequencies

I

2

3

He then reduced this 3·tone scale to the range of one octave (the
interval between I and 2). To do this he used a lower octave of the
3 overtone, a note w ith frequency 3/2. The scale then became
I
3/2
2
This is the basic scale. What next?
~/.
Well, the 3 overtone has an overtone with freq uency 3·3 = 9 ~
which sounds pleasing when it accompanies overtone 3 (for the same
reason that 3 sounds good when it sounds together with tone 1).
Moreover , tone 9 has the same "good vibes" with tone 27. Pythagoras
continued to add tones in this fashion until he had a scale of seven
different tones, two of which were the original I and 2. They were

I
9/8
81/64
3/2
27/16
243/128
2
These frequencies have been reduced to one octave by successive di·
vision by 1, and arranged in numerical order.
Pythagoras also added <In eighth tOile to his scale. This interval
dOes not appear in the overtone series of the fundamental. but it is
closely related to the fundamental. It is a note with frequl'ncy 2/3:
The fundamental is thc 3 overtullc 01 tillS note. In order to place it
in Iht' same oct'lve (from I to 2) ;IS the rest of the noles. it must be
multiplied by:!. lIere Is the complete sl;ak. togl.'thl.'r with thl.' n:lI11CS
for Ihl.'se scale dl.'grees derived from till.' Illl.'dil.'val theorist Guido of Arcno .
I
9/8
81/M
4.'3
3(2
27116
243 1 128
1
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(moved up to 4 /3)
(moved up to 5/3 that is, 10/6)

= ('2/3)·(5/4) = 5/6

5rh = (2/3)'(3/2) = I

This gives tiS a complete scale of eight tones if we count the 2 overtone . Here is the scale (rearranged).

9/8

5/4

RE

MI

4/3

3/2

5/3

15/8

2

FA

SOL

LA

TI

DO

Can you program this one?
Next, here are two "approx imately Oriental" scales. One is
pentatonic. the other diatonic (eight tones).

1. f',9f':44
thai can

51h

= (3/2)'(5/4) = 15/8
= (3/~)'(3/~) =9/4

DO

501-< 1 UH'E!)T H~ 1-11(1-<1 ~.1
1=1 l~ f,
,/= 1 Tt} 1
(,I) <= F{J+ I l '11,1-:-'; JtlJ
X=I- [,J]
LEl F(.JJ=fo (,,+)]
Lfl F [J+ l )=)<.
/
NF>'l ,J
/'

3rd

Note that [he relative frequencies of the 3 tones are the same as in
TC'nic. Only the slarting frequency has been changed.
Similarly, we can describe the Subdominant.

~ I O

~~(l

~hO

3rd
5111

I = I T0 7

II- F(l) >= I lHI:'N ~1{J
LET F [ 1 ) =~*F( I }
IF r [ } ) <= 2 lH~N PLIO
lET F{I)=F(I]/~

~OO

3/2

root = 3('2

40
IJ 1 t'" I- (7]
IH_~ ~lAt,l If\J(

5/4

1llis pattern is characterist ic or "major triads" in the just intonation
systl.'m. The other two of the 3 main chords are called the Dominant
and the. Suhdominant. The Dominant Slarts with ront.' 3/~. and rill!
Suhdominant starts with tone '213 (symmetrical, no?).
Thl! tones of the Dominant arc computed as follows

This l'ight-tonl.' scll~ has dominated Wl'stcrn musical think ing for thousands of years. It also ilppear<; in Hindustani music. Here is a program
which generates the frequencies in the true Pythagorean manner, and
prints them out in decimal notation.
I Ul,

",,,-

5/4

3/2

7/4

2

9/8

5/4

11/8

3/2

7/4

15/8

2

Naturally. "do" "re" etc., don't do justice to the sounds of either
of these two scales.
Can you program them? Can you play the m?
Fina l question: If the overtones go up to infinity. do all intervals appear when you play one tone? Can any interval be .p'pr,oxlm.I<
(to a given level of error) with a rational fraction?
Quil:k and easy reference:

<----C:::-.....

Paul S. Malcom, "Mathematics of Musical Scales:'
Tlu' .i1athematiC's Teacher. Novcmper, I q 7'2.
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FO RTH COMIN G TITLE '

THE ART OF DRUMMING :
SOUTH INOIAN-MROANGAM

The A esthetic Research Centre

0/

by Trichy Sankaran

Canada
J.E.A . THE JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL
AESTHETICS
Michael Byron . Editor
Each .ssue 01 thIS oeca,lonal lournal presenlS a selles 01 Ollglnal
publle llhons devoted e.,tl,ety 10 expanded dl.ecllons '" Expenmenlal
Aes l hellcs. sPPloachec! .h,ough a bro.d . •nterdlsclpllna. y base The
Joumal encompasses, dlverSlly 01 a,eas.n CUflentty dewelop.llg art
sySlemsand arl 10lms WIth spac,.' emphas" placed on 'Kent apptled
,eseafch In human rn l ormatlon processrng
The Edlloflal St,lt 0' the Jou.n.' 01 Expeflmental Aesthellcs
efldeavors to prOVIde .n each .ssue both Iheo,ellcal and pr&ellcal
""Olmallon through. w.de c'oss SKt'Ofl 01 contrlbuled pape' s
sllbmlt l ed by autho,s 'CII'" bolh Internat.onally "nd naloonally. As
weI!. the Journ,' WIll oecaston.lly prov,de. through spec,al .nse,", a
_'"do ..... ,n,o Iha people "nd ~1'vl"es 01 the Aesthet.e Resea,ch
Cefl!fe 0 1 Canada
Volume 1

BIOFEE DBACK ANO THE A RTSRESULTS OF EARLY EX PERIME NTS
David Rosenboom. Editor

No. t conlllllS

META META HO OOS
by James Tenlley.
Unlve'Slly 01 C.lllo,llI. II Sanl" C'Ul

Acknowledged as one 01 the l o.emos. rhythmic vl l1 uosi In Ind,a, P'ol
Sankaran's book represents yeals
work at cross·eutt u,al. m us!cal
unde,slandlng Th .S book IS a malor step lorward In b,'nglng an
underslandlng 0 1 a non Weste •., ' Iadll ,on 10 Wes tell'! ,,,,ade,s "
p,ac "I lone.s

o.

W"lIen lpaclflcal'y 1o. fhe WeSlern ''''''der.1t provides, In simple lorm,
baSIC knOwledge on lhe techn.que and .heory 01 South Il'Idlan
dlummlng General su bJecl a.eas Include I ) t he role 01 Ml dangam In
Soo,h IndIan musIc. 21 ,I'\e lechl'llque 01 playing, 3) I b,lel th80ry
rela l ed to the pel l ofmance p.acllce loday. Ifld . ) M,d<!Ingam lessons In
no.allon
Speclhc chapter headIngs Include M'danglm, The FunC',on 01 Ihe
Two Heads .n Ihe
01 Orummlng. T"la Theo,y. Solkaltu. etc

A,'

The

te~t

IS amply IIlust'ated ..... tlh numerous ohotog,aphs

Along I.", h P.ol Slnkalan's bOOk .• lull length ste.eo LP record WItt
accomplny Ihe book The reco,d WIll conla.n demonstrltrons 01 Ihe
M'dangam lessons gIven In ,ne book, along Wllh examples 01 solo
cOmPOS'IIOn Ind .mplovlsallon

He.r 15 a b"e' excerpI Irom the autho,', P,el ICe
A stgn",c.nl clp.ullzallo" 01 Mr. Te"ney"S wo,k In cOmpos.llon
The purpOse 01 .hlS bOOk IS '0 makl "valillble 11'1 Simple tOtm to,
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In the Whot. E,rth Epilog.

presenting you
with
the most
interesting and stimulating advances
in the fine arts and related disciplines ,
Including the areas 01 Education ,
Scientific Research , Aesthetics . Biofeedback , Perception , World Music ,
and World Soundscape Studies .

This (s accomplished through the on
going publication 01 a diverse range 01
emphatically practical and useful
books and records issued in exclusive
edition s using Ihe highest state-ol-theart engineering and manulacturing
standards available .
All of the books listed in this brochure
have been adopled over the past year
fo r course work at various universiti es
and colleges In CanadB and In the
United States.
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Very few people are neutral on the subject of energy generation. California's recent
nuclear initiative brought out the bumper
stickers on a par with the Vietnam War. The
rising cost of our travel , power and heat has
intruded itself on our lives to the extent that
no one is totally free of its effects.
The various books mentioned on these
pages are primarily concerned with alternate
energy sources, and necessarily so. One of
the peripheral benefits from "growing our
own" energy ti').at is not emphasized is that,
when we know the cost, we are not as
likely to waste energy. It is easier to put on
another sweater than to chop wood.
One of the more unfortunate aspects of
our current energy problem is the fact that
so many attempts are being made to insulate
the private consumer from the reality of rising energy costs by jiggling rate structures of
utilities and by attempting to control prices
by fiat. While all this has not staunched the
rising cost of energy, it has convinced many
consumers of energy that life can go on as
it has if only the right laws can be enacted.
Let us hope that some of these energy publications can help develop the awareness neces·
sary to prepare us all for the future.

HANDBOOK OF HOMEMADE POWER
The Mother Earth News
S1.95 from Bantam Books, 666 Fifth Ave.,
New York, NY 10019
A collection of articles from various
sources about alternate enerqy sources.
The usual Wood, Wind, Water, Solar and
Methane. This book gives a good overview
of all the above topics, but O.S. was most
impressed with the helpful advice on wood
cutting. It is difficult to save energy costs
when you have to pay up to S100 a cord,
so anyone committed to wood burning has
to be ready to cut his own. From how to
handle an axe to sizing and storing wood
are well-covered, and the advice O!l which
wood stove to select is hard to improve on.
I am always enthralled with Water
Power articles, but few of us have the location to make water do our work. The wind
and solar sections have some ideas not found
elsewhere, and might provide project material for schools since some of the ideas require a minimal investment.
The methane articles do make some
references to the hazards associated with
methane production and storage, but for my
money they are not nearly emphatic enough.
I would not advise anyone to attempt this
enterprise unless they are prepared to make
major investments in equipment. The home
methane generator is in the hazard category
of the home nuclear reactor. Leave methane
generation to the pros.

Other Homes & Garbage
Leckie, Masters, Whitehouse & Young, 1975.
Sierra Club Books, 530 Bush St.,
San Francisco, CA 94108
This book covers most of the material
already covered in The Energy Primer, that is,
Alternative (and enerqy efficient) Architecture,
Electricity from Wind and Water, Solar Heating, Waste Handling (including methane generation), Water Supply, Agriculture and Aquaculture.
It is a bit more explanatory than the
A-imer,iE"and should add to your understanding of the energy picture even if you don't
immediately build a dam in your backyard.
"'see PCC Bookstore
SOLAR HEATING & COOLING
Engineering, Practical Design and Economics
Jan F. Kreider & Frank: Kreith
McGraw-Hill, 1221 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, NY 10020

If you really mean it about putting your
hard·earned cash into a Solar installation this
year, the first S22.50 should be for this book.
Solar Heating & Cooling is not a rehash of
magazine articles and teasers, but a good professional level treatise in l'T'.any ways better
even than the guidebooks available to the engineering world. All of the tables and formulae necessary to design your own installation,
or to evaluate a contractor's proposal, are
right here. If you do not have the math,
some of the sections could be rough sledding, but the text is explanatory enough
for you to get the idea, and can at least
recognize whether the contractor is trying
to snow you. The solar tables, weather
tables and system diagrams bring together
all you need but the money.
The bona fides of the authors: Dr.
Kreider is President of Environmental Consulting Services and Dr. Kreith is a Professor
in the Chern Engineering Department of the
University of Colorado, Boulder.
SCHOOL ENERGY USAGE BY COMPUTER
Administrators of elementary school districts can now find out how their energy
usage compares with other schools through
use of a computer service provided by Educational Facilities Laboratory (EFL) under funding of the Federal E'1ergy Administration.
The charge is $15 to have a comparison
run, and programs are in the fire to evaluate
the effect of various changes to operating
procedures and physical plant modifications
on energy use.
Work is under way to modify the pro·
gram to permit analysis of secondary schools.
Information is now available from EFL and
can be obtained by writing Educational Facilities Laboratory, 3000 Sand Hill Road, Menlo
Park, CA 94025, (415) 854·2300.
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ENERGY AND DOMESTIC HOT WATER
In the modest climate we enjoy in California, it is not unusual for a household to
expend more enerqy heating domestic water
than heating the house. Irrespective of the
means of heating that water, a big savings
r.an be had by !."!telligent supcro.'ision of
your water heater.
Heat loss from stored hot water is
directly proportional to the difference be·
tween the storage temperature and the
ambient temperature, therefore, the lower
your tank thermostat setting, the lower
your losses. Few people can tolerate a
shower temperature hotter than 105· F.
Shaviml is normally done somewhat hotter
at 110 F, hand dishwashing is uncomfortable above 120• F. Clothes washers and
150·.
dishwashers normally require 140
Ideally, water would never be heated
until needed, and then never hotter than
the utilization temperature. Practically,
we are used to the convenience of hot
water on whim, so the tank is maintained
to satisfy our hottest requirement and
sized to accomodate the maximum expected
draw (for instance, two showers, a load of
dishes and a washer of clothes in one hour).
Most dishwashers have internal
booster heaters, so performance should not
suffer if initial fill is around 110· F, especially if you let your dog lick all plates
clean first. Experimentation with cold
water detergent and chlorine bleach for
germacidal action can often permit cooler
clothes washing temperature. This leaves
the shower, the biggest hot water glutton
in the average residence. The average
shower head, uncontrolled, will use from
8 to 12 gallons per minute of water. Since
only about 80% of the hot water tank capacity can be withdrawn at the storage te"1,perature, if water were stored at the 105 F
utilization temperature, the 40 gallon tank
would run cold after 4 or 5 minutes of
showering. Special low-flow shower heads
can cut shower flow to two or three gallons per minute and make lower storage
temperatures workable.
0

-

The Old Soldier was pleased, recently, to
see that our friends at Lockheed had picked up
a $7 million contract to build a (that's right,
one only) windmill, to generate 500 KW of
electricity.
Wonder how many 500 KW windmills
realJy private enterprise could up for the same
price.

••
ON THE SENSATIONS OF TONE.
b}' Herman Helmholtz (excellently translated
German edition by Alexander Ellis)

In

1885 from the last

$6.00.
The classic scientific book which links music theory, ;lcoustics,
and physiology of the ear - written by one of the world's great
universalistic scientists. The phyics of sound are studied including
superimposition of waves and phase, sympathetic resonances, quality
of the tone of different musical instruments based on present harmonics, noises heard at the beginning or end of notes, etc. Helmholtz describes the biology of the caT and provides an early (l877)
explanation of the function of the cochlea. Combination tones and
beats, intervals and chords. scales and tonal systems (Chinese, Greek,
Pythagorean, Arabian, Persian, Ecclesiastic, tempered, just, etc.),
progression of parts, consonance and disonance, and esthetics are
discussed in detail. The following appendices are a valuable addition
to the main text:
On the Size and Construction of Resonators
On {he Motion of Plucked Strings
On the Production of Simple Tones by Resonance
On the Vibrational Forms of Pianoforte Strings
Analysis of the Motion of Violin Strings
On the Theory of Pipes
A. Influence of Resonance on Reed Pipes
B. Theory of the Blowing of Pipes
I. The Blowing of Reed Pipes
II. The Blowing of Flue Pipes
[Additions by Translatod
Practical Directions for Performing the Experiments on the
Composition of Vowels
On the Phases of Waves caused by Resonance
Relation between the Strength of Sympathetic Resonance and
the Length of Time required for the Tone to die away
Vibrations of the Membrana Basilaris in the Cochlca
Theory of C.ombinational Tones
Description of the Mechanism employed for opening the
several Series of Holes in the Polyphonic Siren
Variation in the Pitch of Simple Tones that Beat
Calculation of the Intensity of the Beats of Different Interva1s
On Beats of Combinational Tones, and on Combinational Tones
in the Siren and Harmonium
Plan for Justly·Toned Instruments with a Single ManuaJ
Just Intonation for Singing
Plan for Mr. Bosanquet's Manual
Additions by the Translator
A. On Temperament
B. On the Determination of Pitch Numbers
The volume (about 600 pages) is illustrated generously with
diagrams, graphs, tables and musical examples. It provides a broad
background for reading more modern research papers. I would
highly recommend On the Sensotions of Tone [0 those who design
or program musical instruments as well as to all composers.
John Snell

METRICALLY YOURS
Helen Hunter and Paul WaJlach.

1976. 70 pp.

BUILD YOUR OWN II'ORKI.\G ROBOT
David L. Heiserman. 1976. $5.95.
A step by step explanation of making your own working
robot. The final version is capable of:
I) chasing the cat
2) wandering around for hours
3) finding its battery charger when it's low
21-) responding to commands from you, the master.
This project is not for novices- you'll need experience with
TIL technology, transistor amps, control circuits, and a working
knowledge of Boolean algebra.

NUMBERS, SHORTCUTS & PASTIMES
Jack G;lbert. 1976. 336 pp. $6.95.
If this doesn't prove to he the most entertaining of textbooks,
it's sure to be the most educational funbook of numbers and mach
games- -and it's loaded with easy-to-Iearn tips for making even com·
plex numbers mentally manageable. Even with the advent of pocket calculators, being able to mentally ca1culate is a valuable asset.
Even those people who've always had trouble with math will feel
comfortable and self·assured with this remarkable text-it shows how
to use a few basis mental exercises to perform highly involved
(seemingly) mathematical calculations without a calculator . . . and
without pencil and paper! It shows how to be first wah the nght
answer in almost any situation!
Most of the real-life problems we encounter in our everyday
life are problems involving estimation to at least some extent. In
this book, several chapters are devoted to the art of estimating with
a precision that exceeds even rhose multidigit calculators. Gilbert
shows how to quickly arrive at very close answers for square roots,
cubic roots, and logarithmic functions. The second half of this
two-part volume is packed with parlor tricks, games and puzzles
that will show off new-found skills at trimming numbers down [Q
size, and that will amuse and amaze the reader and his friends.

INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS,
VOLUMES I & II
Adam Osborne. 1976. $7.50 each.
The second edition of An Introductioll to Microcomputers has been
revised and expanded to two volumes, to keep up with the fast·
moving microcomputer industry's pace of change. Have things
changed that much in just 5 months? You probably know the
answer to that already: a flood of new and second-source CPU
chips and a whole host of new LSI support packages. Nowhere
else can you get all this vital information. VOLUME I-BASIC
CONCEPTS surveys the subject, from elementary concepts to sys·
tern configuration and design. In VOLUME II-SOME REAL
PRODUcrS we take a long, hard look at products available today
and about to be announced tomorrow.

$2.95.

The metric system is here [0 stay and it's super simple to use
once it becomes familiar. This big format book uses lots of car·
toons and simple, clear language to facilitate mastering this most
logical system of measurement. Included in each section are plenty
of questions and answers for self-testing, as well as one page of
flash cards to cut out. Metrically YOllrs is written clearly enough
for the elementary student, and it offers everyone, young and old,
a quick, concise rundown (or brush·up) on metrics.

Foreign airmail rates are tremendous (about $3.80 a pound,
and books are "eavy)! Therefore. having had large complaints
from various sectors about huge airmail charges, our policy will
be to notify you of the amount of postage before shipping the
order. This causes a slight delay, but will save wear and tear on
me (and shock to you!).
,::
Happy lady ~
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Have you ever wondered how video games really work?
After all, how do they get those images on the TV screen
and move them around so realistically?

THE PCC DRAGON T-SHIRT
Nancy Hertert. 1974, $4.00
The lovable three·headed dragon is now
on bright yellow shirts, in green ink.
We have sizes to fit all - S, M, L, XL,
and childrens sizes 8, 14, and 16.

Tile Textbook of Video Game Logic nOt only describes how
the video game computer itself works, but also the operation
of all basic digital logic devices. The book is primarily oriented to video game designers and technicians, but anybody
interested either in video games or in digital logic applications
will find a great deal of valuable material.

SWEA T SHIRTS
Nancy Hertert. 1974. $7.00.
XL sweatshirts in blue
and dark green only.

TTL COOKBOOK
Don Lancaster. 1974.

ACTIVE FILTER COOKBOOK
Don L.1.ncaster. 1975. 240 pp.

TilE BUGBOOK I & 11 and INSTRUCTORS WORKBOOK
Rony, Larsen & Braden. 1974. Two volumes plus workbook. $19.95.
Ninety logic and memory experiments with TTL Integrated
Circuits with much of the 'dog-work' of purring the less
glamorous submodulars [Ogether, already done.

1975.

328 pp.

$7.95.

The author discusses what is required to understand and use
transistor logic, assuming the reader is familiar with electronics up to and including transistors. Covers basics of construction and a discussion of the different types of TTL. An excellent instructional aid which doubles as a quick reference
guide to the 7400 series.

$14.95.

This book shows how to select and design the filter that
you want. UsinS simple math, you can design basic filters ,
operational amplifiers, tunable fliters. Get this book and
activate.

THE BUGBOOK III
Rony, L;1rsen & Titus.

Total

Price Each
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TV TYPEWRITER COOKBOOK
Don LancaSter. 1976. 256 pp.

$9.95.

Another fine "cookbook" from Don Lancaster! And it
really is a cookbook, not just a recipe book. Although
there are plenty of schematics, the emphasis is on what
the problems are in designing a TV typewriter and various
ways of solving those problems. J especiaHy like the
discussions of the advantages and drawbacks of different
designs.
.

$14.95.

The entire 8080 instruction set is discussed in detail. This
big paperback is a.bout interfacing the Mark 80 computer to
the real world.

ADVANCED BASIC
James S. Coan. 1976.

184 pp.

$6.95.

A£llJullced BASIC is all about what do do after Basic BASIC

FUNDAMENTALS AND APPLICATIONS OF DIGITAL
LOGIC CIRCUITS
Sol Libes. 1975. 192 pp. $5.98.
Learn the basics of digital logic. Enough info to be used as
a reference for deconfusing semiconductors, logic and logic
classes, binary arithmetic, memory types, and analog-digital
devices.
INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS
Adam Osborne & Associates, Inc. 1975. 384 pp.

$7.50.

People call PCC and ask for a hook which is a good introduction [0 microcomputers. Previously we h:lVe had to say
that there really isn't one- but now there is - and this i!l it.

•

ALPHA-NUMERIC MUSIC WITH AMPLITUDE CONTROL
Malcolm T. Wright. 1975. 23 pp. $2.00.
Program the Altair 8800 computer or any 8080 CPU chip
for a complete 6 octave music system With tempo and duration control and DAC (digital-to-analog converter) for playback. Far out music! Or, far in!
ER'
& ff\ends.
ft- BEST SELL . bv the Df3\!.Oll
BASIC "
Albrecilt, Finkel and Brown. 1973. 325 pp. $4.95.
A self-reaching text with self-tests at the end of each chapter and answers that refer back to the frame numbers in
each chapter. You need no special math or science background to learn BASIC from this superb text. Includes
strings , files , matrix oper:ttions , and invisible incantations.

TilE TEXTBOOK OF VIDEO GAME LOGIC VOL. I ~
Miller. 1976. 112 pp. $14.95.
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BASIC BASIC
James S. Coan.

This book is an attempt to incorporate computer .programming, using BASIC and the teaching of mathematlc.s. The
first seven chapters may be studied concurrently With a
first year algebra course. Chapters 8 through 13 are ~p
plications onented, covering many of the popul3:r copies
of precalculus mathematics, with all of the reqUired algorithms developed in the text.

150 pp.

A jUl/tastic book of computer ~ames written in BASICnumber games, verbal games, sCience fiction games, all
in the outrageous style of People's COII/pllter CompallY.
A big book, crammed to the margins with tasty tidbitsstrategies, treks to the stars, simulations, wumpus hunts,
and much more. Destined to be one of tbose books.

$6.95.

On the first day, Kemeny and Kurtz invented BASIC.

Then

they wrote a book. We don't recommend this book for
[earl/jllg BAS IC bur we do, do, do recommend it as a refercoce guide. applications resource, and idea generator for
people who already know a little BASIC.

COMPUTER LIB/DREAM MACHINES
Theodore Nelson. 1974. 186 pp. $7.00.

FUN AND GAMES WITH THE COMPUTER
Edwin R. Sage. 1975. 360 pp. $5.95.

Man has created the myth of the computer as cold, oppressive and sterile. This book sees them as veritab le panoply
of things and dreams. Enur info for 3 books.

An introductory text which teaches BASIC computer pro-

gramming through games of chance and strategy. Most of
the games in the text can be run on a minimun 4K computer and remainder on an 8K system.

COMPUTERS AND COMPUTATION
SCielltific Americal/. 1950 through 1971. 280 pp. $6.00.
MY COMPUTER LIKES ME(;}

Bob Albrecht.

1972.

Twenty-six articles from Scientific Americall about comruters,
what they are, how they happened, how they work an< how
they are used.

(;}WHEN I SPEAK IN BASIC
64 pp. $2.00.

This "learn by doing" workbook introduces BASIC to young
or old, with no previous computer experience or knowledge
of programming.
101 BASIC COMPUTER GAMES
Ediror. David Ahl. 1974. 250 pp.

45
$7.50.

This book contains instructions for 101 games, all in BASIC.
Most games are simulations of sports, card games, board
games and games of chance.

THE BEST OF CREATI VE COMPUTING, VOL. I
David Ahl, editor. 1976. 328 pp. $8.95.

The diversity here is staggering. Volume 1 has articles and
fiction about computers, games for calculators and computers,
ClrtOons, graphics, anu book reviews. Over 170 authors
represented in over 200 separate articles.

PCC GAMES PROGRAM LISTINGS
PCe. 1974. 11 pp. $2.00.

This booklet contains the bare program listings of the computer games presented in Volumes I and II of People'l Compllter Company. They are written in HP 2000F time shared
BASIC and may easily be modified for other systems.

" CYBERNETIC FRONTIERS
Stewart Brand. 1974. 96 pp. $2.00.

PROBLEMS FOR COMPUTER SOLUTION
Gruenberger & Jaffray. 1965. $3.98.

Both sides of the necessary Paradox <Conversations with
Gregory Bateson).
II. Fanatic Life and Symbolic Death among the Computer
Bums (Space war treaks shou ld check this one out).

After you learn to talk to computers, what do you talk
about? If you want inspiration, this book has 92 problems,
something for everyone-easy stuff, hard stuff, math stuff,
non-math stuff, all beautifully written.

ADVANCED APPLICATIONS FOR POCKET CALCULATORS. Jack Gilbe". 1975. 304 pp. $5.95.

I.

PROGRAMMING PROVERBS
Hen,y F. Ledga,d. 1975. 134 pp.

$5.95.

Principles of good programming with numerous examples to
improve programming style and proficiency. Examples in
ALGOL 60, BASIC, FORTRAN and PLl1. Long section on
programming the game KRIEGSPIEL CHECKERS.
TEACH YOURSELF BASlC VOLUMES I and 2
Bob Albrecht. 1970. 64 pp. each. $2.95 each.
Written by a Dragon with a seventh grade mind, this book
covers teletype fundamentals and BASIC instructions in
Book 1 and more sophisticated instructions for the novice
in Book 2. Sloow and easy learning.
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WHAT TO DO AFTER YOU HIT RETURN o, ~
P.C.C.'s First Book of Computer Games
PCe. 1975. 157 pp. $6.95.

1970. 256 pp. $3.95.

BASIC PROGRAMMING
Kemeny and Kurtz. 1971.

<r--J:J

At last! A book to help you use all those funny looking
keys on scientific calculators such as the Hewlett- Packard
HP-45 and Texas Instruments SR-51. Includes simple stuff
like cosine law solutions and Saturn Maneuver calculations.
CALCULATOR CALCULUS
George McCarty. 1975. 254 pp.

$8.95.

This book is about the calculus. What distinguishes it, however, from other books is that it uses the pocket calculator
to illustrate the theory. A computation that required hours
of labor when done by hand with tables is quite inappropriate as an example or exercise in a beginning calculus course.
But that same computation can become a delicate illustration
of the theory when the student does it in seconds on his
calculator. The machine is like a microscope, and its magnification is a hundred million fold.
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STATISTICS
D. J. Koosis. 1972. 282 pp. $3.95.

MATH & CALCULATORS (Continued ... )

This book is for people who want to learn statistics. Do this
book before you take STAT L

GAMES. TRICKS AND PUZZLES FOR A HAND CALCU- ...A,.
LATOR. Wallace P. Judd. 1974. 100 pp. $2.95.
M

•

This book is for anyone who owns or intends to purchase a

hand calculator, from the most sophisticated to the basic
"four banger." Also good clean fun.
GAMES WITH THE POCKET CALCULA TOR
..,.A.....
Thigaragan & Stolovitch. 1976. 54 pp. $2.00.

X

No tricks or puzzles, the 24 games in this book f;ill within
the classical definition of interactive activities. They all in·
valve an element of conflict and competition with rules
for making moves and ending the game. Fast paced games
that do not require being a methematician or having more
than one "four banger" per game.

&

GETTING THE MOST OUT OF YOUR ELECTRONIC
CALCULATOR
William L. Hunter. 1974. 204 pp. $4.95.

ALPHA BRAIN WA VES
Jodi La'WTence. 1972. 2SS pp. $1.25.

A "how to" book for people who want to use electronic
calculators for basic math, homework, unit pricing, grocery
shopping, simple interest, income tax preparation, and running the modern kitchen.

This is a description of what the alpha condition is, how it
can be controlled and its potential uses in medicine, education and psychiatry.

MATH. WRITING & GAMES IN THE OPEN CLASSROOM
Herbert R. Kohl. 1974. 252 pp. $2.45.

BIOFEEDBACK AND THE ARTS
Edited by David Rosenboom. 1976. 162 pp. $12.95
(Hardbound)

A careful analysis of the ways in which games can be used
for teaching. Descriptions of countless games and learning
ideas that stimulate children's imagination so they can comprehend complex mathematical concepts, strategy and proba·
bility theory. Herbert Kohl loves kids-and it shows in his
book.
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PROBABILITY
D. J. Koosis. 1973.

46

This book sent me spinning off in new directions. It
repof[s on work done by artists ... dancers ... musicians
... researchers in biofeedback and the arts and neurological information processing related to aesthetic experience:.

BIOFEEDBACK: TURNING ON THE POWER OF YOUR
MIND
Marvin Karlins and Lewis M. Anderson. 1973. 190 pp. $1.2S.

163 pp.

$2.95.

This book is for people who want [0 learn probability.
Work your way (htu this book before you take STAT 1.

The: spirit of advemure in the blossoming biofeedback field is
well expressed by this widely read classic. It remains the best
full :ield introduction.

PROF E. MC SQUARED'S (ORIGINAL FANTASTIC &
SATISFYING CALCULUS PRIMER)
Swann and Johnson. 1975. 111 pp . $2.9S.

BODY TIME
Gay Gaer Luce. 1973. 411 pp. $1.25.

Our original idea was this: if we would find characters for
each mathematical concept in differential calculus, and set
them all to work, the result would be far more lively and
involving than the usual textbook trip. What happened
along the way was that the characters acquired more life
than we had expected and sometimes seem to charge off
in their own directions. So, if they lead you astray, go
back and re·read what you have already done. Try the
exercises- we have left room to work them out in the book ,
and the answers are in the back.

"An absorbing and fully-detailed treatment of a subject we're
all at least vaguely aware of-the physiological, social and
emotional rhythems in our lives. While there are enough
studies and experiments to boggle the brain, the author
retains the proper perspective between detail and readability.
Read the book and you cannot help but gain a greater awe ,
appreciation and respect for the beautiful comprexity of the
human body-leading to greater care of/for and understanding of your own."

EYE AND BRAIN: The Psychology of Seeing
R. L. Gregory. 1973 . 253 pp. $2.95.

PROF E. MC SQUARED'S CALCULUS PRIMER (PART 2)
Swann and Johnson. 1976. 103 pp. $2.75.

The same delightful and edifying format of the origin:"!l
Original, Fant:lstic and Satisfying Calculus Primer (Part 1).

PROFESSOR GOOGOL'S MATH PRIMER
Sam Valenza Jr. 1973. 144 pp. $4.50.

This is a math textbook with a sense of humor- an experimcnt in the visualization of mathematical ideas through
cartooning. Effective :md interesting communication of a
sometimes unexciting subject. Mad, mad visu:J.i stuff makes
this great for all you kids, young and old.

Beautifully illustrated and easily understood , this book is it
for learning how the eye and brain function together. This
book sheds new light on looking- what you see isn't necessarily what you get.
N EW MIN D. NEW BODY: BIO-FEEDBACK: NEW
DIRECTIONS FOR THE MIND
Barbara B. Brown , Ph.D. 1974. 523 pp. $2.S0.

A basic source for the technician, home or otherwise. This
is the definitive tex t" on biofeedback, presented simply and
dearly , while retaining all the worth of traditional SCientific
methods.
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[he oiesired waveforms. At this point the author begins w

5/:1,:1\'(; III/Til THE .1I1.\'DS EYE: The History fecllflil/IIt's ulld US('S of ViSIlUIiZtltioll
Mike Samud~ M.D. and Nancy Samuels. 133 pp. 1975.

I)uild, piece by piece, ilnd electronic music studio-your own
synthesis and recording facilitv. Unclc Gilbert tells how to
translate conventional musical notation of all forms into
synthesis instructions. Also included is a brief history of
electronic music, how to get and protect a copyright and a
200 word glossary of electronic music terminology. Very
elementary and nothing about com puter music.

$9.95.
The human mind is a slide projector with an infinite
number of slides stored in its library, an instand retrievaI system and an endlessly cross~eferenced subject
atalog. What is this inner seeing? Avoided by the
standard educational process, the importance of
visualization in our lives has yet to be adequatdy
explored. This book plugs in your slide proiector and
pulls down the screen. Time to look in. A big format book, one-inch thick with plenty of photos and
illustrations, eight in full color.

FUN A.VD GAMES WITH Tilt:: COMPUTER
Edwin R. Sage. 1975. 360 pp. $5.95.

This fascinating story of one man's experiences of inner
space. An exploratory autobiography in the seemingly
hmitlessness of consciousness.

An introductory text which teaches BASIC computer programming through games of chance and strategy. Most of
the games in the text can be run on a minimum 4K compu·
ter and remainder on an 8K system.

GAMES, TRICKS ANO PUZZLES FOR A HAND
CALCULATOR
Wallace P. Judd. 1974. 100 pp. $2.95.

What is consciousness? This revolutionary book says that an
answer is possible~but only if we consider both reason and
intuition. Pushing beyond the purely scientific, Robert Orn·
stein shows how a synthesis of these two sources of knowledge
can bring about "a more complete science of human con·
sciousness with an extended conception of our own capabili·
ties. "

THE UNIVERSAL TRA VELER" A SO/Nystems guide to
creativity. problem-solving alld tile process 0/ reaching
goals.
Don Kubc:rg anu Jim Bagnall. 1974. 128 pp. $4.95.
A definitive manual presenting a logical systematic approach
to the creative probJem·solving of everyday life, employing
graphic visualization as well as statistical representation.
Wntten in the belief that the same mathematical discipline
used in solving complex world problems can be utilized in
our everyday lives for the attainment of systematic and
creative resolution of everyday problems.

•

This book is for anyone who owns or intends to purchase a
hand calculator, from the most sophistica ted to the basic
"four banger." Also good clean fun.

GAMES WITH THE POCKET CALCULATOR
Thiagaragan & Stolovitch. 1976. 54 r? $2.00.
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No tricks or puzzles, the 24 games in this book fall within
the classical definition of interactive activities. They all
involve an element of connict and competition with rules
for making moves and ending the game. FaSt paced games
that do not require being a mathematician or having more
than one "four banger" per game.

MATH. WRITING & GAMES IN Tilt:: OPEN CLASSROOM
Herbert R. Kohl. 1974. 252 pp. $2.45.

A careful analysis of the ways in which games can be used
for teaching. Descriptions of coumless games and learning
ideas that stimulate children's imagination so they can com·
prehend complex mathematical concepts, strategy and prob·
ability theory. Herb Kohl loves kids-and it shows in his book.

A LPIIA-NUMERIC MUSIC WITH AMPLITUDE CONTROL
Malcolm T. Wright. 1975 . 23 pp. $2.00.
Program the Altair 8800 computer or any 8080 CPU chip for
a complete 6 octave music system with tempo and duratl'Jn
control and DAC (digital·to-analog converter) for playback.
Far out music! Or, far to!

101 BASIC COMPUTER GAMES
David Ahl, editor. 1974. 250 pp. $7.50.

This book contains instructions for 101 games, all in BASIC.
Most games are simulations of sports, card games, board games
and games of chance.

PCC GAMES PROGRAM LISTINGS
pcc. 1974. 31 pp. $2.00.
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR MUSICIANS
Craig Anderton. 1975. 1J4 pp. $6.95.
The first 4 chapters are an introduction to basic electronics,
the fifth contams 19 projects including a preamp, metronome,
8·in one~ut Mixer, electronic foot SWItch and ultra·fuzz, con·
eluding with a section on trouble·shooting and access to fur·
ther information. The best book we have seen for the begin·
ning kit builder.

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF ELECTRO.VlC MUSIC
Gilbert Trythall. 1973. 214 pp. $6.95.

This book let contains the bare program listings of the computer
games presented in Volumes I and II of People's Computer
Company. They're written in HP 2QOOF time shared BASIC
and may easily be modified for other systems.

WHAT TO DO AFTER YOU lilT RETURNor
P.C.C.'s First Book of Computer Games
PCC. 1975 157 pp. $6.95.

*

A [wltastic book of computer games written in BASICnumber games, verbal games, science fIction games· -all
in the outrageous style of People's Computer Ccmpany.
A big book, crammed to the margins with tasty tidbits·
snategies, treks to the stars, simulations, wumpus hunts.
and much more. Destined to be one of those books.

The first few chapters are concerned with the relationship
between waveform and sound quality, and with the elementary
electronic concepts one needs to know in order to produce
~PCC BOOKSTORE PCC BOOKSTORE PCC BOOKSTORE PCC BOOKSTORE PCC BOOKSTORE PCC BOOKSTORE
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THE CENTER OF THE CYCLONE
An Aurobiography of Inner Space
John C. Lilly. 1972. 237 pp. $1.95.

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF CONSCIOUSNESS
Robert E. Ornstein. 1972. 269 pp. $1.95.

*
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M<!rk Goldstein
P.O. Box 825

Tempe, AZ 85281

